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The Man In The Mainten nce Reliability System is the
key to aviation maintenance safety.

Are we keeping up with technology or have gaps developed
between the advanced design end construction techniques
and the men who performs the tasks that krr, the aircraft
in an airworthy condition?

Experts in their respective fA&us gathered at the fourth
annual FAA maintenance s"
ypos um, at the Skirvin Hotel,
Oklahoma City; Cklahoma, on DecLZ.- er 3, 4, and 5, 1968,
to discuss
e PA-n
In The Maintenance Reliability System.
This publication is P compilation of the papers presented
at that sympostv=m 'The papers indicate what is being done
to keep the man in thz- maintenance reliability
system
crrrent in his vocat iov and ai3o fore,,ast future trends
and need,

Papc.-s presented at this fourth as"nual £M ms~ntenance
rosium represented The opinions, ineas, practicea
and prop, salq of each individual panelist who in turn
reflected the poliieo
and pr4atices of his respective
company,
The speskeys have granted Permission to the
FAA to re_;int r nd publish their pa ers me prensited
r: the 1368 maint enance tym)poTsiun,

A list oi the #,ymposium ntt.',ndees will bet found in
the back of thbt voi.,xie.

Welcome to the 1968 Maintenance Sympor'um, 'The -iin in Thle

.Ante- ince ReliAbility System - A Positive V w." This event,
which annually brings together the top people nationally znd
internationally in aviation maitenance, began fairly nodestly
in 1965 to exchange information about maintennce retiAbtlity
a

It has been successful not only A.&,terms of attendauce ani participation but also in the quality of the ioformation exchanged.
Our first symposium featured the maintainabillty azad reliability
of aircraft propulsion systems. The second, in 1966, dealt with
airtraft structures, Last year, aircraft syar, s were mphAsized.
This year, we will highlight the wan in the syste&.
Tach

of the papers preaented during this symposi"= will deal with
some aspect of maintenarce reliability as it afvlt'.or is
affected by the man in the system.
I will not attempt to cozpete during the prologuv vizh the
professionals who are presenting the papers, b"t I would like
to say a few words about why we are here.
First, let us not forget the nan. We acre here to talk about
minutenanze reliability but, ")re import'ntiy, about the man in
the syst-w. If we stray too far, afteld, we will not have
accomplished our purpose. It would be well for us to remembei
that "maintenance" has its roots in 1w%, Latin words (manu tenceo
that mean "to know for certain" but wUhh literally translated,
mean "to hold in the hand"
Nw, I do Ert see how we can come
more directly to the issurs than to discacs the hands in Vt>ich
bthe

reliability system is held.

Secondly, where does the -an in jgu
eivintetance reliability
system fit in on og planning? Whert oys he come fru, bow
do you select him, how do you train him
best use of him,

L,&.L

how do you m&ke the

from your viewpoint inJ his?

We shall

learn, I think, that he knows or can bo wade :o know, what is
to be done and how to do it, -- but does he know why he is doi.g?

Pretented by Harry A. Turnpaugh, Chief, Maint.enanc* Division.
Flight Standards Service, federal Aviation Adminisration,
Department of Transportation, at the FAA 1968 Maintenance
S)mposium, Oklahoma City, Oklahwma, December 3-5, 1968.

Dots he understand what yqour reliability system needs to accomu
FIfJh t, be successful? We must remczber that no matter what
proceduree, resources, or standards are prescribed to make a
,afxaotenance reliability system function, its ultimate outcome
-ili depend upon whether the people who perform the necessary
actions m.& nake the juogments "get the word."
:inca the early days of large scale reliability
-rograms, a lot
of thot_,ght, action, and resources have been expended to convince
nagcs~at and planning levels in industry and government that
naitr',Aance reliability syst-ns not only sa.ke goed businzss sense
bvt praoce the desired results in terms of safety. In a ver
real sense. wansgement has sold reliability concepts to managemenZ.
*it,
con;versely, not much has b en done to help the men who "hold
the rldability
systems in thenr hands" to understand what sort
of t n g they ate dealing with and what it is producing.
it, is tre ,hat time and exoosure are great teachers, but many
ct the vrydzy decisions and judgments that
uust be matj2 down
at t'e vorking level depend upon a knowledge A£ what is intended
to be accomplished by the whole system. My message is this
"When you are rslkfng maintenance reliabiiity,
remember the man."
It could i&,ea the difference between success and failure of the
progrm or even between safety and disaster,
As you have notIced, the subtitle of this symposium is "A Positive
View."
Lat cae epeak a few moments about a positive effov- that
is intended to offer some recognit.,-n to the wten who have contributed no aut to aircraft maintenane and rfiiability. Each
yekr since 193, FAA and Indusry have engaged in a cooperative
veture to provide some recognition to the aviation aechanic
trough the Annual Avistitm Mechanic Safety Awards Program.
The purpo t of the awards trogram is to give recognition to
avimtln mechanics who are making outstanding contributions
to Aviat on safety by ma'itenance practices.
It enables t.Ke public to "-ecognize the importance of the mechanic
af
t
and serves to focus the attention of the mechanic
ha ielf upon L v t tal safety role.
Nradianuiog are accepted from mechanics thamselves or from OLe,
persons who know of original and significant contributions to
air safety by maintenance practices.
Entries are judged tn three
categories.
improvements or airfrtmes, engines, or omponents;
npprovanvntG to maintenance or inspection procedures; and outri Oewoi r:ration of professionaLism in carrying out a
maechanic 's dixties,
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State awards are nade to general aviation winners who are, in
turn eligible to compeot for regional awards
& g nal awads
-re made to one air carrier mechanic and one general aviation
wechanic n each of the eiwg
FAA regiuns.
Regional winners
ttpete for the national awards
Nationel. awards are made to
oL' general aviation mecha4.c anU one air tarrier mechanic.
Kaen winnor is given a certlficatc or plaque, end in the case
of the ational winners, an especially created medallion and
other nri--tangib.. rewards frva various industry associations
and companx4 i
The Aviation Mechanic Salety Awards Program cnn be judoed to
be a succe-e in e% ry way. Through it, we have been able to
give some much-deserved recognition to a few of the outstanding
contributfons bef.ng wade by aviation mechanics. Your support of
the progra is invited. If you know of original an! significant
contributions to r'iZtion safety by maintenance practices, wake
a nomination. If you would like to participate in other ways,
let us know.
While I have spoken pr.a.'ily abou: the mechanics in the system,
this symposium is not limited to him. For a system to be succeas
ful all men in the system mzst be considered. The man, the supervisor, the teacher, the one who prepare. mlualS of instruction,
the computer man, the parts man, the planner, etc., - they are
all part of the system and they ar- all necessaro
I would likL. t3 thank all the people in the industry who have
offered te presnnt p-ners during the limited tcle available.
The moat difficult task during the planning of each year's
symposium is the selection of papers from the many that are
offered.
We have made a sincere effort to select papers thzt
vi.l
offer yc_ a weil-bai~nced agenda Aod be representattve of
those in attendance.
I will. now call upon Mr. Robert Burbick, who heads the Regulations
and Directives Branch of the Maintenance Division, to give u. e
brief over-view C the complex that makes up the regulatory portiou
of the maintenance rellsbility system. Perhaps we can ise his
remarks as a soit of launching glrtfo-rw f-rm which we will proc
dir-ectly with
-business
t hand.
Thak you for coming. !-e look forward to exchanging views
information with you for the next 2 days.
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The maj4or emaios of tbe FAA are*PromotZ safety
*Insure efficient utilization of zira s
*Pomot

air conw-erce &-id civil #-iation *t h,, e and sbo.r

*Fulfil-, national defease requirements
*Ackniister progrsms eficiently and ecixnom- coly
Our aponsoring this symposfu
falls ma5ixdy Updci tli' -ftrat mieslon.
ILe., Promote safety. We trust all of yov, wiil leave our lfzutth
annual maintenance sw nositut i ti?ated by the varlln 2 present#tions and discussions
th&t you will have a better
etadr.
of the many roles played by the numerous me-. and wmen iQ tht
reliability system and why ;4e must continuie to w4ork~~ehe ~
continued growth anf* safer air trnpo.taticn.
The Man In The Maintenance Reliability System is the caN
in all of o-.%r FAA 8afet;, programs. By no means do we
ignor- the ladi-s.

to

Thcy are an integral part of the total system that iiakes oi'-- U.S,
Civil Aviation and AeroipiAce AildLstry the largest and most success-~
~ul in the world.
There ig an old aviationt axiotn that goes like this:
"Alfiation is ncr.' inherently dangerous - but to an even
greater extent thiE
Ae sea, it is terribly untforgiv-ing
o[ any cmrelessnes, Incapa:city, or neglecL. Safety of
ih.rcraft is delegated through v811.ous levels but in the
firial. analy-is, it is the mechanic working on th6a itCroft
who has this responsibility."~
The efforts of many of these Prtisana, the Anginee s, pilots, and

managers on the r,21iability team go unrecognia.

AS

th - various

panels ak their preoentations, one should realize that whil. we
in regulation bus:ness of FAA are inclined to point our rules a:
those persons or agencies hc'.ding FAA certA-icates - ve should
not lose sight ol the mjay thousands of noi.-certificated prsono
who make it possible for our industry and safety progrwms to~ be
the success that they are,
Presented by Robert A. Burbick, Head, Regulations and Directives
3ranch, Maintenance Division, Flight Standards Service, Feleral
Aviatioo' Aministrstion, iLepartment of Transp-ation.

At thi% time -thZ
sIturt oft our Ryvmpoeium -~we
need somae
sort of as ben0ch wer;K ftt which we c,;i:, me.-ure the scope of the
systens, *-pecilly ftrau the mzanpower and dollar point af view.
First, let's Identify th

number of persons holding FAA

~ur~atstracowd6 (1966) indicate there are over
.&

nm

touse-nd active certificated airmen
Of this
T appoxlateiy 20% are certificated mechanics.

?F lot~ aid, iight engineers account for an additional
70%.
Cczavrol towoer operatcrs, dispatchers, groun'd inspectors
parc~hu,! riggers and o~hers make up the remaining !GZ.
17he irospace industry is the nation's largest manufacturing emn loyer; last year their pa,.zoll alone totaled
12.
billion dollars or 9.2% of the total U.S. rr,ufacturing payroll.
Aircraft and engine manufacturers employed 367,000
produ~ction workers in 1967, T7he serospa&.e industry
e-nployed 371,900 engineers and scientists. Other
associated jobs employed 100,000 men and women. The
misftle and sp&Le industry ta ployed an additional
600,000. This adds up to over 2 million persons.
The U,S, civil aircraft fleet ubers Approximately 142,000.
Mcre than 72% of the 3,541 aircreft operate' in th. World's
civil airlines were designed and bvtit in the VS. to our
atandards.
4

Last year, general aviation manufaturers pr-duced 13,577 aircratt
valued at over 359 million jollars.. Major MadfaLfurers of
*eronautical products report a backlog of zO.6 biiion dcollqrs,
We, in FAA, consider all of these persons and facilities play a
msjor role in the total maintenance reliability system. 0)nic e
the aircraft is designe", ouilt and marketed the primary responsibility for its safe overation-rests upon the owner and 'the
ci-rcificattd airm.en and maintenance facIliti-2s.
Time will not permit a discussion of all at theih

Act ivities.

tivev-er, we do want
sp-tlight the certificated mechanic
beesuse he is tht -trman identified in the Federal Aviltion Act
of 1 58 -~a the indil-vidual who is directly in charge of the
iasp~ction, maintenkrice, overtiau~ing, or ri -pair of aircraft,
aircraft engines, propellers. or 4pplinces4
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Further,

Section 610(a)(L)

of th- A~t states

-

'It shall be unlawful - for any person t, ser' ,- in
any capacity as an airman in connection with an% civil
aircraft, aircraft -ngine, propeller, or applianc- used
or intende-d for use in air commerce without an airman
certificate authorizing him to serve in such capacity,
or i: violation 'f any term, condition, or limitation
thereof, ox in violation of any order, rule, or regulatiorn issued under thl.s title; (3)"
The first .Etderal Regulation involving the issuance of mechanic
license was contained in Section 72 of the old air commerce
regulation effectiv- December 31, 1926. It provided for an engine
mechanic license and an airplane mechanic license. The first
license 4i was issued to Frank G. Cardner of College Park, Ke
on July 1, 1927.
After adoption of the Civil Aero Act of 1938, Part 24 was
implemented. It provided for the issuance of an aircraft
mechanic rating and an aircraft engine mt"hanic rating.
Amendment 109, effective May 16
of a factory mechanic rating.

1941, provided for the i6juance

In the fall of 194/. the C'vil Aeronautics Board proposed to
aoend Part 24 to provide ior additional mechanic ratings and a
higher degree of specialization. This proposal was not adopted
and since that time. there have been numerous efforts 1o
recognize in the regulations C'vat industry has developed a
higby speci lized caore of maintenance oersoine whorutillization is somewhat restricted because of the airmen
requirements of the Act.
Moreover, 6ince the end of Worl.: War 11, we pe-iodically reetve
petitions to .mnend the rules to provide for further opeciclization.
The latest involve; such areas as avionics, heliccpters, Jet engin.s,
and certain nondestructive test operations.
While we are sure these petiti-ers are sincere, thcy have not
provided a very 'ttrong argument or compelling safety -eason why
it is in the public interest to expand the maintenance airman
certificition sysgtpm.
Actually, we h_-ve a very eflective method of recogniing
specialized mechanics skills. This ix *:he repsirman cerrificate. It is used to .ste per.onnel in specialized areas where
both skill knd facilities are neeued and , eraonnel do not
normally meet the full requirment.j for A&P certificate.

3

Efficient. and effective utilization of rechnical rnanpower is

af-ust for the future; therefore,, we mu~t continue to search
for the answers or solutions to 0 -techncal rnanp- er shortage
in certain areas of civil sircratt mnaintenan.-e.
To g.,In a broader understanding and industry arpnrecii.tion for
the problems facing maintenance airai~n, t
V4AA in ) 91 was
irstrumenta1 in causing the California Avi~tion Educ._Ion
As-ociatir. to undertake a study in Calihornia to determine
the I.Justry requirements for airframz and powerplant mechanics.
This activity subsequently resulted in a much more com'rehensiie
stud-, kzi.nw as "A National Stud-, of the Aviation Mec'lianii.s
Occupation." This stdv wi be dis~cu.ssed by Dr. Allen on Penel
IV tiednesdoy.
While theii has been no significant c-hange in the mechanic
certificate requirement, there have bee~. w&.Jor changes in
other YAA rules and operating procedures. Today, repair
stations and mechanics with inspecti,? auth~i;izations ke-c the
general aviation fleet opt-ating on a day-to-day basis,
I4hey return the majority of major maintenance work to se-vice.
Various FAA de~ignees perfcrr' a zarZe portion of the exami, %tions
and tests required by the airmrn certiiication reguiationb.
iepairimen perforz very vital speciL'Xized safety functions at repAi~r
statio" and air carritr mai-'teziance bames.
ihi.&e these airmen progra do gcnerate problems, they are withour
question sn assent.-al paxt of our oaf4-ty prograx an-d provide a
balan-e between safety and taxp~yer hurden. It's hard tj knock
Puccass and there Is iittle
sueAtion about the mtccess of the
presont system, Evon 5o, there is liways room tor improvementThe varitus prdsentations may prompt 4pecific questiona involving
--ur wAintevince and airmen cc-ttificearorin ruas, procedures or
iut ,rs plan6. We invite you to make a note of the question and
prewint it to the FAA Maintenaie Division Branch 0hiefs xt the
Thurosay sorniug question ar-d sn!3w*r session.
We hope the #yiosium and Uts free exchange of ideas will rvd
v, with additional insights into- the proper traininig and certi.§
cation wd ;ailixatfsn of maintenarce eirmen.
That. in -M way,
it vill
t'he sa~ntexistce reiiAbi ity yxtem better a-nd -hat
*all of us wto hive had. a part oi the action will leav* Dkleho-ma
City and this sysio'sium motivated to (it a 6b..tter job ior safety
end our exploya.r.
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ANCt

UTFiREkMZA!ZTIJN AND UT~lIZ-:2ATIi

07 ?ttE'TIA~.LPOF 7"llux3FT

DSF{DS

=11SIVELY UPON THE KQNOWLrEPOS3LE C.LRE TFAT GOES INTVO EQUIPMEN'T DESIGN
AND TIHE SPECIFICATION OF

AhTNN

JOB AIDS, AND SUPPORT E:IN

ROUT'WNES,

PttOCZE

s, SCHSU!,S,

T.IN A VERYf REAL SENSE. TM

ABILI~TY OF

THYE NATNTIAYE MAN I'S A V,JNC~wrION OF 'MEn~
DESIGN An SUPPORT CONSIDERIATIOINS THAl~T CONSTIITUTE Ti2 ENVIRON)WT TN WEIGH 17, MUST WORK.
OPERAi., ONAL PROBLEMS5 AN.D PRACTICES

COMMON DESIGN DEFICIENCIES
SOM OF THE MORS. COXWONLY MNTIONED DESK1',' DEFICIENCIES THLAT .SONTRIBTE
TO THE TEC2{ICIAIN'S PROBLEMS AS RIEPORTED 13Y MILITARY TECH;ICLANS THEtkbELVES
ARE:
(1)

FAST:ENERS

"FAST2SERS CONTIC- ' TO COKE IN A VAST VARIDTT' O? "'TES,

-

SIE, AND LENGfHS, AN~j DESIGNElIS ICNTERMX TM
('2)

CONNECTORS

-THERE ARE AN

-

UNNECF4 SSiRtJLY.

WXESV
'MBET OF PLUG T17TZS AND TME

iCOMF LAD)EN WITH ?OREIGN MATTER AND MOISTURE."

0)ACCESSIBILU'

'ACCESS PRCNISIOINS ARE A CONTINUED PROBLEM.

E74TLY THE COYWRACTCLRS LIUILD THE. FRAME'. FIRST, THEN PROCEE

APPAR-

TOCA

STUFF INTO IT'."
()SERVICING

'-A LOT OF TIME IS WASTED BY UNNECESSARY MCITONS IN

SERVICING."'

(')CALIBRATION

-

"CALIBRAT±JNi IS A REAL PROBLEM BECAUSE THERE .r.Ru FEW

REAL STA IL FCCS, AkND STANDARDS 5111FT.
.- tW
(6)

TOLERANCES P'IACXD Or EQUIP-

0N MADIFACTYRE ARE OV'r2Jg INTOLWADLXEIN Tifg FIELD."

UCFERCHANC4NL-ILltY

-

"EVEN THE EQUIPMENT BUILT TO THE ?4AYE MILl-

TAHY SPE.,CIFICATT'ONS BY DWFFEREWP CONTRACTORS DOESN'T CONTAIN
INTKRCHAINGFEAB1.7E PARTS.

THIS. MAKES CANN IBALIT INC IMPRACT ICAL.7

()TOOLS

'700173 kRE NUT SITFFICI&Tfff ST&NDARI, Z'D AND TOOL

MlJ~la ARE 'NOT SUFFICIFTLY COORDINA11D."

POTENTIAL MAINTENANCE DESIGN DEFICIENCIES
THIMT-NINE (39)
DtIP71

POTEJ4TIAL ?INTERNE

2Gl' 1TSIGO

E'

DK.

Ci.("ES ',ERE ID7ETIFIMt

CENMI.RY SERIES NUMM3EED F'IGHTEM AI,11RAP.

MMEE DEFICIENCIES WTR... S1IBSEUENTLY CCNFI~fED' AnD COCf-ThE

T

Y AIR

FOR7, NAVY, AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL.

THIRrTTO (32) 0F ;ME TEIWRTYNIh
FI ,bERCIES WMR
SAFEbTY.

(39) POTENTIAL MAITENWANCE D'ESIGN DE-

FOUND TO BE IN TIE PEAS OF ACCESSIDILITYf,

SERVI~fC0

0

THEfrSE Fln, T'GS ARE CONSISTENT 'WITH THE AIR FORCE SUHVE' REPORTS

flISCUS6~EI) EARLIER IN THIS PAM,. AND FURNISH TJS~JL
DESIGN DE32ECISTA

HOULJ BE AVOIDED TN ANY WJO'R A .CBA.Tf DEVELOP-

~~CrTGMIT

1-5A

IDL4iSOFC,

TJ~A INI EREA,,'S
NBILIY

ORGALNIZATION
f,ox&KHZI) IS RESPONSI.FIE TO T.

PROCURING AGENCY FOR INSURING THAT AMf;LEIAT-

IJMAN 3NGINEERING IS ACCOM{PLISH{ED (A) DU RTN
EMM'ECVE ASSIGNM

EINT

CW2A

OF SYqTEM FUNC7TIONS TO MAN AND i4ACH.rNE COMBINATUIII

TliEFREOF AND (B) THIROUGHOUT THE' DESIGN
TO OBTAIN EFFCTIV

SYST~

AND) SAF 4

ND DEVELOF EWT OF SYSTEMA HARDWARET

A CIN- INEAC"TbONS

AND

COMPATIBILITY.

BASED UPON PAST ELPFEIENCE WITH THE C..130 AND) C-141 fTXC-*RAMS,

AIR F9CP""

SURVEYS, VOND KNOWLDGE OF kf'uiE2TIAL DESIGN DF-2I2NClES, ORGANIZATIOFS
AYD WORING PROCEDURES WERE ESTADL15ih

MA;:NTAINABIiLTY.
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A TURB4INE DRIV)Y COMPRESSOR,

LiOCATED BET7WEEN THlE R1uHT MAIN FORWARD AND

AFr WHML WELLS OF THE C-5A,

PROVIDES LOW PRESSURE AIR POP LARDING GEAR

TIRE INFLATION.

HUMAN ENG flEEBING EVALUATED) THE PERSONNEL NOISE 11J.&ZkR

G~EMTED BY THIS TURBINE.
SLIDE I

-

-PREDICTED SOUN{D PRFqSURI; LEVELS

~HI3 FIGURE SHOWS THE PREDlC-TI)I SOUND PRESSURE LEVFELS IN AND ABOUT THE
RIGK' MAIR WHEEL 'WELLS.

1T CAN BE SEEN THiAT

EXEN WHEN TSING EAR MUFFS

AN"" IeLUGS, FZSSNNEL WORKING IN THE AFT' W-LL COULD BE EXPOSED TO AS MUCH~
AS

1210

DB.

EXPOSU RE TO STEA3)Y NOISE ()F ThIS LEVELT 7'SUALLY LEADS TO

SENSATION OF DISCOTtFHT IN T1RT, EAR AFTER A FEV SECONDS.
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THIS WORK WAS A CO-

ACCESS OPENING IrlTHE LOWER SURFACE OF THE RADOME.
OPERkTIVE EFFORT INVOLVING HU3MAN EN

tI

fSG, MAINTAIh BILIT",

AD AGE

DESIGN.
STATION KEEPING EQUII T (SKE) TEST SEC

ONE IMPORTANT FACET OF HUMAN RNGINaFINGS CONTRIUTION TO MAI-FANABILIIT
IS THE RMIEW OF, AND RECOMYRDATIONS FOR, DESIGN OF THE NUmMOUS PIECES
OF TEST EQUIPMENT

AN EUKIPLE

ErtUIRED TO SUPPORT SUCH A SYSTEM AS THE C-c5.

OF THIS ACTTVITY IS 'TEFANEL LAY(,UTS FOR TFE STATION KEEPING SYSTEM TEST
SET.
SLIDE 14

PANEL LAYOUT FOR SKE TEST SET

THIS PIiuTRE SHOWS A MOCK-UP OF A PORTION OF THIS TEST ;QUIFMr.
BRIEFLY, THE STATYON KEEPING SYSTEM IS AN FL LTRONI" PILOTNG AID WHICH
AUTOMATICALLY MAINTAINS THE AIRCRAFT IN A DESIRED POSITION RELATIVE TO
"THER

AIRCRAFT WHiLE IN FORMATION FLIGHT.

THE DESIRABILITY OF THOROT H,

PRECISE MAP"ENANCE ON SUCH EQUIPET IS OBVIOUS WEN ONE CONSIDERS TE
SIZE AND SPEED OF THE C-5 COUPLED WITH THE REQUIR]EKTS OF FORi4TION FLYING.

NOT SO OBVIOUS IS THE ATTENTION TO DETAIL REQUIRED IN THE DESIGN OF EQUIPMEWT FOR TESTING THE SYSTEM.

THE IMPACT OF SUCH DETAILS AS STORAGE PRO-

VISIONS FOR TEr" AIDS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS, PACKAGING, ACCESSIBILITY,
LABELING,

ADJUSTME2TS, TEST POINTS, FASTKqERS, BUILT-IN SELF-TEST EQUIPMT,

FUNCTiONAL ARRANGEMli AND GROUPING OF CONTROLS,

READOUTS,

ETC.,

BE UNDERSTOOD WHEN ONE CONSIDERS THE CAPABILITIES OF THE USER
TERANCE TECHNICIAN.

AS POINTED OUT EARLIER, HE IS:

-

rkvN BEST
-

THE MAIN-

"TYPICALLY A HIGH

SCHOOL GRADUATE WITH FOUR YEARS OF MILITARY SERVICE, HAS COMPLETED ONE

BAST? 'r1T{NICAL
Th R

.

SCHOOL AND ONE ADVANCED TECHNICAL SCHOOL OF AICFOX-MATELY

MONTHS DURATION".

T7E TEST EQUIIT{T SHOULD BE DESIGNED AS AN AID

TO THIS MAN - - NCT AS A SE.XO.N DfuRY !-.ZLE FOR HI1M TO SOLVE BEFORE Hrt CAN
ATTACK 1=1 PRIXARY PROBLEM.

TE SOFT MOCK-UP SHOWN HERE WAS USE

1

BY HUMAN ENGINEERING AS A DYSIGN

0OL

IN ANALYSES AND EVALUATIONS PREREQUISITE TO FINAL DESIGN.

THIS APPROA.CH

RESULTED IN THL INCORPORATION OF BETER THAN TETY HUY"A

ENG.WING REC-

.NDjkTICONS

WHICH NOT ONLY

WiANCE

7U MAN-MACHINE

A GREAT DEAL OF DESIGN BACK-TRACKING IN DEVELCP

M-FACE BUT OBVIATED

T OF Tn SKS TEST SYST3M.

THE MOCK-7P ALSO SERVK) ADI)RABLf AS A VISUAL AID TO DISCUSSION

I=

AIR

FORCE PlPRESENTATMS DURING CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW.

RUDDER SERVO CHEST PACK

A SERV'IE LADDER,

MOUNTED INSIDE THE VERTICAL STABILIZER,

TO THE RUDDER SERVO MANIFOLDS.

TO REACH THE UPPER RUDDER MINIFOLD THE

MAINTEANCE MAN MUST CLIM APPROXIMA'TLY 27 FEE.C18-POUND MANIFOLD IS REQUIRED,

PROVIDES ACCESS

IF REPLACEMENT OF THE

THE MAINTENANCE MAN IS FACED WITH THE

PRODLO t OF HOW TO HANDLE MHE MANIFOLD AND HIS TOOLS WHILE ASCENDING OR
DESCENDING THE LADDER.
A JOINTIEFORT BY HUMAN ENGINEERS AND MAINTAINABILITY EGINEERS RZSULTED
IN THE PACK SHOWN HERE.
SLIDES

15 AND 16 - RUDDER SERVO MANIFOLD CHEST PACK

USING A PROPERLY WEIGHTED MOCK-UP OF THE SERVO MANIFOLD,

IT WAS FOUND

MORE DESIRABLE TO HAVE THE ITF4 SIUNG IN FRONT OF THE MAN RATHER THAN ON
HIS BACK SO THAT HE DOES NOT HAVE TO REMOVE THE PACK IN ORDER TO BRING

THE MANIFOLD AROUND TO HIS WORKING POSITION.

15

SINCE THE LADDER IS CANTED

AWAY FRM( THE XkN AT AN ANGLE OF 32' FROM VERTICAL, AMPLE CLEANCE IS PROVIDMD BETW

',

CEST PACK AND THE LADI)ER WHILE CLIMINC.

C-5A MAINTENANCE TRAINERS AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
MAINT&ANCE TRAINERS
THE EhaILES GIVEN THUS FAR HAVE BEN PREDOMIATELY IN THE DESIGN AREA.
07E REALIZE THAT THE ABILITy OF TH MAINTENANCE MAN IS ALSO A FUNCTION
OF THE SUPPORT CONSIDERATIONS THAT HELPS CONSTITUTE THE ENVIRONMT IN
WlICH HE MUST WORK.
PLACING EMPHASIS ON THE ABOVE PRINCIPLE, WE PLANNED EARLY IN THE C-5A
DEVELOFMENT PROGRAM FOR RELIABLE SUPPORT EQUIPMET AND JOB AIDS, INCLUDING
MAINTENANCE TRAINERS AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS.
OF TWEnY-NINE (29)

C-5A MAINTENANCE TRAINMR

DURING JUNE-AUGUST,

1968.

A REVIEW AND EVALUATION

AND PANELS WERE CONDUCTED

BY AMINISTERING A HUMAN ENGINEERING CHECKLIST; INTERVIEWING TRAINER TECHNICIANS,

ENGINEERS,

INSPECTORS,

AND SUPERVISORS; AND BY OBSERVING MAIN-

TAINABILITY DEMONSTRATIONS, THE ADEQUACY OF THE FOLLOWING TRAINER ELeMNTS
WAS DETERMINED:
(1)

VISUAL DISPAYS

(2)

CONTROLS

(3) LABELTXG
(4)

WORKSPACE DEIGN

(5) MAINTAINABILITY
(6)

HAZARDS AND SAFETY

OUT OF 420 COMMENTS AND RECOMMDATIONS,

378 ITIMs (90%) WERE IMPLETED.

MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TEST PROGRAM WERE STANDARDIZATION OF TRAINER

_
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NAME PLATES AND LABELS, IMPROVED QUALITY CONTROL, IDENTIFICATION OF THE

NEED FOR MORE PRECISE DIRECTIVES TO SUE-ONTRACTORS,

AND 1?NROVEWTS IN

CONTROL/DISPLAY, TRAINIENG EFFECIVESS, AUD SAFETY.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
REVIV AND EVALUATION OF TWENTY-THR
TECHNICAL MANUALS (T.O. 'S)

(23)

C-5A PRELIMINARY MAINTENANCE

WERE COMPLETED IN OCTOBER,

1968.

THE FOLLOWING

FACTORS WERE USED AS CRITERIA:
(1)

ACCURACY

(2)

COMPLL7EI,-ESS

(3)

READABILITY AND SIMPLICITY

(4)

EASE OF USE (CROSS-RE'ERICING AND INDEXING)

(5) FORMATTING

A TOTAL OF 509 COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS WERE MADE.

ONE HUNDRED AND

EIGHTY (180) OF THESE WERE RANDOMLY SELECTED FOR FOLLOW-UP ANALYSES AND,
AT THE TIME OF THE ANALYSES,

IT WAS FOUND THAT 60% HAD BFN IMPLEMETED,

SLIDE 17 - C-5A MAINTENANCE TRAINERS AND
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS SUMMARY
THE MANUAL PRODUCTION PROCESS HAS A BUILT-IN TIME LAG WHICH SUGGESTS THAT

THE CURRENT 60% VALUE SHOULD ULTIMATELY IMPROVE.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS"
I WANT TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION.

I'VE

ENJOYED PRESENTING THIS PAPER TO YOU AND I HOPE YOU HAVE A BETTER INSIGHT
INTO THE HUMAN ENGINEERING/MAINTAINABILITY INTERFACE ON THE C-5A.

THANK

YOU.
REFERENCE
"IS THESE A NEED FOR HUMAN ENGINEERING/ rINTAINABILITY
MCABEE, W.H.
INTERFACE?", LO(XHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY, MARIETTA, GEORGIA, NOVEMBER

1967.

THE MA.N IN T*HE M4AINTENANCE

RELIABILITY SYSTEMI

Roll of Design EngineeiI

In Maintenanice

& Reliability

IgAINTRODUCTION
A.

Growth of Maintenance & Reliability as a Design Discipline

--

The Aviation i-,ustry, as everyone knows, ir slightly more
than fifty years old, and until recently the mere fact that the
aircraft flew on the day it was delivered was sufficient miracle
it itself to justify the procurement.
The earlier aircraft with
simplified systems were not usually subject to service problems
of a scope beyomd the maintenance capability of the field
mechanic or the pilot himself.
Since the early 1940's however,
the aircraft have become more and more sophisticated until it
became evident that guidelines were required to establish
maintainability requirements.
These maintainability requirements, such as MIL-STD.470 dated 21 March 1966, are being
applied as a integral part of the basic procurement contrac
for new aircraft.
In order to achieve the specified level
of maintaintability in each new design, the designer must
therefore apply the specified portions of these specifications
in the initial design phase.
B.

Estabilishment of Maintenance & Reliability Priority in Design - i)

Customer input through Marketing Department

--

Assuming that a new aircraft design is the result of a
customer request for contract, the customer must specify
in the contract the degree of maintainability and reliability required.
Seldom is a military standard such as
MIL-STD-470 applied in its literal interpretation; theretore , interpretation must be made in the text of the procurement contract. As an example:
a gear to drive a
tachometer transmitter could be made of sufficient size
to have infinite life with infinite reliability. This
approach to reliability would obviously produce an aircraft so overweight that performance would be unacceptable.
On the other extreme, weight could become such a
factor in the design that each part would be so light
that the life
and reliability
would be reduced to an
unacceptable I, el.
Compromises o. this type must be
made and it is tche user's ultimate responsibility tc
define the missiun requir'ement and adjust Ole other
factors accordingly.
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2)

Prior Experience in sL;iilar types

--

In almost every new aircraft there are system elements
which are carried over from prior aircraft.
In many
cases these components are the end result of years of
development in similar applications with several aircraft models.
Common sense and experience are irreplaceable virtes
in a design engineer.
II.

CONSIDERATIONS
A.

Milii-ar
I)

FOR MILITARY

Product

VS COMMERCIAL PRODUCT

--

The definition of Military Mission Envirornment

-

When a contract is issued to procure a military aircraft, the mission of the aircraft is obviously the
prime consideration of the new aircraft and usually
the mission environment can be defined at the same
time the mission is defined.
In the case of Naval

aircraft, it is obvious that salt air corrosion would
be a prime consideration. In the case of an Army
aircraft, mor. than likely dirt and conditions associated with army operations would govern.
These
factors all must be considered by the designer in
the development of the new aircraft.
a)

Militaty aircraft are usually mission oriented
above all other considerations and in s me cases
as I am sure you are all aware, the aircraft can
be considered expendable at the completion of a
single operation,and in some cases can be considered expendable at the completion of a single
mission. These mi~siens are not judged on the
basis of dollar profit, but as a degree of niiLitary
gain.
Consequently, endirance of components is
not always a primar
criterium in the development
of military aircraft.

b)

Pride of Ownership

--

Most military aviators are active mili+ary aviators
for a relativelv short time.
Even in the case of
World War II,most of the pilots were discharged

after no more than four years service.
During their
tenure of active duty, most pilots flew several types
of %ircraft,
therefore, except in certain relatively
short time overseas assignents the pilot never related toward his aircraft with a sense of ownership.
2)

Definition of Military Maintenance

a)

Known maintenance skill level

Environment

--

--

Military aircraft
art procured to fulfill
the equipment requirements of a Table of 0 rganization es-

tablishment.

In this establihmen

there art p re-

determLined levela cf maintenance skill defined by
KOS qualifications.

b)

Known naintenance

facility

level

--

In conjunction with the knoun skill level dei~ned
above, the r -intenance facility level also is established prior to design of the military aircraft.
c)

Ki"own maintenance

logistics system

During the initail steps of design, provisioning
conferences are conducted to define the logistics
systems which will be used to support these aircraft.
d)

Reacting

time to Product Improvement

Changes

After the aircraft are put in service arl
the design defects begin to become evident, maintainability
is cocmromised by the time Lag normally
associated with ECP action for product improveme nt s ,
B.

Commercial
1)

Product

Definition of Commercial Mission

Environment

infinitely
,a) The commercial operation environment -'
varied wihen compared to military appLications.
In
military u-age comparatively large numbers of aircraft are usually operated from the same ba-.e, wh'-eas commercial users frequently have one or two ship
operations throughout the world.

In the commercial market,

a market survey or similar

system is used to detertiine the requirement for a
particular ai rcrat C.
ALmost all cxnmercial aircraft
are developed for speculative sales.
Therefore. the
deveLopmont of com, ircial
airc ratt
is usually based
on assumed missions for unknown users.
b)

Known oper'ions

for specif ic

customers

It should be pointed out that the assumed operati,)s
listed
8i)ove wtile comprising a majorttv otf the
ma rket do net comprise the enti-e tiia'rket.
Obviouslv
::.ianv (7c~mc rerI
ai
lItt
are developed for s pecific
,-,stes
to fLtil l stated missions.
A case in
p'oint
is many o
e airLine operations throughout
tite

world.

2)

Defination of Commercial Maintenance Environment
a)

Maintenance Skill Level
1)

Assumed for Typical Customers
The maintenance skill level for commercial
operators is regulated to the extent of A & P
licensing. However, as everyone knows, t1here
are mechanics and then there are "master mechanics'*.
A twenty year old man with a new A & P lcneis
not the equivalent of a mechanic with twenty-five
On
years service on similar types of aircrdFt.
the other hand, the retirement age is such that a
qaalified OX-5 mechanic may be in the Posi.tion
The re f orv, the
of ser ,icing turbine engines.
designer must assume an average skill. level f1or
all maintenance personnel.

2)

Known for Specific Customers
Seldom does a clesigner have t'e beforehand knowledge of the skill level of specific customers;
however, the designer -,ay assume that thc, .-alntenanc,; people will, be "standardized;'by :a
decision to require special schooLing at the
manufacturer's facility. This can, ther-efo-e,
,isuring,
be more or l-ess partially succes--,,il- in
a specific skiLl level.

b)

Maintenance Facility Level
L)

4

Assi.ed

for small operator

The. desi, ner must assuue 2wt a numbe, of 1i: craft sold commercially will be operatef, by
smalL cust1om-er-S.
TPhis type of, peration Ls
i
occa-sionallv baseo at a tacility coampairable
i n tlik helicoptcr
the Ibest in the world, but usuaiLl
indus-try the smiLl operators are' ope--1ting. from
thle d1S igr~eT
Tertr
temporalrv fac ii it)LeS
must assume that a large pi,
of the iir-T-ift

being manui factuLre d will requ irle
out the benefit
2~

of suitable

Riint-nanc'e

With

tfailties.

Assumed for fleet operators
In the case

if

thte l arge or fleet

oper'ator's,

a

-

c)

Maintenance logiqtics systems
1)

Small operators

using BHC Spares Departiment

as depot

M-ost sTm,,II operators rely on the manufacturer's
Spates Department for an inventory of spare parts.
The penalty that this type operator must pay is
the time lost in procuring these parts from the
fac tory.
Authorized service station for field depot

2),

-

Many manufacturers find it ie)Pedient to establish
service stations or dealerships.
In the case of
these "field derpots', the
ALI. cuPerator can Look
to local sources for spares.

*

3)

FleeL operators semi-self-contain'-d

-

T-. many c--Ases, the fleet operator can establish
a spares depot ess-ntia'LLy equivalent to the
manufacturer's spares department.
Except for
resto~king these depots, these ope--i'-"rs are
irvcalv self-st'ffilient.
4)Foreign

operations

The foreign operator has in addition to0 the
problems Listed above, the problem
iexport
and

import of spare

partG.

In Some

qo cal)ed

backwa-ii ecunitries ttne local customns otl cfaLs
re lv on "on t'-,e spolt'' quaLity. fcr i soirrce of
iic Ome
L ntiL the operator can estab[lish
po-litical contacts, the delay of spare parts
cain virtuLaa 1 1

greuno

his orer-it ons.

Mlost

countries

arv honest in theU-r customs sections. but still
the
delay can bie a severe penalty on a ccrdme rviaL
opera ton.
The Situations 1hat Carli be t-ncountered
In
r'~ao~erationIS
ar-e SOvredta
eAch
ope r.al lcn ,)esents inJ ividua I rprot)Ler'.s
II SEC:LT
)
h FE.ATURES

n TO IRCVE MiAINTENA.NCE AND

A.
-va': gesotD:ti~ns ti

Systems

-

RETLABILIT'Y

-

i:1
a
ntyears , cmplh as
1 has been"1ace
on ci ag~nost to
S"'Steri.s 1."'o
r
ranan
itv
yollstalrwLv
monitoring
ci, Val .arts.
'F1e i~v nags
o' this sy"stem airv Obvious
ir' ~
~
~
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B.

Disadvantages of Diavn-tic Systems

The diagnostic systems have disadvantages in that frequiently
a failu~re of the diagnostic system wil, prompt an ovei ...auL
ITe
wha:-n the component in question was performirg properly.
opposite situation can also be a disadvantage when the failure
ol- the diagnosti~c system does not irFonn the pilot that ain
y, designers seldom apply
overhaul is required. Unf ortuna
the same reliability criteria to the diagnostic syStet, as
they do to the critical aircraft systems.
I.SUMMIARY AND CONCLUSION
A.

The maintenance and reliability criteria has an ever
increasing role in the basic design of new aiirraft. The
importance of this role is directly proportional to the
degree of gophistication o" the aircraft systems.
A-erospace technical progress is advancing at an exponential
rate, therefore, maintainability and reliability mus t progress
at the same rate in order to ob)tain aircraft availabiLity
or utilization factors comparable to pre World War, II
availability rates.

B.

Role of Maintenancp

and Reliability

in

Reducing the Cost Pei

CycLe

Maintenance ano reliability criteria can. become an eev
As
tool ir re-ducing the cost per duty cycLe of an Liruraft.
an example, Let us assume that a h1elicop"ter transmissioiu y n
quires a 600 overhaul.
A detailed stu-dy of th istrJms
~l chieve a
may reveal that two or three Components c
Yh11C'improved reliability if the heat treat tvere increaised.
s ~
fore ,the reliability std,& r,"% wel- nr
c e
n the
u,! b
overhlaul interval to
o
ostT'he Ob~i-)'I
Liability of the crit ical -'1L~onents .

savinrgs Per duty cycLe Mi,..ht weL
protit ancb Loss for a r 'e

C.

Limitat

a

bie the

J if *-error,,c, t-

t

wccr
Lrtr

rr~weL~r

nns to Des igni.ng f or Bet~ter- Ma ivte--ine

izn

dk'Liab

iit

anenean
T-he lirr itations to dlesignirn fo immrvved
relability ArA- USually' the Users ref-sail to ircer?, thle C-s t.
th)e best
time, weiF,'.t, or performance penalty inl deveLo-)nin,
possible system components.
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Beech Aircraft Corporation
Harry S. Gregory

The Men in the BEECHCRAFT Reliability Program

Thcre are 21 difierent third level airlines in the United States using the 99
Airliner. Most are located on the East Coast. The number, however, is increasing
daily and use is spreading to the South and West.
As ..
F November 15, 1968 theze were 43 BEECHCRAFT 91 Airliners delivered and in use
in the United States and through~it the Free World. We have two BEECHCRAFT 99
Airliners in use in other countries. The aircraft we have in service have flown
a total of 20,000 hours or 5 million miles.
The first 99 Airliner to reach 1,000 hours flying time was Serial U-8 belong'ng
to Air Wisconsin. Last month, Mr. Frank Hedrick, President of Beech Aircraft
Corporation, presented Mr. Ed Godec, Operations Manager of Air Wisconsin, with a
plaque which read:
"In recognition of the first 1,000 flight hours accomplished by a
BEECHCRAFT 99 Airliner. This was acromplished by Serial U-8 in 4
months of Commuter Airline SevIce to communities in Wisconsin,
Illinois, and Minnesota. 1,000 flight hours represent approximately
250 thousand miles of flight -- equivalent to a tl-ip to the moo:n.
It also represents a significat milestone In maintaining a v~tal link
in modern transportation."
The schedules of these third level airlines are quite different from those of the
major airlines, who have lengthy routes with usually an hour or more between stops
The majority of 99 Airlicers have 20 to 45 minnie block-time schedulez, with the
average being about 30 minutes.
There are also various types of operations. From the I aud
iirvlane ;--rator t.
the fleet owner of 25 or no. airplanes. Connuier Airlin4s;,
C-f- .a
has @
99's in 3ervice and wmre o-1 order.
i' aedition to the use
the BEk :HCRA r 99
Airliner, these operatoii are using the other hesv,. twints
.e BZSECHti T Queen
Air and many are using the MEECHCRVT barorn and other smn
ct aircraft.
One of the programs we pointed out last ',,ear wes :.or Mair. e nance R:,iabillity
Program and how we .sticipared fANt actzVn on problems.
U', have had three major
opportunities for improvement or the 99 Airliner.
ntefirs
of these involved the landing gear actuatot.
The Drobem.m str =*d from
the fact that a newly designed actuator used o- t:e BEECHC AFr 99 Atrliners we%
such that if the landing gear was not rigged Pxac ly right, it was possible for u-It
actuatot screw to reverse itself and cau3e the ge4r to retract. The : ,. ,-c<uator
was very similar to the one used uo the King Air and )uee. Air Models which had
thcusands anld thcusancs of hours of service.
H-wever, as sorrties 1 appens when you
have a brand new program and try to increase efficiency, you nake thir-s too good.
TI-I is what happened with the lack screw. .e .ncres.sed the gear speed, but with
the change there simply was not 3ufficient drag on thl
internal r' chanisr to m-ake
it totaliv irreversible.

As an interim fix we actually put a mechanical drag brake on the actuator. This
prevented free movement of the actuator so that it could not reverse itself, but
was not enough drag - put an overload on the motor. I think it's interesting
to note the amount of cime it took from investigation of the prOblem until the fix
was in the field.
A mesting of all concerned was held on Tuesday. It was determined that a
permanent type fix would be a long, drawn out affair requiring a new type
actuator and parts that could not be supplied irmediately; and, therefore,
it was necessary to have an interim fix. The Job was given to the Design
Group to develop the interim fiA on the same day.
By Friday nigbt the Design Engineers had developed a pony 'brake, and orders
were delivered to our Manufacturing Department. Four uniti were manufactured
over night.
n Sacurday morning the system was installed by the Flight Department in an
airplane on which trcuble had previously been experienced. Tests were run
and the pony brake proved satisfactory. F.A.A. personnel were on hand during
the tests and they approved the 1ix. Production continued on additional parts.
On Sunday morning Service Personnel were on airplanes with parts eoroute to
various users. The remainin- parts were shipped Sunday evening.
By Monday evening parts were in the hands of all users. In less than a total
span vf 7 days, we came from tne problem to the solution, to field reLrofit.
This cannot always happen, but it can happen easier when the program is set up
to handle this type of quick interirm fix.
A similar instance happened on the stabilizers and elevators of the 99 Airliner.
We found, after 400 to 500 h-urs of operation, small cracks developed around certain
flush rivets in both stabilizers and elevators. It was determined that r6K.s
developed because, i,.some cases, the rivet heads did not get full engagement with
the skin. In other words, the countersunk portion of the hole went clear through
-he skin and into the structure, so the head had insufficient bearing surface with
te
!.kn.
For field fix it became necessary in soLse instances to drill out the countersunk
rivets -idreplace them -1th Brazier head rivets of a larger
ze. On some inservice vnits it wao necessary to repair cracked stabilizer ana elevators. On
Serials U-58 and after changes were made which eliminated the problem altogether.
The thitd major challenge area that has developed is in Avionic equipment, and, I
feel that this is a problem in many airplanes. However, the Avionics equipment
used in the 99 Airliner is not the exotic type equipment used in the larger airliners. Nevertheless, a few bugs were expected and they did arise. Primarily, the
problems were caused by certain connections being loose and by antenna locations.
A team of two Avionics Personnel was dispatched to each Airline having difficulty
and the proble-s were soived on Lne spot.
With the major items lehind us we look for ways to iprove reliability and
maintenance overhauil periode. One of the items we are continually trying to
iacrease is the PT6 engine overhaul period.
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The P & W PT6A-20 engine used in the 99 Airliner has proven to be as reliable in
this application as it is in the King Air Program.

While the engine TBO is set

at 1,900 hours for initial users, plans have already been developed to up time to
2,300 hours, with future plans for progressive engine maintenance.
The progressive plan calls for hot section inspection and minor component replacement at 1,000 hours and 2,000 hotirs respectively with major componert replacement
3,000 hours.

Gentlemen, "The reliability of any reliability program depends on man."
We feel that at least part ot cir success started with our instructors both in
Maintenance Training and in Operational Training. We feel that trAining is the

key to our Reliability and Maintainability Program, and we have our Instructor as
a key man in getting this program started.

It is up to the instructor to make sure personnel know how to operate and maintain
the irplane properly. Many of the maintenance personnel have worked on less
complicated aircraft and it is quite an indoctrination to move them up to maintaining the BEECHCRAFT 99 Airliner with its more sophisticated electronics, different
type retractable gear mechanism, movable stabilizer trim, and other innovations
new tc the small airplane maintenance man.
We have found it most imperative that you get a good start with a good training
program. That is why we say a key man in our Reliability Program is the instructor.
Where do you get an instructor for mechanics who are going to be working on airline
airplanes?
it isn't easy to find one man with all the qualifications, so we have
three. All are excellent maintenance instructors but each has something additional.
Scott Hutchinson has an impressive background including working for the F.A.A. He
can point out the need for, and ways to comply with, regulations. Bill Faltoner is
a retired militar% maintenance officer who can help provide the know-how for
organization which is so badly needed in all shops today. And Bruce Addington, who
has previous airline shop and fixed base operation management experience.
The Training Program, as we now have it, consists of 2 weeks schooling for the

mechanic.

This covers troubleshooting snd operation of all syatems, the power plant

and electronics.

It does not include avionics.

Also in order to have good maintenance reliability, it is necessary for the A & P
mechanic to become skilled in his job. Our Service Engineers work with the A & P

mechanic at his home base to make the A & P mechanic a key man in his organization.
I'd like to read a paragraph from Air Wisconsin's House Organ. Quote: The unsung
heroes of Air Wisconsin seldom receive credit for our "nn time" record performance.
Obviously we are talking about our mechanics -- but not often enough. Unquote,
Thus the A & P mechanic becomes anuther key man in our Reliability Program. How do
we help this A & P who is such a strong link in our reliability chain?
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In addition to our own training on the airpiane, we have set up an Apprenticeship
Program, sanctioned by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training. Through this program we will help develop future craftsmen for our
industry. We have worked with one school and will work with others to set up
special programs geared to General Aviation and the 99 Airliner Program.

~they

Our Apprenticeship Program is based on initial training in good approved schools
followed by on the job training. This type of program is necessary, for many in
third level airline business are located in smaller comnunities than the major
airlines. We need to train home town boys who want to stay in the community, so
become

skilled aircraft

mechanics.

We have outlined a program of instruction that can be used by ai airline operator
to start a man on such an Apprentice Program, He is paid while working -- but not
while going to school. The program is approved so that if he is a G.I. he can get
government benefits. After completing the program, he becomes a qualified A & P
Aero-mechanic.
Sore of the airlines were formerly smaller operators and had only one or two
mechanics, shop management was not a problem; however, now that they have schedules
and more airplanes, shop management becomes extremely important. Because c" this
we are outlining a proposed course for service management.
We will have management council meetings where various aspects of usage of time,
management skills and cost accounting will be discussed. The airline maintenence
man .is certainly a key man in reliability.
In the middle, trying to help both the instructor in getting the correct information,
and then into the field to make sure a.emaintenance man is using the information
correctly is the Service Engineer. He is a combination salesman, father conf-ssor,
mechanic, pilot and an all-around troubleshooter.
At BRJCHCRAFT we have the General Service Engineer and then we have the Specialist
on engines and on avionics. Their average experience in the aircraft busiless is
17 years.
They are all holders of A & P Mechanics Licenses and most of them have sone airline
maintenance experience. They all hold at least a private pilot's license. All have
college degrees or trade school backgrounds. Men like John Lawler from Northrup
Institute; Larry Hamlet formerly with American Airlines and others with similar
experience.
These men make regular scheduled visits to airline operators, plus ,, tended visits
on call. Because of the fact we have our own tranaportation fleet Lf airplanes
available, and our location puts us but a few hours from any place in the L ited
States, we have not assigned a Service Represenrative at each airline operation. We
are as close as the operator's telephone -- and, believe me, they use it 24 hours a
day.
We are, at the present time, considering the possibility of assigning representatives
to certain areas to provide service to a particular group of airline operators, and
making periodic visits to only his own area.
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This Service Engineer is the key link between the Factory and the user in our
Reliability Program.

F

At home the Service Engineers' duties include the writing of discrepancy notices
so that information may be passed on to the Engineer and to the Workman in the
Factory to help correct any deficiency that might be found, be it design or workmanship.
I mentioned to you previously that we had three major challenge areas. These are
not all the challenges we've had. During the first six months period the 99
Airliner was in service, our Service Engineers have written 73 discrepancy notices
on which Corrective Action was requested.
When a discrepancy notice is marked for action, it goes immediately to the
Corrective Action Committee. The Committee and its function was described in
detail during last year's meeting, but I will review it briefly here. The
Committee is composed of representatives from Engineering, Manufacturing, Inspection,
Service, Tooling, Procurement, and Planning. The problem on which artion is
requested is assigned to the person whose department is responsible.
It then becomes his responsibility to see that an answer is returned to the Committee
as soon as possible. By an answer we mean a complete answer. If a change is in
order, it includes the design change, schedule of incorporation of the change in
the airplane and the field service retrofit requirements. It is the responsibility
of the Servi-e Engineer to follow through on action ht has requested to see that
action is taken.
And now we come to the last, but far from the least, link in our Reliability
Program - the Design Engineer. It is the Design Engineer's job to look at his
design and see how he can better it. He is always concerned that the way the
aircraft is being used and the design is compatible. Needless to say, we are
learning each and every day. In fact, it is like no program any aircraft manufacturer of this size airplane has ever encountered. The information we are now
receiving through our field service organization and directed through our data feedback system to our Engineers is being used in design of present and future aircraft.
This then, makes the Engineer the key man at the Factory.
What kind of motivation do we provide the Engineer to design the reliability we
need into the airplane. The easiest motivating power we have found is to put the
Engineer on the firing line. We have taken our Engineers to the Airline to witness

inspections and to discuss problem areas.

This way they hear first hand what the

problems are and actually see how they rela,: to the operp
with sore posteriors and renewed vigor.

on.

They return home

We have also (,ad Engineering set in on our Mainter ace Review Board sessions with
he Federal Aviation Administration and the Operators. As you know, we are not
Ztually operating under FAR 121 which reiui|.3 UiiUntenance Review Board action.
However, Beech took the lead and develope an' ieection guide with the help of

the FoA.A. and then had a Maintenance Review Board Seminar w rh Operators and F.A.A.
in attendance.
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We have received fine cooperation from all concerned and the F.A.A. has now
published a preliminary copy of their maintenance innpection recommendations for
the BEECHCRAFT 99 Airliner.
The inspection guide will be used as a basis for
all new operators maintenance. When they can show cause, these requirements can
be changed to fit their particular-shop. This guide is also a help to those
already in operation to act as a check on their maintenance procedures.
I would like to take this opportunity to officially thank the Federal Aviation

Administration for the cooperation.
So the Engineer now completes the cycle in this Rk'iability Program. When I
talked to you a year Ago, the Engineer was the first man in our program, and the
ultimate user, the last. Now, with the airplane in service, the situation reverses
and the user becomes the first man in the program and the Engineer the last.
We say again the reliability of any reliability program depends on man.
The key is to keep him motivated. This cannot be done by salary alone. It must
be done through sincere praise and recognition for the job that is being done.
Whether this be an instructor, the A & P mechanic, the Service Representative or
the Engineer -- he must be treated with respect and his importance recognized.
Each of these people must know their role in the big picture to work efficiently
with each other and with their fellow employees.
They must be able to communicate! This skill in communication cannot be over
emphasized. We are stressing in our programs to make your point by being not onl;
good at your job but by being able to transmiL the information concisely, simply
and correctly. The machine is impersonal; we can feed it material without thoughts
as to whether or not it likes it. The man, however, has feelings and if he is going
to be a reliable key in our Reliability Program, he must be given the proper attention.
In our program we use modern statistical management guidance systems for planning.
devlopment, tr ining, follow-up, feed back and service correction.
We have a computerized reporting system and fast action follow-up.
We also have a sincere desire to give good, honest, fast service to the customer.
We have a program to recognize the men and the job they are doing.
These, along with a lot of good, old fashioned, hard work, are getting the job done.
We will joon be coming into the phase in which the number of aircraft we have in
servl,-a will exceed the number -r Service Personnel will be able to handle under

the present system.
So we cannot sit still resting on our

laurels.

Changeare required, and we are willinig

to change.
We are looking at new programs, and are here today in hopes of getting informatioL
from the reliability men in the airline business.
Perhaps we can pattern some of our
maintenance programs after theirs.

But rest assured, we will find the answers and,
continuing service to our customers.
'hank you.

through maintenance men, provide

GE ADVANCED CONCEPTS FUR POWR PJANT MAINTENANCE
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I l IRODUCTIfON:
General Electric welcomes this opportunity to discuss some of
the things we have been working on in the way of adv&nced
maintenance concepts to go along with our advanced technology
engines. For the purpose of this discussion, we will concentrate
on maintenance mostly a. it applies to the CF6 power plant for
the DC-1O rather than the GE4 supersonic transport engine for the
Boeing 2707 since the CF6 is closer to operational status. Also
the talk will try to concentrate on the efforts being placed on
"human ergineering" -- the man in the maintenance reliability
system, To intermix a little philosophy into our thoughts -- the
discussion has been broken into several concept 6ections -- each
introduced by a little raxim.
IGURE I

_kXIM NO

I
"ini-Maintenance

takez Maxi-Flannir g

Toc often maintainability has been an after-thought. Weight performGoc4ance, integrity, and cost have received most of the emphasis.
design standards and personal undeattanding of airline maintenance
requireiments have resulted in engines that have been reliable and
fairly maLtainable.
But surely a more diuicplioed look at mdin~esaace requirementi
dsirin
.c early design phase Lcc<1d have made the airline mainteTnis is especaIly o-rue of the -owernance man's job a bit easier.
so concerned
Isgners in the peet haveo en
plant installation,, Here i
with weight and nacelle drag that maiorainability has likely been of
secondary consideration.

FIGURE 11

-

D-10 ACELLE

On the CF6 engine installation of "he DC-tO, GE instilation
engineers worked directly in the aircraft manutfacture 's pi
We believe the r..lr
many months to optimize maintainabilfty.
First, after many
show the worth of this combined effort.

discussions with potential airline users,

to

it was decided to pieace

the accessories on the fan casing; extra weight -maintainable.
To take advantage of this location,
devised quickly opened fan codl doors.

but f
ore
nacelle desi.....

Presented at the FAA Maintenance Symposium, THE MAN IN THE MAI._V&NCE
RELIABILITY SYSTEM, at 041lahoma City, December 3-5, by David R. Moss,
Me a-er, CF6 Support & Field Engrg., General Electric, Cincinnati, Ohio

FIGURE III - Q1V"TCK ACCESS
72% of the CF6's line replaceable accessories are exposed by
simply raising these doors. The doors weigh 100 lbs. each, but
because of the top hinge, one man can easily swing thema open.

Much care has been given to the arrangement of the control of
accessories to assure simple in. alistion and removal.

The fan

reverser assembly splits to qui,kly expose the remaining accessories and the core engine.
FIGURE IV - ACCESSORY GEARBOX
Mock-up studies made wlth airframe manufacturer and airlines
ha,e been directed at arriving at an accessory gearbox configuration which will provide accessibility and fewer nicked knuckles.
With large an casing to spread the accessories over, the accessoLy
spacing has bee; mde quite w!1e with this consdc-atioi in mind.
Accessories are also positioned to optimize piping icngths and
routing. Result: less chance to mangle the piping.
FIGURE V 9AD MOUNTING
An example of how manufacturers now put stiff :-ainteaance requirements on designers -- most CF6 accessories are required to take
less than 30 minutes to change. One good means to better this
goal is to use quick attach-detach mounts on accessories. This
QAD mount is used on GE4 accessories -- but is typical of one
type used on the CF6. It is perhaps anpropriate to note here thet
the G94 designera are, of course, every bit as concerned with
maintainability as the CF6 designers. However, there is still
quite a bit of the GE4 install&tion design which is flexible.
FIGURE VI DESIGN FOR MINIMUM MAINTNANCE ERROR
There are just a few examples of planning ahead for maintenance.
Other ways in which the maintenance man has been considered in the
detailed design of the CF6 are shown in this example (Figure VI).
The design requirements of all General Electric engines under
developwent now contain such maintainability rules.
Large engines, in addition to detail maintainabity .eatures
the problems of sheet size. Which leads to the
mumt consiaer
m
D",

mai

TtGURB

.

VII MAXIM II

"40,000 + lbs. thrust engines are big tuless divided into smaller
pieces".
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FIGURE VIII

-

CF6 ENGINE IN TEST

ML

The CF6 size is typical of the advanced transport engines ofere4
in the 1970's. Almost 8 foot in diameter at the fan end -- and
weighing about 3 3/4 tons without QEC, and over 5 tons when
equipped with complete QEC. All such engines seem to exceed the
current 96" highway transport limit for s3hippinig when cualed.
FIGURE IX

GE4 ENGINE

The GE4 is not as large in diameter, being a turbo-jez instead
of a high oy-pass fan. However, being a 67,000 lb. thrust engine
eqvipped with an augmentor ani subsequently two nozzles, it is
over 25 ft. in length. The weight without the inlet or cowling
forward of the augmentor is about 6 tons. Handling of such
large engines can certainly be a problem.
One way to miaimize
this problem is to modularize.
Both CF6 and GE4 are therefore
designed with modular maintenance and shipment in mind.
FIGURE X CF6 ENGINE MODULES
The CF6 separates into several major componen~s, as will the ;E4.
The C'F6 is shown here in exploded view.
Let's look at the modules
separately.
FIGURE XI

THE FAN FRAME

The ALan unbolts from its drive shaft at the front and -- permitting
handl. ng the fan separately, or the fan, its casing and bearings
as a complete nodule, For maintenance, fan bladps, fan and bl&a
assembly, or complete fan package are removable -ith engine installed
on e.'ther wing location. The gearbox ir-a separate modole, readily
detachable from the fan casing.
FIGURE XII

-

CCt{PRESSOR

+

HP TURBINTE (CORE ENGINE)

The CF6 and TF39 C5A engine are -inique among transport engines
being built around a core engine, which can be run ane tested
separately.
More of this later -- but this core engine consists
of two separate modules -- the compressor and the high pressure
Lurbin7e.

FIGURE XIII

THE LP' TURBINE

The low pressure turbine module consists of a 5 stage turbine
rotor with a mid frame, rear irame, casing anid its own bearings.
The modular breakdown provides a number of interesting and
im,.o& tant chanc_:es to the concept of engine maintenance. First,
as one airline hab Pointed out to us, neither the CF6, or any of
its rivals will fit in any current commercial transport except the
Lockheed Hercules.
They won't fit in cargo versionc of 707 or
DC-8; not as a whole engine -- but brf.ak the CF6 in~to modules and
3

and all pieces ercept the fan frw# wil.' fit in the belly holi
of a 727!
hven the fan rotor itself
i.s readily de-bladed and
the hub, properly protected, would fit into a belly hold.

FIGURE XIV

ON-WING MAINTENANCE

Modular design readily makes this type engine more adaptable 'o
on-wing maintenance. Here we have pictured a concept being Workedon to permit rtmoval of engine components down to combustor.
Maintainability studies indicate it may be possible to make such an
in-wing combustor change easily during an over-night maintenance
chr k.
Why not?
FIGURE XV

CJ805

This is a photograph of the change of a CJ805 turbine by TWA
at their LAX maintenance base during an "cter-night" check. The
elapsed time to drop the engine to the floor, perform the turbine
package change, re-ensemble and :e-install the angiue, including
run-up was x-ss than 8 hours. This was accomplished on an engine
designed before there was a need for field disassembly. And this
was the first time attempted. All of which indicates that new
maintenance concepte are feasible if understooa and planned for.
FIGURE XVI
"If

MAXI. III

snlules are changed on the 16ing - interchangeability is king"

_.KE XVII

(2OSS SECTION OF CF6

Advanced technology engines are very higl compression -- and
their performance depends upon clise clearance control. Fjrthermore,
they have large mass fans and rcating systems -- so balance can be
critical. The CF6 had to consi~ler this carefully in its basic design.
It's length, for instance, is recessary to permit ica "different"
character.
It is basically a iimple separate core engine -- 2 ti-ree
bearing turbojet gas generat.'
much like its J79 predecessor -aerodynamically separable frow both the fan and the fan turbine.
Interestingly enough, the demonstrator for the TF39 and CF6 was a
GEl 65 lb./sec. turbojet with its center bored out to accecmrdate

the fan shaft.
It ran first
as a turbojet, then the rest of the engine was 6uilt up
around It -- right in the test cell. We didn't even have to change
the fuel control. The fan merely supercharged the core -- the
control sensed the change in P2 and T2 and compensated.

FIU

VI

CECT sENN

IN TEST CML.

The first
experbutntal TF39 was built in the test cell the sme way.
lore than interesting, this has permitted CS to bain much valuable
life experience by r-rming core ngins cyclic endurance tests.

4

We believe this may make it possible to develop maintenance
concepts based on not Lesting completL engines. Presentiy, newly
overhauled engines are always tested - partly to dssure it was put
together properly, and partially to trim the engine. Repaired
engines may or may not be tested. Mary airlines make it a practice
to test every repair job because there have been many t"st cell
rejects -- too often just for balance or leakage.
:unning be minimized or -'iminated? We believe
Can test cetA
the
ibjective of a successful modular maintenance plan
it -ust be
to permit change-outs of modules at other than main bases where
test cells exist. And, in tact, hot sections or change-out of
turbine packages in the field tooay require only on-the wing
run-ups to prove balance has not been dlstrubed, and to check out
system integrity. Howevei, it ties taken a lot of work before
airlines convinced themselves they could interchange turbines,
or even remove and replace the same turbine during an overnight
check without a good charge of missing a morning ;:hedule. It
is our aim to permit interchange of CF6 modules in a few heirs
without concern for run up rejection.
The core engine concept helps corsiderably in this objective,
Since the core is not matched oerdynamically to the fan or low
pressure turbiae, a change of LF turbine or fan module has little
effect on performar-e. For the CF6, it is planned to utilize fan
RPM as the thrust setting parameter, and fan or low pressure turbine
It would take a 5%
efficiencies have little effect on net t'.?rust,
change in low pressure turbine officiency or a 101 change in fan
efficiency to changu the thrust/fan RFM relationship by one percent,
Since such efficiency differences are almost inconceivable between
serviceable modules, low jzessare system modul-s can be interch*nged
without concern tor performance or aerodynamic mismatch. 11i fact,
there is no aerodvnamic trimming of the CF6 engine -ontemploted -even for engines which have been completely rebuilt.
Balance of the LP system is also simsler with the CF6 design,
because both the fan module and 12 'urbine module run on their
This system does an axcelle-t
own separately supported be j-,
Job of isolating vibation and reducing cnance of a resultii6
"shaker" when replacing one low pressure module :ith another tnat
meets balance limits, Ite possibility of unaoticipateI vibration
interaction has been a deterant to changing turbines without concern
on rnur current engines,
incidentally, since tight vihration limits are so important to
issure trouble-free en'tne operation, both the fan rotor system
and low pressure turb.'ne are geparateiy trii. balanced on the CF6.
1M ability to interchange low pressure modules without concern for
performance or balance, combined with the care being taken to simplify
interchange, can mean whole new concepts of engine maintenance procedures
==5

may be developed -- many w..f these due to workW between GE and
airline customers accomplished before 11'-e CF6 enters service.
And to,we come to another maxtm:

Fi~iJA Zfl

"4AX2 IV
'RCr Af5Lzonaucs don't work in a vacuum."

F1!MRZ U

P.IC7-UU

OF T!FA? UNDER CF6

During the early des.,n 'Rs of the SqT compett~on, the evaluating
airliner under the able alrection of Bill Ment.. .-of United formed
airin~e teas which guided both uirfre and engine manuiacturfrs
toward improving their design LO achieve truly airline oriented
equipent. The reAlI exqerti, ii. the airline business are the
people who are under constant pressure tv keep the mechanical
delay r-ate under #,nthiLng like one percent. De...y rates haven't
%iad any s,.gn1ficant;e at all to most designers, They also have
often thought of "life" more as ultimate achievable life; not
priaaril- as time oetween repairs. But not any mnore: The SST
propulsion temi carefully critiqued designs for maintainability,
durabity and reliabilfi.y, and as tho d.~signs are tested and
modified, they .are continuing to look over the designer's
shoulders.
this i~uccasafvl means of coopera~.ing to achieve optimum desiga~
fz-om the airline viewpoint itaj been carz.,ed a step further with
the CF6 Coordinstion Team. Thit is a combined engine manufactu~er,
airframe asinufacturer and "irline operator ->oimattee which -has met
contintaly to critique not only the engine design, but also the
irtv-tAllstkon dresigr, and the s-oport plans of the wanufacturers.
Thbe results of airline/manufacturer coordination are corning fruition, as team efforts -o optfizie the engine for mdintenanc"-,
&"d thr caiitz2nace development glang to fit the envelop.- if r"e
engine and iriatallatior, limitstftx"s.
The reiuits will further be
c'mbinod bocth in the maintenance inetructions that become the
approved light and heavy meinten~nc,. manuals -- a'id something new,
the trouble'-shooting mt:iual.
A true systems approach to maintenance.
Simple? Of course, but until the SST competition, it wab unheard of.
And, vs believe .tis
carried to the proc er "presturized" environmecnt
with the CT6 installsdon,
Only a couple more maxims and iie will have completed our vietipoint
in helping the man In the maintenanc@ picture.

"Dliagnostic equtpoent doesn't prevent - it anticipatei."
This say be a little
o-.ersimplified
but the tha in important.
6

Re~iability ccmes frow proper design, aequate d;elopment testing,
and undelstandit:g of the basic csuse of failures when corrective
action programs are instituted. Condition monitoring or diagnostic
equipment and techniques me' assist in determination of serviceaThe General
bility but can't in itseif imprave reliability
techniques
diagnostic
FlecLric approach therefore '. to develop
program, and
development
the
and to test pro"Ai.ng equipment uuring
making
at
.'imed
is
that
combine thi2 with a reliability program
it enters
when
maintenance
the engine ready for condition monitoreo
service.
Many promising types of equipment are under development both for
fault recognition and fault isolation. A good example of the
former is the prcse.Liy used accelerometers -- )r the more cc-.'plex
We have been doin much work with. m&ny ryp-8
vibration analyzers,
anticipate . improvement in the sate of
and
of vibration devices
developmel- and in flig',r e,-Aiuation by
during
proven
the art -A second piece of equipment whlch
service.
enters
CF6
the
the time
offers great possibilitieR in fault recognition is the oil alalyzer
currently u;'er develop- .,t at GE,
FIGURE

XXII

OIL ANkLYZER

o p tical method ot
determiningV oil quality and type contamination if -aetal particles
be alrborne or tnlugged in for grnunAl inspecU. od
q- presert.
durlng
be further defined and teste
ill
The basic dpsi.n
torth# CPt, deve Xop ent p rogra -.

This newi'-L version of the analyzer uses

aton, peyf-i. a.anc-e detericration or oil
--- I
exists, the troblem mst
d iffI,uLv
'v
.
f.ndic te
i

v. :r
,
cort~netXa

_ko

evs!s

be isol,ten
FICURE a%1i"l
Looki-

an
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A.d so t

cor-e to the lrst

Aaxim.

V!

fr- - the outslde beats the Dickens out of teardown."

Hcbvevez, it points out one of the fastest
rhi3 one it obvious.
-- the devel.j>.ient of the
7t_5 in tihe aircraft. indust..
r iu,.g
f u! -l~ol at iof equtiment.

All thru'ec

;ine tsaa

acturero hve bfen cooperatiu6 with the

-6.

tQ- - -r-t
oooh --.

vo ich can twist and

lile now designs are a far cry
zo)tr a and focu. s harp -,
, , e -P
ra~ the old procto-' .ope wbich we once uxa -'o Siea If a valve was
borescope doe,,
1,
iTigburned or , pit.r )o tod-lanj w-§
locations whiere a
casing
The are >
'oweer, hove limi *:ti~n ,
see around all
can't
it
But
in a CF.
be lna.-'td
:iorecope ci,
job to
cont.iml.3
time
£
really
it is
,rtherror,
the coFier5.
looked
henT
it
reason,
thih
For
eiilne.
i.x
An eA"
-e.-ope
for general engine condition during
i nptct
tn '-Jur i.,,
feasie

periodic inspections. However, when a kniwn problem exists; the
borescope can normally dctect :he probie without teardown requirement, Furthermore, the picture resolutkin -- even when photographed
-n 35mm film -- is truly excellent.

Shculd a decision be made that borescopes should be used for
routine inspections, there is a need for automated and photographic
means for recording the condition.
FIGME XXV

BORESCOPE TM

General Electric has tried several methods of recording bereocope
views on both photographic ind TV rape re-ording methods. This
view shows that a&o-sc~z, offers considerable time advantage over
conventional means of borescoping. When recorded on photo-film,
Obe system also offer- the advantage of trend analysis through
visual deterioration time progreosion records. Combustor cracks,
fir instance, are not alarming. It's the rate of crack progression
whih determines when corrective act 4 on i required.
iIGURE XXVI
Another promising means of external insrection and fault isolation
is the well Lnown radiographic method. Radiographic inspection
technique de-elopi.ient is the key to effectiveness.
uh CF6 and
G2E4 are "wide onen" in radiographic terms, the GE4 engine b-cause
of its size ---and t'e CF6 because of it.
. l-ngtb. This helps
permit the development of taking clear shots of possible critical
ares; that the borescope might miss. Here we see the torbine area
of a GF4 -- a shot taken radially. We have been experiment-Sg
w-th radiographs taken at ) Icue angles and they have shown
excellent details of cool.
hole features not visible in the
radial shot. Thus radiograp4lc inspection supplements the
borescope i fault isolation -- and may in some *reas uake the
use of horescope of secondary need -- or only used to further
verify radiographic indications.
Another vew -1d very promising external inspection device is the
radiometer. We are actively pursuing this as a means of assuring
turbine blade integrity is not dteriorating. This device works
by photo-electric crystal measurement of infra-red emission
directly from turbine blades. This model is liquid cooled and
weighs a coupi pounds. Lighter-weight models are possible for
airborne blade temperature inspection, arid are currently under
de ielopment.
FIGURE XXWM

RADIOGETER ANALYZER

The rea, trick to effectiveness of radiometer devices is to
have the capability of interpreting what the photo-electric
crystal sees. It presently takes a pretty sophisticated piece
8

of elecironic gear like this to mneasure each blade sep&rately, or
to average the complete spectr,, of infra-emission from all the
bladesThie present tho~ught to use trend information to detect
variation. in anticipated infr-red emiission -- and isolate the
blade or blades causing the change in enission by an electronic
switching technioue.
THIS MIINGS US TO TrHE CONCLUSION
We at General 2lectric balieve in the condition-monitared approAch
to maintenaance. But it takes more thaun words and hope to "got there
from here."
it takes much planning as maxim V! points out.
&,t it
also requires much cooperative effort between manufacturers
and airline custocders during the developmen~t phase of new equipmo nt.
And it takes tangible evidence thczough testing and try-out of the
speciAl equipment and techniques. Froba~i.y most of all. it takes
understanding of the limitations of b .n man and machine.
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Air transportation has pecked its way out of the Stone Age of the

industry and by use of advanced technological developmentg and
discoveries, has emerged as one of the most complex and d.manding
businesses in the space-age environment.
American Airlines has an
aircraft landing or taking off every 35 seconds of the day - every
day of the week, a fact staggering to have envisioned a few years
ago.
With the advent of the new generation of aircraft - DC10 - 747 SST - we are at the threshold of infinitely more complex operational
ohallanges.
Methods used in maintaining aircraft in an earlier state
of the art are no longer adequate to assure the safe, on-time service
required to keep pace with todzy's economy.
The philosophy "fix when it breaks" is unacceptabie for effectively
maintaining today's highly complex aircraft. Today's aircraft with
their many complex systems necessitates a new philosophy of "fix
before fault' involving a capacity to anticipate and isolate premature
problem areas. In keeping with this new philosophy American Airlines
has pioneered a program that presses into service all the marvels of
bophisti.ated computer operat
with the reasoning capabilit.es of
highly qualified specialists to develop FNR - Field Maintenance
Reliability.
Tie backbone of American Airlines' Field Maintenance Reliability Program
is the multi-million dollar Sabre Center at Briarcliffe Manor, New York.
The Sabre Center houses the world's largest corporatior owned real-time
scomputer system. Utilization of this facility gives -. a unique advantag* in our efforts to isolate problem areas in a premature condition
and make a reality of the new philosophy, "Fix before Fault.'
A pilot FMR program was impleviented in connection with our 727 aircraft
The
and total fleet involvement was achieved by 1 February 1968.
juccess of the system was such that we have ordered equipment to expand
MR to our other fleets.
On 1 January 1969 the BAC 400 fleet will go
on FM.
The 707 fleet will be on system 1 March 1969.
FR is an integral part of our overall Condition Monitored Maintenance
progra" which has provided American with a successfufl preventative
maintenance control. Condition Monitored Maintenance is a system for
maintaining aircraft reliability which integrates Flight, Overhx ",
Line Maintenance, Engineering, Production Control, Inspection nd
Supply in the detection, identification and solution of proble .'s.

The flight crews are the men with their fingers on the pulsebeat of
our aircraft. FM provides us with a unique ability to collect,
analyse, and react to pilot reports, from a heretofore posture of
unprocedented efficiency.
I.tis see FMR %n action. October 31 - On American
aircraft number 990, the flight crew recorded that
throttle had a tendency to creep with the friction
wtod that the knob on the number one throttle was
knob's length out of line in 'Climb" setting. The
entered Into the FMR system. During the overnight
maintenance cleaned and checked the friction lock.
alI three throttles was checked.

Flight 175, 727
the number one
lock on. it was
one and a half
PIREP item was
Termination Check.
The rigging of

Another item was also entered on the PIREP. 'Nose strut bottoms
or taxi.* The Dallas Technical Foreman issued orders to Detroit
Maintenance, "Service with oil and air, per maintenance manual And check for air leaks around the metering rod." Detroit Maintenance also accomplished thl" job during the night. An FAR entry
of job accomplishment was sent. At 2:11 AM the PIREP and FACT
(Final Action Taken) were entered on the FMR Agent Set by Detroit.
DIas 'Technical Sei,ices, fleet base for the 727'z, has the capacity
to call for a display for any or all systems on any or all aircraft

on a regular schedule - or at will. Every discrepar-y and corrective
action is reported to Fleet Base Station. Tht Fleet Base Stations
are respo-sible for the effective maintenance of all aircraft in a
"pcific fleet. They are located to receive a high density of
flights which vovides for first-hand observation of problems - and
maximum oppoi ',:ntty for aircraft routing to acccmnlish required
maintenance.
Fleet Base Stations assign the major maintenance
packages for the aircraft in their fleet and monitor individual
aircraft to assure timely correction of problems and to detect any
characteristics having fleetwide significance.

Technical Foremen staff the Fleet Base Stations, With the receipt
of each mechanical discrepancy reported, the Technical Foreman
reviews the problem against Any previous history. He also reviews
the corrective action taken and decides if the action was effective.
Be determines any further remedial steps to be taken, if necessary.
The Technical Foreman also util-,.. the real-time capability of the
FM set to follow-up and direr . any deferred actions that are necessary
for completion at +.he termri-.ting station. Th- Technical Foremen are
the key to the effectiveness of FI.. It is their ability and experience
that serves as the pivot for the FMR function. They receive and evaluate
the data introduced into the system, and relay the results of their

anally.s to tho LinL Stations so that required maintenance can be
accomplished.

Nove~ber 2 - Aircraft 990 - Operating as Flight 342 - Detroit to Boston
Flight Crew encounters friction factor on #I and 3 throttles.
BOS
Maintenance checks.
3MS Maintena-ce - washed out lock.
MR Records
Item 27 on PMIRP noted as repeat on System 70 - Power Plant.

-

-

November 2 - Aircraft 990 - Returning to DIW as Flight 175.
Crew enters
PIREP - No. I throttle friction. DTW Maintenance enters action - cleaned
friction lock during termination check. Dallas - November 3 - during
periodic display of FT .!ntries, Technical Foreman notes the problem with

aircraft 990.
action taken.

FM history capability provides data on the PIREPS and the

4:0! Dallas Technical Foreman instructs LGA Maintenance of action to be
taken when aircraft #990 makes its T/C that night.
Action to be taken source of procedures.
Novembe.r 3 - While the Dallas Technical Foreman
has been issuing remedial steps for aircraft #990, tne flight crew ort
'hat is now Flight 426 notes a creeping throttle. At Boston - due to
insufficient ground time available - Boston Mainterance has ascertained
that the problem is deferrable. Boston Maintennce notified Dallas
Technical Services of the action.
LaGuardia - November 4 - 3:00 AM.
Maintenance notifies Dallas that they
have checked the situatilon, and performed a follow-up check. November 5 The Dallas Tech. Foreman determines that more action is indicated. Since
the aircraft would make its next Termination Oheck at Dailz..3 - the Tech.
Foreman issued an order Lo Dallas Maintenance to have a replacement ready
and to accomplish a change overnight.
The order included the part number and the maintenance manual identification. Dallas Mainterance accomolishes the -ob - and reports back to FU.
Constant check on a condition and the steps being taken to control or remedy
the situation providc-s an up-to.-date monitor on the status of each system
of each aircraft in each fleet.
FMR - utilizing the technologioAl resources of man and his machines provides
a unique tool for monitorit;g and oversight of the reliability of our aircraft.
Maintenance requirements
iterials needed ...
allocation of manpower.
Economical utilization of available aircraft and facilities.
Detail information - available on demand, and iithout research - all are features of FMR.
FW utilizes the input-output equipment of Aerican Airlines' 40 million
dollar real-time seat reservation system - SABRE.
It should be noted
that our F?4R Program utilizes the conmnuter lines and menory bank of our
3aRE installation but Vair.tenance has about 130 agent sets and three
Honeywell 705C rapid ptinters at the Fleet Rase Sation.
The 7050 urit
prints out 30 times faster than thc stadrOd agent set.. This facility is
warranted by the treneqiouq amount of material requ'.-ed for daily analytlcal
review on siriraft by both fleet arnd ltidividu;l alrplane.

-3-

The Ajent Sets aie connected by more than 31,000 miles of comrunications
facilities to SARE at Briarcliff Manor, New York. F14R :nform-tion
input to the system passes edit routines which dete
ary errors. The
sender cannot input incorrect information. Input is stored an. is available iusediately upon being reported.
Ourrent information includes all mechanical problems and corrective
action taken within the last 24 hours. Pilot report ... Maintenance
Repair Items ... Tachnical Foreman work requests, Deferred items poblems where partial action has been taken or the item has been
deferred. Available for each system, each aircraft, all systems on
all aircraft. Ristory - all mechanical problems - and corrective
action for aircraft And each system for the last ten days. When each
flight segment terminates, the significant pilot reports are transmitted
to the SAWR% system. At the end afl each aircraft's flying day, all
PIREPS are introduced into
.
Within seconds after input the information can be fed back to any requesting
station on the system. These items will be worked on during the r.ght.
The economical use of facilities, materiale and manpower is more effectively
accomplished*when every discrepancy is remedied in one place daring one
work period. Accomplishing all open items each day is a prim objective
of the system.
Safety, reliability, depernabi].ty and economy are constant
objectives of all facets Vf Maintenance and Engineering overations,
The historical output of FMR provides an aircraft uod ffystem code print-out
of each discrepancy for the past ten days - on demand from the system.
Additionally, a print-out each week - on a month- to -date format is produced
for analysis by Fleet Base Stations ani the M & E Center in Tlsa. Wfty
To accomplish a mainternance program that encompasses the maximum safety,
reliability and economy of operation.
PMR provides a capability of detecting an imbalance in any of the following

aroas - a component part, a system, an aircraft, a fleet of aircraft and
xAr4s these imbalances into focus as a regularly recurring problem.
ecognition of approaching p-oblem areas in s day-to-day analysis becomes
ar. important tool in our continued effort of premature ctection of failures,
In the cont 4 nuing search for a safe and econrcical operation, in an incr-singly expensivo environent, t*-, ability to expose recurring exoer-e items
that can be scrutinized ... evaluated ... and remedied, is essentialCommunication is an *IN* term today.
It is obvious that programsof this stitare could not be accomplished without
the aid of some of the world's most complex equirvent.
This very sophisticated ccoputer system, coupled with highly qualifi ed technical pecialists,
provides kaerican Airlines Maintenance DOpartmeit with a tool in keeping w.th
the de,.arxis of a business thAt imposes an increas)ily heavy responsibility

to the fly-ing public.

,any people have participated In this effort, making it the success
that it is.
O-ur ackrowledgements to the FAA for the ,atience they
displayed during the developme-t stages, and the Aneri-an Airlines
personnel involved in the lonE tedious hours o. attention to detail
that was necessary to reach tha point of achievement that we are at
today.
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Pre sene a'.t te Yede ralI Avi atior Admi i tT-a
tion
Fouzt]h Annu.al Main enancc
n's~r in Oklho a C.y
OK
~a Eecem-her 3-c, 1968 U.. '. J. Tanner, Yana ;er,
Technical Trainin'-, Ea-st~.,, A. Ulnes.
I am honor-ed that I have been asked to be a part of tnis paniel before suchn an
important group to talk for a few Dminutes on F-astern's approach to improved
aircraft reliability th rough trainin5! and upgrading, the aircraft mechanic.
First lets take a look a". whiat the line mechanic's roll in aircraft malintenance

may be, then wehave the ba~

nsetting training oh Jectives in the a-""as we

are looking for improvemnent or the proper methodi to be used in arrivi*ng -2' the
end result.
A.

Airworthiness of Eastern's Aircraft is m;aintai--d by carrying out th e
miintenance plan as covered -In t'le FAA approved YMaintenance Manul"1.

B.

All! wort: and instpection shaill be performed b,; the mechanic and/or inspector
as outllin--iin the Maintenaince YManual,

C. Work or inspection is generated in the follcnwing manner:
1. Prescribed work and/or inspection items as covered in approved
Maintenance Plan.

(All item'--below phase -'-eck)

2.Found by self.

3.

Found or asgned by:
a.

Supervisor

b.

Lead Mechanic

c.

Insp'~ctor

d. Technical Supervisor
e.

field Engineer

f.

Routing

4,Logf Book item.

DK

How handled
1. Determine what need be done
2. Accowplish

3.

TeMporary fix

4.

Dferred
5. sptCh4 an m nimrlr equipment

6.

Missing< .parts list -relation

7.

Watcn item

S.

Recordizk and reporting xystpm: In accordance to Maintenance Manual or.
1, 2, 3, and

to above

4.

Understanding the roll of the

wchanic, the Technical Training Departments

responsibilities lie in the area of developing, producing and administering
training prograus that will train and upgrade the mechanic.

To accomplish

this task w, have three sub-ivisions in this Department which are:
1.

Classroom and On-the-job Training

2. Apprenticesnip and Skills Improvement
3.

Video Programs Development and Production.

Unde r classroob, and on-the-job trainirg this could be broken do,

as follows:

1. Problem areas that affect component and systems reliability.
2.

New aircraft or new prodicts f-ziliarization training.

3.

Recurrent training,.

P__OBI__ AREAS THAT AFFECT RFLIABILITY ON PRESENT FLE7T

To br4-,

about an improvement in mechanical delays and cancellations, reliability

of components and systems must be Improved through Engineering design,
procedures and publications, methods and mechanics knov how.

2

My comments will be

held to training by thie Training Depart-msen' that vi1 improve the mechanic~s Know
hocw as one of the ingqredlents, that w1,ll improve component arid systems reliability.
The number one quesFtion the Trainino Di'-ector must answer along these lines, is
what aro the subjects that will be developed into a training progra-m and what shall
be the content.
Supervision,

Through the analysis of a specific problem by Line Maintenance

Technical Support and Enginoeering, they rdetermine that an increased

knowledge in the description and operation oil the syotem and its comprnents or
the proper use of test equipment and or rigging, adjustntent and calibration of a
component or system would increase reliability.

The subject is then established.

The problem may be system-wide or local, it may b,,e a problem on a specific ty-pe

of aircraft such as the Boeing 7127, or a systems problemr that affects more than
one *,pe aircraft.
After the subject has been set, the next iniportant task is to establish the
specific objectives of the course and develop the course content to accomplish
these objectives.

The subject is assignpd tu ain Instructor whose job is

prL-Nce the training package which nay Include video tapes.
by talking vith Technical Support. personnel,
and Reliability Engineering.
position to establi-I

Fngineering,

to

He gathers information

Mainten--nce supervision,

1-rcm the analys-is of this Information he is in a

the objectives that will b~ring about improved aircraft

reliability ti rou;-,h traiininfg znd upgrading the Aircraft mechanic.
As an example, Field Powerplant Fngineerinry noted that the Electra Propeller
system was causi-ip an abnormal amount of delays and cancel lati onr.

Also

components, were bt ,-ir' chancred that chv6ed out in a satisfactory7 manner in the
shop.

Looking at thL

FleeL Reliabiility Rc.port which it, really a nontly report

3

ot the Reliability Fngineering Analy .is Program cir ?FAit

is noted t~ait wie

were ex1per-4M--.ig about 12 basicfeallure modes per month under 70-00O-01
"Personnel and Promeduret".
The object- 'es were established and a traiing program was developcd along with
an 1,188 Propeller Trouble Shooting G-uide and video tapes.

Then, a 30-hour

training program was set up at all Electra maintenance stations anid the trouble
shooting guide and video tapes were used as training aids.

The October M4onthly

Reliability report shows that the personnel and procedures mode has dropped from
an average of 12 per month to an average of 3 Per month.

The key to a good

program lies in establishinc, objectives tV'tit ,,hen learned by the trainee will
bring his knowledge and skills to a level that will caune hin to perform in a
satisfactory manner.

NEW AIRCRAFT OR PROPIUCTS FAMITART7ATICN,

71AT"'N

One of the major activI,ties in Teclhnical Ti,.ining is the t'-aininp, required to
place a now ty-pe aircraft or a n-,,, prodoct in service.
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As an example, the hydraulic system on all jet aircraft v- are opernalng

aimilar in having a hydraulic pressur2 device, pressure controlled device-,
indicators and warning lights to indicate normal ar4/or abnor-mal performance anu
controls to cut "on" or "off" the system, and it provides controlled hydra-lic
pressure to a manifold in a quantity that will operate the hydraulic units or the
alrcraf*.

The systems training on such a system would be conducted in the fcllowlng monner:
1.

Description and operation of the system shall be taught using a "representative
jet aircraft system."

The objectives shall be:

a.

Understand purpose of system.

b.

Understand description and operatic:

of each component,

accesscry,

controls, and indication of system.
Note:

2.

-;L no time will specific alr'raft

App.Lcatir

be brouyitt into this discll.-ion.

of representative system to a specific airc-at..

All aircraft

:hall be covered seprra~ely.

In the event there a-e cex
system,

the represertative

representtative

on s.oci f4
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b.

c.

Be Able to operate or preflltht
(1)

Tnter~-ret

(2)

Know when syst n
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practices as

related to syvzten.

e.

Components, accessories, control, or indication:
(1) Know loceation and ho , Lu pet to.
(2) Knob, how to 5ervicn,

(3)

Be able to remove and install1.
necessary.

(a) Adjust wh,-

(b) Calih)rate where necessary.
(c) Rig±er
f.
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Stich a system lends itself very readily in developing video tapes on a fleet of
aircraft that have mary types.

After inaugur

ion of such a system and tape s are

produced on present aircraft, developing and producing training on a new aircraft
would consist of Part 2 at previously described.

Apprentic. Training
Eastern has sponsored an Apprenticeship Program since the 194O's.
is

to encourage and aid in

the establishment

This p

_:am

and maintenance of high standards

in the craft of airline mechanics, and to improve the standards of workmanFhip.

The apprentices sre scheduled into the shons on a LO hour per week basis, and are
considered a part of the shops production auota.
SwA- of the -reas he will work a-e:

a,

Rem-val and irc:ta1lation of Jet Engine Components and rigging of Frgine
Control Sys tem3.

b.

Repair of jet

c.

Jet engine ground

d.

All ground support -quiM,-rt,

f.

Aircraft Floc,. Overraul

g.
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The stixty revealed that in producing as, many as 50 programs per year, video tapes,
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aTWA is offered to a wide range of individuals,

many neccis and activity locations.

The scope of this program is reflected in

the answers to who? what? and where'?.
inspectors,
recurrent,

foremen, enginees.

andm

new aircraft, and .pecial

major station hangar-line,
applications.

covezig

"Who" includes:
anagers.

training.

overhaul,

shops,

"What"
"Where'

heipers,
includes:

includes:

mechanics,
initial,
regional,

systemwide and international

The TWA P:oduction Integrated Training (P-1-T) program covers

only several elenei-Is of TWA's overall technical training program.

(Frame 1)

TWA operates both domestically and internationally.

program has been appiied at major domestic stations

The P-I-T

-nly. Although we do

have a P-T-T program at San Francisro covering station service (275 hour)
checks this presentation discusses only the P-I-T applications for "C" checks
(1, 000 hour) at LAX,

MKC, and JFK, and base overhaul checks (8, 000 hour)

at MCI.

(Frame 2)

before the P-l-T approach,

the typical hangar-line mechanic at

a major maintenance station received 80 hours of classroom initial training
during his first year of employment and 40 hours of classroory, recurrent
training each subsequent year,

except tho.c years in which new aircraft were

delivered and operated through his station in which case he usually rec:eived
80 hours of classroom new- aircraft training.
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(Frame 3)

Iit'al, clap93rnorn training for mechanics worked rt-asonably well

an long as most of these mechanics had sig -ificIn

, !,,:d aircraft experience.

As it beca.ne necessary to hire more and more new mechanics without previous
airline experience a number of problems with initial classroom trainin g
developed.

Many of these newly hired mechanics had no way to relate their

classroom learning to a real-life situation on the airplane.

Since an entire

airplane and its related systems were presented during one 40 hour classroom
session there often proved to be too much to learn in too little time for inexperienced men.

Becaus

of shift assignments and work arrangements much

of the learning was not applied for a considerable period of time.

This problem

was confounded by the fact that much of the learning required to perform routine
tasks assigned to the mechanic could not be covered in the classroom because
of limited time.

The overall result of training newly hired inexperienced

mechanics in the classroom was rather low learning effectiveness with resulting losses in production and time.

We should emphasize that these remarks

apply to the broad base knowledge requirements and task assignments Cf the
hangar-line inechanic.

On the other hand, we find initial classroom training

for electrical and electronic mechanics, regardless of their c-perience level,
to be highly effective when combined with appropriate reinforcing on-the-job
training.

(Frame 4) With the P-1-T training approach the newly hired hangar-line
mechanic is put to work on a routine maintenance task 1 der mr~e guidance of
an on-the-job instructor.

His work assignments follow a prescribed pattern.

The work assignments are interrupted from time to time with short sessions
of cla.asroom training as the maintenance workload permits.
2i

rypicaly a

I

hangar-lint, mechanic spends 360 hours in the P-i-T training program, 320
hours of which he is fully productive under the direction of an on-the-job
instructor, and 40 hours of which arF comprised of classroom training
increments spread throughout the overall 360 ' our period.

We found with

this approac:, that the mechanic appreciates what he learns in the clasb room
and is better able to relate this learning to his wori situation.

The learning

is spread out over a g:.-eater period of time and his "xperiences in the classroomr tend to reinforce his work experience and vice-versa.

The results of

this zapproach are more fully applied learning, both on-the-job and in the
classroom and, perhaps most encouraging of all, an observable production
increase.

Because much of the classroom training is conducted during slack

periods, and because of the overall improved mechanic productivity this training is actually accomplished at less expense than the previous initial classroom
training program.

(Frame 5)

in discussing the features of this program we will compare the

pr-ogram bei ig conducted in the field at LAX,
work involves "C"

MKC, and JFK

-hex the major

checks and related line operations with the P-l-T prog.1 am

being conducted at the MCI overhaul base.
will discuss objectives,

In comparing both programs we

planning, problems, solutions, and results.

(Frame 6) The c ,erall objective of our field (LAX,

707,

880 -- MKC, DC9,

727 -- JFK, international 707) P-I-T program is to accommodate the necessity
of hiring many new mechanics with lower experience levels.

The key sub-

objectives are to develop knowledgeable and capable mechanics during the
n3

probationary period (six months) while at the same time improving new
mechanic productivity and promoting proper work performance withut
increasing training cost.

(Frame 7) One of the more interesting aspects of the production integrated
training approach is wi.at we call the P-I-T/class room tradeofi,

in the

normal cJassroom situation, if we assume a student/instructor ratio of four
to one, we have five men in a ncn-prod5uctive status.

For the sake of comparison

we can ssume that the average cos.. of r'-e man week is $200, and that the cost
of five men in a classroom for one -eek is $1, 000.

If we look at these same

five men in a P-I-T situation we find that only the instructor is non-productive
while the four student mechanics a-e fully productive.

Since the students are,

in effect, earning their way the average training cost for this mode of instruction
is $200 per week.

If the logic of this cornparlson i. valid, then we can say that

one week of classroom training will pay for five we-is of P-1-T training.

(Frame 8) The planning requirements of the field P-I-T program centered on
determining the instructional emphasis and mix, providing for instructor

selection development,

developing work assignment procedu res, and creating

appropriate training records.

Since most new mechanics at major field stations report to work on the grave-yard shviv and perform the rr-wine portiin of the check

''C"
op..ation, the

instructional emphasis is 'entered un routine work tasks normally performed
on check "C"s.

The flow of new mechanics is usuaity from the check "C"

I

work towards lesser checks pcrformed _t the hangar or at various gate
positions.

Fo-- this reason the irstructiona2

-nix also included normally

accomplished rou:'-ic line work assignments.

We were most furtunate in the area of instructor selection and deve'opment
because of the large number of experience( mechanics we had to choose from.
Newly selected P-I-T instructors were further developed through the means
of classroom instruction, on-the-job-coaching by existing trainins instructors
an'A training supervisors,

special instructor orientation sessions held -t MCI,

and by cross-training each other.

Work assignment proced,res had to be developed to meet three reouirernents.
First we had to consider the flow of new -nechanici into the check "C' operation.
It was necessary to pace the various learning exper.ences ;o ms not to (-eate
a bottleneck that would have caused the accumulation of -new mechanics along
several points on the learni:.g path.

Secondly, we took into consideration the production requirements of the check
'C" itself because part of the tot,

objective wits to increase new mechanic

productivity on the check "C'' operation.
"C"

Sin.

,

the :ourte part of the check

operation is controllel by task assigments called out

found the "work card" to be an eifective device a round
tb

desired learning experii-nce.

n "work cards's

-hi,:h we ,vould build

we

The third factor we considered :i determining work assignment procedu.-s

We analyzed each of

involved the necessary learning requiremnt

"work cards" for significant learning experiences,

In this way we were able

to identiiy those critical learning tasks and direct the ermphasis of the job

instruction and coaching towards the more critical tasks rather than at
the overall routine work requirements.

We tied all three considerations involved in planning work assignment pro-

We developed simple,

cedures together by n-ans of oar training records.

An individual work shee, was used

usually one page, instruct r work sheets,
fir each new me-hanic.

For example, the instructor work sheet used at

Los Angeles covers check "C" operations,

routine station= services,

and line

This training record calls out

assignments on 707 and 830 model aircrift.

the "work card" assignments a new mechanic i7 expected to accnplish as he
flows through the pianned learning experle: 'e.

(Frame 9) Even with carefully laid
leve,

led

lans a nrnbez of

-s we began to implement the field p 'ograrn.

coordinating on-the-iob training efforts
tion,

.
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e
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In order to have a planned learning experiencu

P--I-T inr.'ruct-.
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Tproblen,
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ngNenough,

also proved to be a
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practical approach kvas to extend instructor coverage to othei: maintenance areas
on the graveyard and twilight shifts.

(Franve 10) Basically th., solutions ti the various problems we found in

iple-

menting the field program were developed by adopting a problem solvng and
experimental approach.

Althougi each major station had its own separate

training problem and maintenance workload requirement we found many common
problems and

olutions in the various idea exchanges heid during the program

implementatio'

phase.

When we added our first P-I-T instructors we purposely

stayed on the thin side in order to attain our training cost objectives,
cases, however,
requi

In some

the maintenance workload and new mechanic shift spread

--d additional instructors to accomplish all objectives.

We achieved support and cooperation from ma;%tenance production management
peeple by making a concerted effort to commn'niate
our mutua' productivity objectives,

rmentation considerati.-n,:

the nature ind extent of

by involving them in our pl..nniuig and irnpie-

:mnd tv col ect.

g an

na

i/

,
er10,
Z' (i,tIt to

demornstrate that the P-I-T program was Signi.fica nftv and
new mechanic productivity and,

therefore, ocerall ratntena,

orv

affecting

rctiv'iy.

I
(Frame

1i

The key results of the teld P,1-l program were in the areas ot

developiug prcper work hab it , cout ri but-ing
reducing training costs,

and con!

lowe.

c-,n'c turnover,

.butin, to higher nroducti-v-ty throughb levss

manhours oer ma :ntenar;ce ourrat~on,

In gener-i,

the feedra

that the lield pro..;ram has attained the obJectives we idenr,*'
i

k we nave

rndlcates

d as neccssa rv

rLquirement,; at th*e outset of' !he prog corn.

(Framne 12)

Before .e

discus_ the

-iIprogramn at T2"A 's MCI overhavl base

perhaps 't wvould he well to compare the training requ ir erne nv*.

11"the mnajor
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(Frame 16'1 Ihe major solution -we developed in the- P-l..T training programn
at the overhaul base was to back a"1 ay fromn planning and colnduc-nrg .rnechanic
training on the basis of specific maintfenance tasks performed by air-.raft
type and to develop mnethods of identifying mechp-ic learning requirements
in wha;

-,e call basic skills and critical skili

approaches.

analyzed the work performed by each mechanic specialty.
the queseion "Wha

We asked ourselv.es

basic skills possessed by a mechanic is this specialty,

in our overhaul setting, would alio
mnch oi the

Briefly, we

'him to perfor:- all of the routine and

ion-routl'ne maintenance tasks assigned to this specialty"'

In

each of the nine mechanic classifications v.'e_ identified the maj'or elements o f
these bins~c skills as well. as calling out a numnber of sub-elemnents, for definition
purpaaes.

For exanr. .:, in the TWA overhaul hydraulic mnechanic speci >

tbv qixteer major basic skill elements are:

cable swedging-cable identi fi cation -

cable ins taliation-termin-t Is, fittings, and turn barrels .- lubrication-torque
wrenches -tools -basic lblueprint reading-protractors-projzr ma -ual usagecorrect method of handling removed ai!-.Lra.

arts-seals and sealants-

corrnosion removal and treatment-fast' ners -test equipmnent-and safety precautions aroun d air-craft.
8

Aftev we identified the basic skills in each mechanic

eci alty we then structured the

-ining emphasis,

both on-the-job, and in

the classroom, towardc the qualification of each new mechanic over the
full ;:ange of basic skill requirements in his specialty.

While

:.e found that tie bisic skills approach worked wrell we also found that

it did not go far enough,

in analyzing the. maintenance tasks performed we

found a significant number of critical tasks that have special mechanic knowledge and experience requirements (critical skills) before they can be
12

efficicntiy mastered.

Althou-gh Individually, they constitute a relalivel*Y

rm-inor portion of the overall -naintenance work they mnust necessarily be
performed both satis-ac.torilv and or, timt if the nv-rhaul operation -s to
proceed in an optimuin way.
incluJ ±g:

For each of seven mechanic specialties

aircraft, hydraulic,. hangar meLtal,

fuel tank, radio,

and iristruzrnent, we iden- fied these significant critcal ski'lls.
in t-.e aircraft mnechanic

S Tecialty

R. & I Stabilizer Actuator U' Rig
Stabilizer Cable Charnge
R & I Stabilizer Pivtf Bolts L, Bearings
R. & I Zlevators
Friction Test Elevator Balance Panels
Rig Elevators
R & I Rudder
Rig Rudder
Friction Test Rudder Balance Panels

Change Fuel Valves
Galley Water System Check
Water System Check
Flow Check HRD Systemn
Install H1RD Bottles
Air Ltak H-RD Syste.m

For examnple,

w e identified the foliowing critical skill

requirements:

Fuel Flow Check

electrical,

Change Auto Thrust Cables
Auto Thrust Inatallation and -Rig
R & I Bottle Bolts
R & 1Doors
Rig Doors
(R & I

Rernove and Install)

The overhaul produf'ion management people were quick to see the real
corrinercal value of expanding thelir inventory of critical skilis.
experience had indicated to thexl thal
also led tc criticis events,

Past

he very nature of these critical skills-

By increasing the numrber of mechanics qualified

to perfrnrm t6e various critical overhaul tasks the critical skills traininapproach ha

proved to

~eparticularly helpful when various tasks r.-quiring

th~ese skills extend into periods not normally covered by the most experienced
mechanic werk force.

In maiii ways the critical skills training approach proved to be the catalys.
for achieving the support and the kind of cooperation we needed !rom the
overhaul production management people to attain our mutual training objectives.

Since basic eikill development is prerequisite to critical skill development
their enthusism for an increased inventory of critical skills was telegraphed
back through the learning process to support the development of basic skills
in new mechanics.

I think ir. all fairness we can say that we have achieved

an approach in the otverhaul base P-lI-T program that is truly perceived as

14

being helpful in the eyes of the cverhaul production management people.
They now view these training efforts and objectives as mutually supportive,
and they are providing us the kind of scheduling and work aesignment
assistance that our efforts require to be effective,

tw,'

-w 17)

The significant results of TWA's production integrated training

prograrn at the MCI overhaul base are the development of proper wo:rk habits,
a contribution to lower mechanic turnover, reduced training costs, increased
basic skill le'eis, iicreased critical skill levels, and increased mechanic
productivity,

In general. I think you wouid agree that these results have

achieved the overall objectives for which the P-I-T training program at the
overhaul base was intended.

(F-'ame 18)

When we look at the problems at the major field stations and at

the overhaul base that the P-I-T program was designed tc overcome, a
review of the overall problem indicates jeveral key pro '.-in elements.
problem was characterized by increasing numbers
lower levels of skills and experience, the

The

newly hired mechanics

vn'poducttve characteristics

of initial classroom train-.'g, the fact that the learning gained

A initial class-

room training was not being fully applied, a resulting drig on experienced
personnel trying to do their own work and yet guide the efforts of these newly
hired mechanics,

with the overall result being that most of these newly hired

mechanics were increasing their performance on the basis o a very gradual
-learning curve.
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(Frame 19) In reviewing the solutions we deve-Ioped to solve the problems
in the field and the problems at the overhaul base,
have much in common.
include:

ve find that these solutions

The key elements of the basic solution we developed

trading off initial -lassroonnt training for more O-J-T, sequencing

the work-training experience, o.:Zani2.Ang planrned skill training experie..ce,
mixing increments t f classroom training with O-J-T (as oppcsed to concentratinh

4ih

classroom training in packages of forty hours) and achieving the

cooperation and support of the maintenance production maragemert organiza
tion to make the work experience of new mechanics a highly valuable learning
experience to both the new mechanic and to TWA.

(Frame 20) An overall review of the results obtained from both the field and
overhaul base P-I-T programs reveals that the results of botli programs have
been significantly beneficial.

The key elements of these results are:

the

proper development of work habits, a contribution to lower mechanic turnover,
reduced training cost, and increased mechanic productivity.

In addition to

the results associated directly with the program itself there are a number
of additional advantages that are made possible through the qualities of the
instructor group itself.

P-1-T instructors are viewed by most mechanics as

knowledgeable, and helpful people, and through their capacity to lead, guide
aM direct, they effectively provide closer technical supervision of all
mechanic personnel.
of information.

These instructors often serve as an additional source

In many cases they serve as the humanizing link between

the mechanics' need-to-know and the present maintenance information system.

2
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They are also helpful in providing one-time only training arid -upport often
required

, accomplish aircraft mnodification orders,

available for scheduled and non-schedi.,e
workloads,
time.

These in~structors are

c!aLsroou~ training during slack

thereby taking better advantage of otherwise not fully productive

On occasion P-I-T instructors nave served as back-uip individuals

for extraordinary specialty foremen requirements.
strate the advantages of P-

V~have yet to demon-

-T instructors iuring the introduction phases of

major new aircraft program-s,

but we believe significant benefits will result

in this application.

(Frarne 2 1
747,

TWA's next major new aircraft introduction will be the Boeing

Inte res tingly, the 7147 will operatte out of both LAX and JFK where the

P-l-T prui

-n will have been in operation for three years. At. these stations

we are looking forward to providing P-I-T support for all mechanics during
the 747 in troduction,

Through intensive training we plan to develop in-depth

knowledge within the instructor group on the 747.

To thie extent practicable

and possible we hope to reduce conventional non-prod .ctive

new aircraft

classroomn training a-d shift part of ouir 747 new aircraft traixiing emphasis
towards applied learniing with appropriate follow-up as requiren1.

(Franne 22)

As we look into the future the two thingsi we sf-e clearly

and more new mechanics

T- more

ind moure and imore new anid dilf4>rent types of aircraft.

If we look into the future front the neichanic 's -viewpoint it is quite cleari that
he will require additionail assista:nce and support in the way of incrteased job

I
i'nformation and in the way of development r,( new and different Job skills.
One of the most important things we ha. e lea rned from the P-: -T program
it that there is a close relationship between the state of the maintenarnce
information 3yatern and the amount of routine ( informational trarsfer type)
trairl,,c that is requ

ed to suppoit a given aircraft or power plant.

experience leads us to cocl

Our

J.e that wh .i a mechanic has re-.iy ac :ess to the

dormation needed to perform most niaintenance tasks he needs relatively
little training to a'ork effectively.

On the other hand when he does not have

the information to perform a given task he requires relaively more training
and assistance to perform effectiveiy or he feels his way along at the expense
of prot ictivity.

When a rnechanic is assigned to perform a maintenance

task he needs information to answer the following six questions:

1)

WtHAT am I supposed to do?

Z) WHERE or on what does this work have to be accomplisL :d?
3)

WHA-

RESPONSE will indicate that the job is properl

i)

How does this work affect the rest of the aircraft and its SYU;TEMS?

5)

vhat is the proper and safe order of the individual work STEPS

,

completed?

that are to be accomplished?
6)

What tools,

parts,

supplies,

and MATERIEL are necessary to

accomplish the work 79

We believe tha. in order to maintain safe and cfficicrt maintenance work
that better methods of formatting and prescnting maii tennce inforrmatiori
should be utilized to support the mechanic of the futux e.

We are hopeful that tl'fse cllomge,

"VII! comei(

1aboklt in the nlear !u.,re and

that trainlTg in the Area otr rnccha.rI: knowledge requiremnents .%ill large'
be devoted to- the(req(ulired
and profic-ient user

learnIn g to rn ike ea'c

f improved n-,ainle .arc

rme cnni c a. connpe tent

10Systems rather
info rm-atio

than a humnan reservuir of nnaintaniine e ta-l< knh aedgc.

We believe th-

future rnm inter)~c

t raining methods

ul irnhp9ro. e:,.aents in adva nced miaint ene. ,

will to ,e

dl1 advantage

.r ir,.,rmatior, Systemns a dtha

emphasis of maintenance training in 'lie future willt-,more ful

the

em phas~ze

the analysis and development of both basic and critical niaintenance Jc-- skills
required to 7upport future airc raft.
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J. R. Stevenson
Airplanc Overhaul manager
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Let's take a look at the planning of a typical DC-S overhaul visit.
Well 4- advance of Lhe arrival of a 'jet for overhaul, a co-mprehens~ve maintenance anal-ysis is made.

(Slide'/

The peop.le doing zhis are invariablv exper jenced technicians Who
are well acquaizr-ed with maintenance procedures and the skillIs
required of mechnics.

(~id)A breaikdown of 11 skills is -used.,I
the general mechanic categories are cockpit, air conditioning, ri 4,zng,
fuel, eng~ine, Und
hydraulic specialities,
Besides them a~re the radio-electric,
sh-et meral, cabin, Paint, and clearlin; skills.

(Slide)
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Sin-ce ~a
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(Slide)

As soon *s the aircraft to be overhauled is in the dock, it is
opened kp and units that are scheduled to come off are remoged.
This is completed within five shifts.

(Slide)

Inspection starts inntr&ietely, and As write-ups are filed,
supervisors and lead mechanica process them, dtterminlng what
work is to be done, shen. and what parts will be yeeded,

(Slie) Planners then fit in the non-routine work with the pre-planned
routi-e work, integrating the two
r erficien: accomplishment.
This means that, as the overhaul progrtz. es, each Job, non-routlne
ap well as routine, must "e accomplished in proper sequence and
within allowa'tle time ar' quality limits.
(Slide)

Pltnners and foremen have available a computer run containing
mechanics' expetlelnce and qualifications history.
lls is updated continunaily to enable the dock supervisors to better match
the know-how to th- type and amount of work to be done.

(Slide)

Eis.teen on-the-job instructors cover three shifts and work with
mechsnlca in areas of new job accompltshment, review, and aalification. Critical Jobs -' each skill are carefully identified
and are included in the
elopment schedule of each mechanic.
Schedules are pre-planned to provide sufticient quantity of
personnel that are qualified in the various skills. Qualifying
requires actual performance of work within established standards
of time.

(Slide)

Q'alicat'n
records must be signed by both the instructor and
the cuper'i2sor of that skill. Generally, a mechanic is not considered qualified for more than three skills -- the ones he has
had the most recent training and experience in.

(Slide)

New work of - major nature requires either classroom or on-thejob training, or both, prior to accomplishment on the airplane.
Such schooling is provided by the permanent Training Unit that
operates as a part of the Airplane Overhaul Division.

(Slide)

The Training Unit also keeps and updates the qualification records on all mchanics. When workloads permit, refresher courses
are conducted.

(Slide)

A high percentage of "standby" time, iuherent in the airframe
overhaui operAtion, is devoted to training purp. es.

(Slide)

Home study and progrummed instruction courses such as blueprint
readi-ig, basic electricity, hydraulics, etc, are also provided by
the company, 6,i this is being expanded regularly. In recent years,
the training conducted in the Airplane Overhaul Dfvision has
averaged about 80,000 manhours per year.
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(Slide)

Ir. bumary, there are five Princ:ipta.l ingredients in United t progr=, to keep mechanics properly ttained for "he work they 're required to do,

(Slidp)

-Inc first is a carefully developed understanding of the job skills
and knowledge aecded to overhaul the aircraft.

(Slide)

The second is accurate advance kn~ iedge of the work to be performed,
so that skill requi'emnts a;-e known.

(SlIde)

TIhe third is a Long-term program which trains mechanics to the
analyzed skill reauiremae ts by the means most suitable to the
training objectives, and vith on-the-lob- training measured for
effectiveness

by practical perforance of the job within standards

for quality and timne.
(Slide)

The fourth is maintenance of accurate and readily accessible training and qualifications inxformation to enable planners arid supervisors
to assign the right people to the work and to enable adequate advance
planning of the training required for both new and recurring work.

(Slide)

The fifth is use of job cards which, although serving many purpo.. ,;
-ontribute to the training and qualifications of Che mechanics and
assist in g.etting assignments dotie properly and on time.

(Slide)

In conclusion, I want to say_ that we Co not see the -program I've
described to you as the ultimatc. It is merely one we ha,;,, evolved
and use today with some success. Thne process of upgrading capabilities is a continuing one, and w, must be sensitive to all factors
rela *.ng to knowlelge, experience, a-- potential if people.

(Slide)

Investigation and developm"nt of new and more effective methods are
essential if we are to meet the problems of effectively maintaining
the jumbo Jets and the supersonic air'-raft of tomorrow.

MtA"N IN THE MAINTEN"NCE SYSTEM
In opening, I would hke to express my thanks to those who
have invited my Comoanv, Atlantic' Aviation, Lo participate in this
Syvmposiucm.
! have been asked to present the thoughts of my employer,
a large Generai Aviation Sales and Service organization, on The Man In
The Maintenance System. In doing this, I feel that for the purpose of
this subject we can logically assume most repair facilities to have similar
orobems and oossiblv the same answers for them.
I am sr -

that all here today realize that it wouldn't be

possible for the schedule cc allow all corporations to be personally
ccu:e
So:J

ebr'e. Therefore, I hope that our feelings on the subject will
: r'epresentation of most fixed- 'ase operators.

First of all, I would like to define the group of men who
make up the ter, Man", in The Man in the Maintenance System. Back
at our home base, we have approximately 159 men whose duty it is to
inspect, repair and service various types of aircraft of both corporate and
private operators, Of this figure, 20 rmen are in the Avionics Shop, 27
are engaged in the maintenance and repair of aircraft of less than 12, 500 lbs.
g ross weight, 79 are in the Heavy Maintenanc." Scc-js anc 33, in Line Service.
It shoCld be mentioned, that these rnen are not normally required to do any
installation work. on interiors or aviorcs systems. These jobs are
considered specialized areas, and therefore, are handled by othe- people
in our organization who are skilled specifically in these areas.
in effect, we can say we have approximately 159 men at
our home base of operations who are actively engaged in our aircraft
mai-tenance s-ystems, airframe and powerplant type of work,
The next thing we must define is the word s sem.
According to Webster's Dictionary, a system is "an essemblage of objects
united by some form of regular interaction of interdependence. ' Base d
on this definition, an aviation maintenance system would consisi of men,
aircraft, hangars, ground handling equipment, and other special tools,
spare parts, md maintenance and parts manuals, I have put the men at
the beginning of the list for a particular reason. That is to illustrate
that the man might darn well be the most important of all parts of this system,
and definitely the hardest of all to come by. That is to say - good,
knowledgeable. heads-up type of maintenarce people.

Paptr prt, t.nt ,d at th'. FaA i, . ntnr nanct, .wvlnposium Tilk MAN IN THF MAINT' ,\NC I
RIEIIAbl .TY SYSTEM at Oklahona Citv , I) cvrbcr 3- , 1'46b4 by Roh,r J. (I r ,

;A'i

lion

Corp., Wi Inhiupt Va, Ulh ia,.

If you think back, when you went tc pui chase a special
tool c- build a hangar, you were usually prety. sure of what you were
getting before you paid for it. You also hd some idea of its us-ful
life. Is this the case with our manpower. requirements ? Of course,
we do have -ur standards, a licenging procedure which sets minimum
standards for mechanics, but we must not forget that in this age in
which we are living, those tickets can be considered as nothing more than
learner's permits. A man fresh out of school with his ratings should be,
if ncthing else, a good pupil. In order to get him into the system, his
training should begin immediately and from that point on, should never
stop. We must not forget this .... You cannot stand still in an age such
as ours, If we do, everything else will pass us by. Actually, standing
still is the same as backing up.
In the past few years, we have been witnessing amazing
changes in our chosen profession, Changes which are requiring at
least a similar amount of up-dating in us
Our supply of qualified mechani, s, has not been able to
keep up with the a-Emand. it is becoming more difficult every day to
keep our shop staffed with gou;d maintenance personinel. Our source
have been primarily from two areas, the
& P mechanic's schools,
and from the Military. - would like to mention that botL- sources have
their advantages and disadvantages.
The average man coming to us i'om an A & P School, has
book knowledge, but gpnerally lack.n - matching anount of practical
experience. The average Military man has experience, but is not nearly
as well icounded in all systemw,
as is the A & P School trained man.
We have been working with men from both groups with
very good results, by tailoring our training to suit the individual. Ovr
real concern for the future Is, %ili there be a largor Pool of men from
which to draw, two years from now?
Our thoughts aeem to be moving in this direction, would
it be ad-antageous for Atlantic Aviation to get iavoi¢ed in a program of
training which woulo start with a new i-an completely untrained in
Aviation, and take him through the ;iasics, into the advan,.ed technology,
and possibly working with him until he obtains his Airframe' and Powerplant
licenses ?
Along w; h our need for mectanics o, expand, we hrive the
usual attriticn problem which faces most companies. We LIve thr,,igh
the years lost good me- to various. "'rporate op'rators and airlines. 'To
stem the tide of this loss we are doing our utmost Lo remai- conpetitive
in areo of salary and benefits. Other losses of good experienced men
from the floor to jobs of greater responsibility in the campany, cannot
-eally be stopped, for this makes for r sounder management, but we must
be prepared to rep'ace these men.,

J

If we are to continue to prosper in General Aviation, we
must advance with it. We must take our mechanics, both the new ones
as they come through the door on the first day, and the old hands as
well, and we mut cotinually remold them. Things are changing so
rapidly that the mechanic of 10 years ago would be utterly lost in our
shop of today.
We have been witnessing phenominal growth in our a" crnft
of great> r than 12, 500 lbs,. in the past few years, and we can net loresee
a ievelih. off of this in the near future. However, in the next five years,
we will be part of an even greater rate of growth .n our lighter aircraft,
Who here carmot see the start of a trend toward turbo-prop and piire jet
aircraft, from manufacturers such as Beech, Cessna and Piper? Isn't
the handwriting on the wall? We will see fantastic inroads into light
aviation by the same engineering which we are starting to live with in the
heavy aircraft.
Naturally, when we put a turbine of any sort on an aircraft,
we must fly higher for enj:ne effici(-ncy. This, of course, will require
air conditioning and pressurization s,,s, ms to be aboard even lighter
aircraft than now have them. Aioi.g with this goes more advanced
irstrumentation than we are no., used to in this type of aircraft.
In other words, we are going to see all our problems crop up time and
again, an- as a matter of fact, (or each different plane, we will have
problems
overcome. For no two manufacturers have the same
answers for a given problem.
Sometimes I think back to things I have read about the
Wright Brothers who pioneered our ind,,stry 65 years ago. C ui you
imagine their thoughts if they could get a look at one of the more
sophisticated corporate jets, such as the Grumm, - Gulfstrearn II.
I can just about see Wilbur turning to Orville and sayig "Wilng i, I'd
sure like to get a lo,.)k at the bicycle shop where they put that fl-Ying
machine together. "
Isn't it amazing the lengths that we have gone to for
air travel? Naturully, all these things at,, necessary in order to keep
air travel saf,. while grcatly increasing the speed, range and
comfort of flying.
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All of the advancements in tech.nology which have been,
brought about through the~ years, ;amounit to the logical progress;ion, of
systems and servo-mechanismns; but when cl of these advancements
are brought together in a single unit such as an cArc raft, ut be ornes a
form,,ddble task for maintenance personnel to get a thorough woirkable
of et~ch of themn.
inmderstanding
It takes a good mechanic with a particularly receptive rmirH
to gain in.i-ght into the complicated systemns which we have been pha ,ed
into for the past few years.
With the progress which has been made in the last 10 years,
one can hardly uelp but wond r what lies ahead in the 70's, I see the
future as one of the greatest challenges the fixed-base Operator has to
handle. A cha~enge which will have to be met. One in wnich we are -soino
to be hard-pressed just to keep up, with -I-e cnanges in aviation,
Based on this challenge, I believe that all c, us in av:ation
are duty bcund to -notivate our persounel in such a way, that they will want
to keep up with the advancements in electrical and fundamntal plcctronics,
af; well as, the changes in fligh*i controls, ins ni,-,entation, powe-plants,
and other systems.
All operators are slowly being forced to make decis -CnS
coincerning whether we intend to have our electrical technicians troubleshoot airframe system problems, which have been up until now in the realm
of the airframe and poweirplant mechanics. Thi, change in attitude towoe~d
troubleshooting would require a larger force of electia peilss
On the other hand mnighat it not be mnore useful to train the muchanics to a
higher level of electrical and basic el,.ctronics krwledge? Wor ttese
are the men who have the most experience with tlhe workings of the sy-stem"'s
in question. As an example of an aircraft of the 70?s, let us cons ider the
Gulfstream II aircraft which) we have been living with for,1P/2
\ea-rs now.,
As I think back on the systems of this aircraft, 1 czr.n remembe0r <nIiy on.: S' st;cm
which does not require electrical power in one form or other. That ir- the
door-seal inflation system, By comparison, we cannot even trust our old1
standby the hydraulic pump anymore, as this aircraft even has electrical
corjnec';ons on this old mechanical workhorse. Th point I an, trying 'o
make here is that the advancement of technology, in the effort to mrake
thingb more reliable, ha - actually rr~de things more oomplicate(I for the
man in the maintenance -ystem.

The rrechanics are finding themselves responsibie for the
proper use and interpretations of results from such units as, air data
testers for pitot/static systems, anti-skid system t,strrI'3, variable inlet
guide vane testers and other special test equipm ent too numerous to
mention, How many of us can remember things of this nature from 20 or
even as few as 10 years ago?
As a friexnd of mine once said to me, after I haa just
rapped my hena against a drain valve on an engine, 'Bob, we are juot
going to have
,-am 1o bc. smarter than the equipment we work on."
Right at that mc en
didn't take the time to think about wha' he had
said in jest, but these words are proving true. We are being forced
by progress to bees;> a_ s-)phisticate as the equipment we w, r.- on.
" ou know, this isn't really going to be easy for most of us,
beta e soiae -1 the units which I.ould fall into the jurisdiction of an
airframne and -owerplan mechanic, fLr troubleshooting purposes, are
ell be
,ar cc abil- , to be tno'ougily understood. On? such unit
as an ex,
le is ni El_ -tronic Start and Overspee , Control Box, which
is - )art o, a Ga, Turbine Compressor, fitted As an Auxili ry Power
UruU in o,)e of o,.:,- aircr-aft. This jit contains no ess than 40 transistors
aind 30 *-)des
Yet
sole purpose is to-) turn V
P
fuel and ignitiva on
-.nd oi it the proper time, drop out the starter and t-ive an idication
of tx. bine seed in ,..e fligt station, I believe we alt would have to agree
tb ' the c'nrting and pro-er r, Ining of this unit s
-werplant mechanic's
ib,
yc' ,x'c are exp,.e.-..g him to have a oit more tr,
a cursorv knowledge
of elect ,cty. I do not wwnt to infer hore tihlat
r Mu:ha.ics a~e expec t d
to trcunleshoot the inside of thi.; box, but by mere .soatl'> with t, we
must have s-'me knowleug- of its inner workxngs. Tust t, give an
ih.stration of t-, impF rtqrnc. of this
if it does not functior oroperly
the AP' wilt n. run, ii th A11' wont run the; ma
powerplbnts won't
start, as I"ey are fitte, with pneumatic starte.
;
you cran S e, t'
coul brin1g unusual n ->ssures to bear on the in, hat c for not oJ accurate
troublesnoo t ing, -u, 'so rathev rap- i troubleshooti.v,
t would - agine
that few things
, !4 lo, more us iess to a busy e:ecutive thail a
$3,000,000 at, pli,, th-, can't get its engine st;4rted.
'

-

There are no less than 18 othou units which could c( ne under
an aircraft mechanic's ob descripti,
that is if he is t, thorouTi y fulfill
qhs
duti".
All of these units are t, is istor i ed, in keeping wbh our
ipdated technology. Eighteen (W8gunits is a eonsv , tive fir,;re and does
not un udi_ any autopilo t . radio, or navigation ,qu
nenti
ei i
you -an s-e
ft iirend
is bound to eontir.le rate r than lirunish.

Ir. tryi.-., to keen up with this adv,ancin, e
acg'
inPrimarily to V-a fa-ctory scl. )ols fort 'he knowie,4e f the
itheir aircraft. This, of cour~e.. is it'e only logical place to g: in
this advancsed infc-mation. However, we being in, b-ness to -"low a pro,.
find it very difficult tojsiyteepneo
factory traiuung forItoth
me
u epo.
n
cualto
orloet
o d h nnwuu-e
fuli
noedd t aborbthemajrit oft~ietnf irati- w
a wuldbe pi e6
As
ofou
n xamle
grupof j. -ninenacepeoiein urHea -v

-it(_%.

spent because it represents a,

roximiat I, .ne ill out of everv five (51
men in the -irganization havin,. attende'i fa._ or training.
--he difficult-~
with this type of training is Vr-it four I
,t o five (5) will not sharc: in
it. To neglect this large gr, ~p of men v-.,uC )e a rm stake, CspeCially
with the advances in technol ~y we
vi- see in reA- :nt years.
Ir an effort to update thi,
'ge ' r iq of in A~lannco
Aviation has set up a full time
tt, -ir
vig
programn
T,
programn in the last 18 months, has
- nted for o.,ir
'
m,,-a.hours of training. We feel that this T~rlr
xi is one meti. Ji of een i
up the tr-aining m~balan! e which had exist, d a recent ye, -s.
5
iU
wal- we have been able to augment our ISIL
on1-the-io0b 'ram'ngf
;graam.
We fee' it is our duty to our mechanics and the compan> , anl. to.
to have our m-ainitenance ncersonniel brought along through tV _-e
V.':_u1
-- ars
wic are to follow.

f
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As an indicator of our success with the ini-ious, ',,a il
program, it has been expanded to include a second full t- i( n,
l ioc,
t
instz-uictor whose prim-ary area of i,,terec>
1 es with our c~
gioup, At present, we are pursuing a course of training wl..,2k.7
al1 of our light maintenance gc'oup trained ir the Beechcrart
by the end of the year. 'This particular couirse is of a 64 man i.
-o,
o-1
hi,
'or each student. In passing, I would like to mention that by ti,,e
year, our entire 1kOrce of men in the lleavy DNlaintenance (group wil &'av
a minimum of 160 man hours of training on the Grumman Giilfstrej
'I
Ssitems.
A second indicator of the s-uccess of our training ci.:rnce

from the men themselves.

Thougi subtle, a chauige in the attitude of

the man is taking place, There is~ definite improven, -,t in the tean,
spirit. I believe the men have a greiater appreciation o, Ole company an
their place in it, by the investment the Company .has madt, in tflem, As,
matter of fact, of the '30 unlicensed rnechanics we I ave hii 2i
recont
years, over /2have -obtained their Airfra-me an," Powerpla>t R~ns
Here agin, the company helps to motivate the men along this )1e hy
allowing time off for testing, among o ther things.

In losing, i hoip th
have
IWveved to "011 the thoup-Iht'of our company' ronce rninri the m e( hanikc tn tte m-airtntfare -s tern of
today is well as to >0rrow.
W\e are lookinoL fcorwaird as a team- to the
coming, cof the '70'-,, hopin that through training and ctocd frnplovee
relations we can --ontinue +foremain in step wvith the adivances whichn are
heari-d our way.

We will Fee some nevv aids croonp th( .etocls oif the. rn echanic
of the future, not the I.. ast of which w~l b e the corn puterir', A maintenance
system. These s vsterms will help us keep I-ac k of all the work whiich, must
be done on these flying r achines. let us not forg~et though, they can only
aid out- maiiitenance people and not replane ther.
At iAtlanti c Ava~on the moon are our -raarit-naiice s ;stem.
All
'~~:~d~'one,
%Asbai~ce
thern up A~i a tull rannc"''f Imnl ac>:o.rding
to their needs; nd out at tnc r disposal so;ero nA
mi
io llars %vorth~
toos.aci itefiand other- a:Jz.
Tha nk you..

THE NEW ROLE OF THE MAN IN AUTOMATED TESTING

Laurence S. O'Neill
United Air Lines
San Francisco International Airport, .California 94128

INTRODUCTION

Rapidly increasing maintenance costs and shortage of skilled manpower have led several airlines to implement Automatic Test
Equipment (ATE) in the shop testing of avionics units. Automatic
testing offers sizeable reductions in test time which, for various
reasons, is extremely attractive to airline operators. ATE is no
panacea of course, and its successful inplwmtation faces a
number of interrelated man and machine problm. Ihe k8tch on the
following page illustrates one aspect of the problemi the man- in
maintenance and his misconceived feet that his present ,skills will
no longer be required. This discussion, in question and answer
format, is a look at ATE from the standpoint of thIe people who 4re
responsible for integrating it into airline maintenance.

a1i-rn o - a,
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THE MAN IN AIRLINE MAINTFNANCE AND HIS MISCONCEI'VED
FEAR THAT ATE WILL REPLACE HIM

United Air Lines has placed an order with Cullins Radio Company,
Cedax Papids, I
for an initial complement of ATE for use at
the San Frar Ksco ivionics overhaul facility. The equipment is
scheduled for delivery in November, 1969 and will consist of two
major elements; a test station for electronic flight control
equipment and a digital computer to control and monitor the test
station 7cording to preprogrammed test procedures. We plan to
add apprt-4mately one test station per year to the computer to tc't
other functional groupings of avionics such as radio frequency, air
data, and digital systems. Applications outside of the avionics
area are also being considered. Current active investigations
include such diverse but promising applications as fuel control
system, turbine engine, and electrical accessc
testing. The
decision to implement ATE on such an extensive scale wa based on
our prior experience with special purpose, semi-automatic test
systems. We also relied on information provided by airlines and
manufacturers who have been using general purpose ATE for some time.

PRESENT UAL SYSTEM

Before discussing the new roles of people with ATE, we should take
a look at the present individual responsibilities for avionics testing.
The key characters in the scheme are the engineer test equipment
designer, procedure writer, and production mechanic. The descriptions
which follow are not infle-ible; and in many cases, all or part of the
test development is conducLd concurrently or assuned by an individual
other than the one with the formal responsibility.

ENGINEER
The system engineer's formal responsibility with respect
to avionics maintenance is to furnish the maintenance
organization with the minimum test requirements each unit
must pass to be returned to service. The depth of detail
and medium of communicating these req\irements varies from
unit to unit depending primarily on its complexity. The
engineer bases his specification primarily on his own
experience along WiLh Customer Test Specifications, Service
Bulletins, and other formal or informal communications
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TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGNER
The eni-tneering test re-uirement is communicated to + e
technicai staff of the maintenance organization. The test
equipment designer is usually the first to review it to
dete.rmne the requirements for test hardware. He foliows
norma design practice in making the build or buy decision
for the required test equipment. in the majority of cases,
however, UA, will build the special purpose test stand for
the unit; and the test equipment designer proceeds to design
and co-ordinate the manufacture of the equipment.
TEST PROCEDURE WRITER
In another area of the technical staff, a procedure writer
integrates the engineering test requirements and the test
equipment design along with mechanic's advice on uptimum
methods to prcduce the written instructions to the person
who performs the test. Again, the amount of adaptation
required at this stage depends on the level of detail of
the particular engineering-test requirement. In most cases,
the 'procedure writer" tag is a gross understatement because
his work invo;ves extensive liaison with the engineer, test
equipment designer, mechanic, and many others to obtain a
workable, efficient, and meaningful test routine. A large
part of the task is in the initial certification and
de-buggin9 of the test before it is released for production
use.

PRODUCTION MECHANIC
As the executor cf all the technical planning, the
production mechanic is the most indispensible link in the
maintenance chain. His duties are not limited to literal
execution of the written overhaul procedure. On the
contrary, the most productive aspects of his work, fault
isolation and repair, are only partly described in overhaul
manuals. He supplies the rest from his training and
experience and the application of good general maintenance
practices. The mechanic is also the p-4 mary source of
information on the performance and condition of avionics in
Without continuing feedback from the mechani
service.
.,
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WI.TH PR
FNT MFTIA ) ANTI (RO WING WORK LOAD, THF 2'UPPLY OF S'KILLED
MF CHAPV1C; WILL NOT SATREY FUTURE AIRLINE ','QUlP~MwNr7

I
the epqinesrs and technical plannerF wouid
-,-zce no basis
for rffecting needed i-rovemr-nts in the sy-i, ms.

MAN AND ATE

Now let's look at the new role of the man in automatic testing.
Since ATE represents a significant change in maintenanCL Concept,
it is certain, to have an effect on iriividual responsibilities.
An impending change characteristically gives rise ro uneasiness
among those involved, so we have initiated a continuing progrnm
of group briefings to eliminate the misconceptions which could
deter the efficient transition to ATE. .te remainder of this
discussion treats some of the questionE raised at these sessions
and the answers which reflect our no t estimate of the impact of
ATE in avionics maintenance.

Q.

AECHANIL:

A.

It is true that we justified the ATE investment primarily on
expected manpower savings, but no one will lose hi - job on
account of ATE. inis apparent contradiction is brought about
by the fat that with our rapidly increasing aircraft inventory,
manpower requirements are increasing much faster than skilled
mechanics can be found to fill the new positions. For example,
50 mechanics are presently employed in the electronic flight
controls area of the shop where ATE will first be implemented.
Using present manual methods, we had forecast a manning level
of 200 for this area by 1978. Witho a gradual transition to ATE
during the same period, the 1978 level can be held to slightly
more than 100. We recall someone once saying that if the
telephone industry had cont- -ued to use the manual methods of
20 years ago, Iy would now have to employ every working age
female in the United States to provide their present services.
We are fortunate to be part of such a healthy growing industry;
but we would soon become a sfagnant thing of the past if we
failed to take advantage of new technology and more efficient
methods.

You telt me you're buying this ATE for n.znpower
savings. I have less t/7an one year seniority.
Does this mean i matj be laid off?

r

A.

:, o

a :,r
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At present, the mechanic spends more than half his poductive
time ;unnii-j lengthy, monotonous tests on units in which no
fault is found.
These serviceable units get into the maintenance

pipeline because operational time constraints on in-service
aircraft require that equipment substitution be used to correct
faulty aircraft systems. Once a unit is removed, whether or not.
it was the real culprit, it cannot be returned to serviceable
stores without first. going through the maintenance process.
.s have other airl. tes, we will use the ATE as a filter in the
maintenance pipeline to assure that o,.ly faulty units reach the
7rqpair bench w,-ith good i~nits ret.ir-xing directly to stores.
For
the production mechanic, this will lead to many obvious improvements. Most important, he will be relieved of much of the
monotony of his work and can devote his time to fault isolation
and repair. This is tne true application of the mechanic's
skill; and with more time budgeted to this phase, both the
quality and quantity of his productive output will increase.

Q.

MCANI7:

A.

Here's an area where co-c-erative planninq in the airline

Ozen I qet a unit from the ATE, T'17 probably hao,to run the whole manual test any.w !ay because I won't
be able to read the ATE Prrc ;7 to
n"; out what
tests it performed.

industry has paid off.
Under the sp,-nsorship of Aerc
itical
Radio, Inc. and the Airline Electronic Engineering Co iittee,
an
airline standard test prc -edure language has been developed.
It
is called Abbreviated T,'st Language for Avionics Systems (ATLAS)
and was designed tv satisfy the airlines' unique communications
needs, especially in the area of ATE programming.
The ATE we have
ordered includes the capability to automatically translate ATIAS

test procedures into the binary machine codes which operate the ATE.
One of the most important goals in the development of ATLAS was to
create a language which can be understood by anycne involved in
avionics testing with a minimum of traininq.

Since our ATE programs

.will be written in ATLAS, anyone interes;ted can read the program to
find out what tests the ATE performs on the unit. The ATE is4 also
equipped with a hard copy output via teletype which .an be

roqramed to print c-ear English mssaes wilt ' any
f,_ctn
4scovered durinl, the ATE run
Th test station c 2rator wi
pass this printout to the mechanic who can int!.pret the AtE
indications and limit his fault i-olation to the most suspect
portions of the unit
To summarize, our ATE procedures *il not be written i any
mysterious computer language. ATLAS is employed so that everyone
can understand and rely upon the ATE test,

Q.

ENGiiFE -

In

the rast

T continually revi*ewed procedures and

occasionally observed the mechanic's techniUe for

compliance with my test
requi-rem~ent. Yow that you 're
planning to use co77uter pro-, -nms insteadI of wy-Zitten

procedures, won't i have to becowte a rroarxrna
expert to make the samze ossurarce?

A. The readability of ATLAS test programs will allow the engineer to
review them as in the past, but ATE will do more for the engineer
than simply maintain the status quo. With ATE, the engineer has
tha additional assurance that the test procedure will be executed
exactly as written for every test. Thais, by verifying the ATE
tesL one tir'e, the engineer will have a 100% , surance that every
unit is
t ct' '

-.

roperiy tested
Of course, the benefi's of this feature
general manaqerent and quality assurance considerations°

The enoincer 's effectiveness will be improved in many other
respects.
The ATE will retain historical test results on magnotic
tapc -n a torm compatible with most data processinq s3ystems.
In
,he rast, test results were only available in notations on check
.sts and unit n'-istor sheets which were too voluminous to )ermit
econc'-cal
cvaluation.
With machine retrieval of the- data made
possible by ArT', the enqinoer can economically anavze unit
performan¢v-e and faillure trend data which will ofte suqsest
substantial imuro'7ements to the unit through modification of the
test procedure or the unit itself.
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Althcuch the ATE doesn't change for ea-h new unit, the sane design
work which formerly produced a unique test stand must now be
included in the ATE program. This means tnat the skills of both
the test equipmer,- dezzigner and the procedure writer must be
merged to produce the ATE program; and event,-ally the two functions
will probably be indistinguishable.
There remain, however, many requirements for ground equipment
design. Although much simpler than a complete test panel, an *aTE
to unit adapter must be producei ic'r each ATE program. It will
consist of the interwiring and special loads and fixtures to mate
the unit t..tne ATE and provide special-purpose testing functions
not available in the ATE. For example, one portion of the test of
an SP-50 ,u,.pilot component requirec that the unit be physically
tilted and rotated at a constant knoown zate while some electrical
tests aze performed. Since this is a one-time requirement, a
motor driven turntable mu,_.st be included in the ATE to unit adapter.

a'.-r
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Q.MECKANICa..

A.
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tesrt rec('

It's
entiresy true that a literal implementaticr of ~"siqtest
procedure _n an A-TE will not result in an adequate test. Thie
manual procedure for a new unit is qradually and subtly refined

as the mechanic gains experience with the unit and the pro-edure,
and it is often difficult or impractical to incorc orate these
modifica-.tions intu the written procedure.
I'- will be most

~mvrative thct these subtleties are included ii, the ATE proce:;ure
because The ATE of course cannot lea-rn, from experience.
Thu-;, th.,
mechanic must participate much more than in the past in the
communication tool which will mreet the i>icreased demands for
intrchngeof information.
Without the L-enefi.t of the mecnanic
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c.

PROCEDURE WRITER:

A.

Again, ATLAS will provide markzed improvements in our manner of
comunicating test requirements.
Procedures wfitten in the
language are independent u? any reference to particular test
equipment. For example an instruction in an existing procedure
refers to the manual test panel. Example: "T
to position
27.
Meter 141 should read between 51% and 55%'.
The sa-me test in
ATLAS refers to the unit under test. Example:
".APPLY, Dc SIGNAL,
VOLTAGE 28V, CNX HI 0l - 51 LO J1 - 52$ \,TRIFY, (CURRENT), AC SIGNAL,
UL 1.LSMA LL 1.OMA CNX HI J1 - 13 L 0l - 14$" In the ATLAS version,
it is cleaz that when 28 vdc is applied to pins J1-51 and 52, 1.0
to 1.5 milliamps of current should be measured at pins 13 and 14.
With this consistent unit under test orientation, the real test
requirement will be immediately evident without reverse-enginee%:ing
the special-purpose test panel.

Q.

PROCEEURE WRITER:

A.

The answer is definitely no. It has been conclusively demonstrated
in every testing application we know of that knowledge of the
tested unit is the key to successful ATE programming. If we had
to process our test instructions through a programming element which
had no knowledge of the application, much of the meaning of the test
could be lost. We have therefore invested heavily in computer
capacity and compiler programs to enable us to automatically
txanslate ATIAS proceduzes for direct execution on the A'E. Using
this high levcl language the engineer, procedure writer, and
mechanic can assure that their intentions are reflected in the
test program. We will, however, have some capability to program
the computer directly in machine codes for purposes of maintaining
the comp-cer executive programs and computer hardware itself; but
this will be minor in comparison with actual test programming.

Aferev,'r I check cut a vend-or
's
rndcedue anc~
test. panel3 I have to "reverse einec"
to
fi ud out what 's reaZ-,l }'
hppening to the uni
under test. Wonrt that aet worse now that
the procedure is in ccmruter larpaqe am2 the
test panel is now a Conrex caomuter?

Will you be hir'nq a bunch of computer
programers from outside to take over my
assignment?
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THE ATE PRO( RAAME MUST, BE SOMEONE EAKPERIENCED IN AIRL rNE
AVIONICS MAINTENANCE - NOT A THEORETICAL Th.)GRA,?,AER
WI ONLY COMPUTER FAMILIARITY
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Q.

AL''OPILOT ,EChANIC:

A.

We have already pointed out that the new role of
the production mechanic
will demand greatsr knowledge and ability, but
this c-,uestion correctly
recognizou that the ATE will be creating some new
personnel assignments.
One typical Nosition is the operator of the test
station itself once the
ATE im progrsaqwd. Although we expect his duties
to be less creative than
the mechanic's, he Phculd not be characterized
as a button-pusher. He
wili supply via keyboard all the human inputs
required by the test program
such as unit serial number, date, an! indications such
as lights ,-nd
meters which the ATE cannot evaluate, He will
also report the ATE
indications for failed units to the mechanic who
will perform the isolation
and repair. This may sound routine to many mechanics,
but we must
reoognize that r-here are people who are
suited
to this tyve of
signiment.--

Aithvu'. sre pkasee of --y 4ob are vi.rttt bcr
n,
it
requires education, exrez-ence, an unique skiZ2.
I he --educec to a button-pusher when tkis ATE
is i~p emnted?

fi
We
0

OUR BRA .NS

%=WO

06 0

WON'T EVENTUALLY DECAY 2ROP' LACK OF EXEFPCTSF,
WILL THFY?
14
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G.

WU=:E~

Are there .,v,.y outside trainirq curses tnr
progrcv~r::'n7 or comuters that I ehould be
taking to get in o-? this ATE 1business?

Ad1ditional e'iucation is

always desirable of course; but for most

people involved in this project, previous cromuter training will
not be a prerequisite. Most of the outside courses available are
oriented toward general data processing applica-tions and
As we have pointed out, ours is a special
programming languages.
application with a unique programmwing languacie and unique hardware
in which the computer plays a minor role. The ATE vendor and our
own training department will be conducting the reauired specialized
training.
Again, this is not intended to discourage anyone from taking every
opportunity to improve their general education and keep abreast of
the latest technological developments related to t-he job.

Q. AEOHAUIC:

A,

17h7is avionics overhaul business Is too muzch of a
vaperdlil c7.readi. Why (tdL -1re Lwith all. the_ ' high
speed printor.s, rogrcms, and tae?

We will be processing more 6ata with ATE than in the past, but
the buru~n on people will be greatly rteduced. At present, the
mechanic spends considerable time writing test results on check
sheets, fillin' in unit history cards., and maintain:ung other
required records,
We hope to maintain most o f these rscorCs with
the ATE using its varicus output devices.
We alrcaay discussed
how magne tiC tape will be use" for historical test results that
were forinerly written by the mechanic.
More active records can
be automatically output on the ATE pr~oter.
Pap,;r messages will
For fa.iled units, the
be used primarily for the test summnary.
surn,4ry will go to the repair mechanic for his Lnforiation; and
for passed units, it cax! be att; cheJ to the repair tag as evidence
of a succes',ful test. For temporary inform~atior. such as
instructions to the ATE operator, a CRT display device will be
used. This over all s343%),Lification of the record keeping process
will be a welcome improveatent in our o,.prat ions.
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Avxo icA meharics, engineers, and technicians in the past have
deonstrated theiJr ability to adapt to the rapidly changing electroil-cs
induIstry.
ran.sistors, printed circuits, and integrated circuits were
absorbed in rtride into airtine maintenance with much less difficulty
than had been anticipated. The transition to ATE should be as
manageabl as tba previous changes, providing that responsible people
take adequate steps +- prepare for it.
In preparing for ATE, management should not iqncre personnel considerations such as those discussed
in this paper, Contrarv to some popular misconception-, ATE tends to
humanize rather than det--umanize the maintenance process.
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INTRODUCTION
Maintenance cc ts currently run about 25 perccnt of the total
operating costs on the average airline and corporate jet aircraft.
In recent years, particularly since the introduction of the jets,
maintenance costs have been continuously increasing for both the
corporate and the airline operator until they are reaching Ihe point
where both are becoming alarmed.
There are three basic reasons for these increases

First, the maintenance activity area, while everyone recognizes its importance, has still received
relatively little formal attention from management.
Second, the increasing complexity of the aircraft
itself, its avionics and instrumentation, and As
related equipment. This increase in complexity is
reflected both in higher costs associated with parts
and with the higher labor rates as greater and
greater expertise is being required.
Third, progressive, we. qualified maintenance
rnaiagers who are capable of controlling costs but
not at the sa,: rafice of quality are difficult to attract
and reLain because they are in such short supply.

As the technology of the total aircraft system increases, the need
for better maintenance mn,agers also increases. The major
Presented at the FAA Maintenance Symposiun', IHE MAN IN THE
MAA.TENAINCE RELIABILITY SYST Y,, at Cklalwica City, December 3-5,
1968, by Harley u. Kysor,
f Harlev o. Kysor & Associates, Inc
Management Consultants Specializin?. in Aviation.
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problem seems to be that the aircraft system technology is
increasing faster than is the availability of better maintenance
managers. The lack of these managers is costly for the operator-As
.%,ether he performs his own maintenance or "farms it out".
a matter of fact, it is probably more costly when he "farms it out"
than when he does it himself, because by doing the maintenance
himself, he has some control over the work. By farming it out,
le inay be placing himself at the mercy of the contracting agency
over which he probably has no control- -particularly if it is an
agency that he must patronize due to franchise arrangements,
diealer organization or his geographical location.

THE NEED FOR

MAINTENANCE

MANAGERS

maintenance techniques
There have been significant improvements
and equipment and even aircraft design over the past few years
as a result of the efforts of maintenance personnel. However, the
future will require even greater improvements in order to improve
or even maintain the cur'-ent level of safety and operational
reliability of equipment yet control costs. The use and adaptation
of modern management philosophy, principles and methods to the
maintenance activity can provide a major assist in helping to meet
these objectives. One of the most significant ot these management
methods which can accomplish a great deal to bring about these
improvements is the planned, systematic development of the
mainter nce manager.
Most men ' the title of Imaitenance manager are not managers.
They are usually excellent technicians who have been given varying
amounts of managerial responsibiklty--usually without proper
management tra;ning
Some have, through trial an6 err-or, ! 'veloped managerial capabilities on their own. This method is, however, in the long run the
most expensive and least comnplete.

2

The mrag..erial skills of most maintenance managers need

conslderabl,:- attention. This is not srprising as managers ,,'e
develeped .-.
:ot born. It is prudent for management to recogmze
thi.- and rei, ize that the duties and responsibilities of the maintenance foreman are con;siderably different than those of a
mechanic. The only way the foreman is going to learn to act as a
manager is the same way he learned to be a mechanic--his
superior must take an active role indeveloping his managerial
capabilities.
It is the purpose of this study to provide a basic method of and
framework for DEVELOPING THE MAINTENANCE MANAGER.
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CHAPTER

THE
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-

MAINTENANCE

MANAGER

BASIC CONCEPTS OF

MAINTENANCE

MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION
There is ont basic 2oncept of maihagenient that will be applied by
both the first-line maintenance foreman and the chief executive
officer in their respective jobs, i.e. getting things done through
other people. The only difference will be in degree.

THE

TASK OF MANAGING

in o(i opinion, managing is a professiov. it is, however, very
different from many functional and technical activities that people
may relate to managing. Managinp is the wurk that any individual
does when he seeks to get results :hrough other people. As
previously indicated, manaiing can be done at ainy organizational
level fom the foreman to the chief executive officer.

g

DECISION MAKING
Please uefer" to Exh;ibit No. .

Maniageent and Vcational

Decision-Maklng, Thl's rectangular diagram rt.presents an air,. raft
maintenance organization. It could be a corporation whiC!:
speciaiizes .. perforTmNing waintenance or the maintenance activity
area within -n air transportation svstem such as airline, fixedbase operator, or corporate aircraft operator. For the pur,'oses. of
this pap<xr, we are examini,-', the method of ceve lopirg he mainte'ance
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manager or the corporation which specializes in performing
maintenance. The reason for this selection is because this
organi7.ation provides the greatest izsight since it has the most
complete and complex maintenance structure. Lessons learned
here ca-i be adapted to any other maintenance activity.
As we move up in the diagram shown in Exhibit No. 1, we are
moving through management levels. In the case of the maintenance organization, we move from the first line supervisor (.2
foreman) at the bottomr of the diagram, 'c the top management
levek (the chief executive officer).
The horizontal distance enclosed by the left-hand and right-hand
boundaries represent 100 percent of an individual's time on the
joD--whether it is eight or 18 hours a day,
To illustrate the division of vocational and managerial activities
and the distribution of time spent at each activity at the various
maragement levels, a diagonal line has b2en drawn through the
organization.

The space on the right side of the line represents
time devoted to vocational undertakigs.
The space on the left side of ii - line represents
time devoted to management undertakings.

Close study of this diagonal line shows that'

The foreman, a first line supervisor, devotes abo,,t
20 percent of his time to making low-level management decisions and the remaining 80 percent to technical
or vocational decision-making.

I
!£

The chief executive officer, th top line managernent, devotes 90 percent of his time to making high
level management decisions and the remaining 10
percent to making technical decisions.

Now, draw a series of imaginary horizontal lines through the
diagram.
These lines represent an indi:V.,'.als growth in the
company. It is interesting to note that, as an individual moves
up in the company, ne will become more involved in management
and the less in the vocation in which he started.
One of the mnost difficult decisions a man has to make i. whether he
really wants to become a manager. For if he does, as he moves up
in the company, he will be using less and less of the maintenance
skills he was taught and learned through experience and more managernent skills and tools. A-d when he reaches the top, he will
probably not even be reasonably competent in the vocation in which
he started.

THE

MANAGING

PROCESS

A man in the capacity of manager- -wl-ether as chief executive
officer or foreman--accomplishes results through other people by
using the same simple three-step process of:

Establishing objectives,
Directing the attainment of those objectives, and
Measuring the results.

Even though the same three-step process is used at all management
levels, there will be a definite difference in the magnitude of the
decisions that are made at each level. For example, using the
positions of chief executive officer and foreman for illustrative
purposes:

7

The chief exec'itive officer may deciak - "We are
going to buy a two million dollar overhaul facility,
The for-man may decide - "We will spend $50 on a
barrel of cleaner.

They are exactly the same kind of decisions, i. e. the decision to
purchase. rhe difference is in degree.
There is no question, therefore, that almost anyone can be a good
manager regardler , of his level of management PROVIDING he
knows the functions of a manager and exercises them properly
within the limits of his authority. Most people have potential
ability to manage. The problem lies in developing the ability to
handle specific magnitudes of management decisions.
Unfortunately, and contrary to popular opinion, most managers re
not born mar-gers. Most managers are made through training and
experience. Obviously, some may have more talent than others,
but to become a good manager requires a great deal of training and
L
manager is, there-,
study as well as practical experience. A
fore, just as much of a "professional" as a doctor, lawyer or
engineer.
As indicated above, there is a process of management which
requires the recognition that the job is composed of three activities.
In the three-step process :

The manager must first determine what the objectives of his activity are.
Second, he must organize

people and direct them
.. ities necessary to

so that they perform the a(

attain these objectives.
Finally, he must measure and evaluate the results
of their efforts in order to determine how well his
original goals were achieved.

8

Often, the final step (measurement and evaluation) results in
modifying old or establishing new objectives. These, in turn, he
seeks to attain by proper direction of others. In due course, he
measures what has been accomplished, which again leads to the
establishing of still further objectives.
Thus the managing process
is a continuous one. itgoes on and on and is never finished.
Exhibit No. 2 illustrates the managing process graphically. The
process is shown as a circular or continuous process by the rim
of the wheel. Inside the rim art -line elements of managing placed
by the step of thc managing process they assist. All of them are
activated by two additional elements of managing represented by
the two inner gears-promote innovation and develop peoplewhich keep the process of managing going.
The 11 elements of managing, listed in the orde,
carried out, are:

gathe- information;
synttiesize information;
plan;
decide;
organize;
commur ate;

in which they qre

motivate;
direc'. guide or counsel;
measure, evaluate and control;
develop people; and
promote innovation.

Establishing Objectives
Every manager must have in mind definite objectives if he is to
manage effectively. The more clearly and realistically objectives
are established, the more likelihood they vill be realized. There
are four elements in this first of the three..step managing process
Gather information - A clear understanding of the
existing situation is essential before future goals can
be realistic"'':y detormined.
The manager must
constant!v seek to keep himself fully informed by

9

Exhibit No. 2
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gathering all sorts of information from nearly
every likely source by listening, reading and
studying.
Synthesize inforyration - Itis seldom pcsible
get all the infornna'.on on any situation of even
moderate complexity. To Fill any gaps that might
exist, he must study the material at hand and fill in
from his own experience, education, background and
imagination.
Plan - With a good understanding of the current
situation and probable future influences obtained by
gathering and synthesizing i.nforrnation, it is
nt "essary for the manager to plan what should next
be done. During this pbase, he will begin to formulate
in his mind tentative objectives. Then he will consider
various alternative courses of action by which the
objectives might be reached. This p!-nning, in turn,
may cause him to revise his tentative objectives as he
finds them too difficult or too easy to attain.
Decide - A good manager may or may not make up
his mind quickly, L he hns carefully taken all of the
prtvious pr'eliMiniry steps, the facts often lead to
t-c correct decis,.n.

Clear, careful thinkinig is necess ary in establishing objectives. By
ectablishing objecti,'es, the manager decides what is to be done and
when to do it.

)irec t the Attainn,eitt of (Obi ,ctive-,

The manager acco:nplis hes the secorl step of the three-step prc<'ess
bV using the followlig managinI g -lernents

Organize - With few exceptions, the manager wil!
expect to reach his objectives through the efforts
of others. To organize for its accomplishment, he
assigns the pp'Nple and facilities, he assigns the
duties ?nd responsibilities, he delegates authority,
and establishes reporting relationships.
Communicate - Next, the manager must tell his
people what he wishes them to do. He explains the
ultimate objective and what he expects each person
to accomplish toward its realization.
Motivate - To inspire his people to wan' t o achieve
the desired results, the manager must mcutivate
them. This calls for explaining the w h of tue
p -)ject in terms of the interests of the individual and
his group.
Direct, Guide and Counsel - If a man does not know
how to do something--no matter how clear it may be
Lo him and even if he agrees why it should be done-he will not be as effective as he should be. To make
sure that iils people know how to achieve the de3ired
results, the manager must direct, guide and counsei.

These elemer:-s are considered the active part oi maiaging,
They
are the eleml-nts that the manager iu m.ost conscious of performing
and those that an observer of his activities can most readily
recogn- P. Th -y are employed i, order to attain the objectives
that were estaubisl-d by the use of the first four elements.
ii

t
Measuring Results
To measure , evaluate and controj is necessar'y if the marage" i'i to
be able to deterrnline how effectively his ulans ar, being carried out
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and, in a broader sense, how effectively he is managing.

There

are many criteria which may be used and each of these will appeal
differently to different people.
Tk, element of measure, evaluate and control is a very important
task in the task of managing. Without some form of follow -up, the
manager cannot hope to manage effectively.

Driving Forces of the Management Process

Developing PeopleOne of the most important responsibilities of a manager
is the development of the people he manages. It ,s his job
to get results throug ,others.
Therefore, the more
competent those others are, the better thr results he will
achieve,
His own success will be proportionate to his
abt~itv to help others to becor',, successful.

Promoting Innovation Prom ting unnovationis tLf
secnd of the two driving
forc(- o the entire rnanageu-,e-t p.t css.

''Te cam;pa-' that IeLieds the wis

15 tue one that has the
m
c"!-' '
ttam of1
never satisfi]ed with tht waV
ianageri
th.rc- a r.
Ht con.,tantlv 0?'' & 'age peopie to seek new'
P''oduct , ri5w
anidOS,
wttter wa Vs of doing things.
a ,xnarB)
it the cente, of the ori.an~zation,
.He:'ts ,is:;

l'at
ikat in~r

ot i't
-

and enthu

',ss
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MANAGER

ORGANIZAi'ION

INTRODUCTION
In order to attain objectives, an organization is amusL.
establish a maintenance organizaticii:

To

People must be brought together.
They must be assigned jobs,
The work of each job must be related
tc. the other.

ORGANIZATION

CHART

L hibit No. 3 illuqtrates one of the many different tyn-es of raintenarce organization chzrrts thiat, are available. Being a
communications devi~ce, it can --)I m any things. For exanpnic, it
shows

First, who has hp authovity over whomn.
(Authority is the right to take action and give

directions without secur-ing permnisl-on from a
higher authority). Ii is very easy to see that the
pre~zident has the "authoi:ity *jwer the three vice
presidents.
The vice presiLdents have the
author,'tv over the divisio)n manager who,
'La~rn,
have the authorityv over the departnivF A rlraaie s,
aind so on.
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Second, where responsibility is located. (The duties
which an employee must carry out. ) The president is
responsible for the entire organization as well as the
three vice presideats. T he vic e pres ident!s are
responsible to the president and also fwr the division
managers undefr thern anid so on. So, responsinility
appears to be a two-way street. Responsibility cannot
>~divided- -it pyramrids.
Authority, on the other hand, can be divided. When.
the president delegates to the vice presidents, if
delegate, authority to make decis-ions and also makes
it clear that he is hnlding the vice president responsible
for carrying out these decisions.

i'hird, thie chart shows repoit ability. (The dtt to get
direction f '(jom, and report on activties to, a superior.
In its simiplest form and in th iry, the president jocs
to the vice presi dent to get something done, the vlcpresident goes to the ivision mnanaer , the A'
0
rnanage'r goes to the departmnent rnana~e rin socn
This co0ncept of the flow oi a ' :orit v is- c orrect, but not
always efficient -- part icuIanl v:r a small o
There ar-e niany instances wh& .i, '01r 011k
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DESCRIPTFIONS

No organization can get its
t ior. The president cannot
work to his subordi"nates.
ieluctai e to delegate par-t

job done without some kinI of delega6o ever vthing. He mulst delegate
lIn some c,,-es, managler-s mav have a
of their- vworn to subor-dinates because:

Thev may thing no o. t will d~o it as well a~s
themrseives.

Tqe%- may niot trust anvone else.
*They

believe t~l.
car. d(, 't quic ker- andi
better than anvc e else.
They ar-e

trvi ng

to protect th-eir joos.

Ther-e may be cases where these and ot her, reas cus ar-e yust i,!ed.
If o.then orlethinl is
rou.The
o,-< basic premis-e that iust
exis,-t Is avnsuodatscar
able1( of iioi iu,1
J~ewr
eleg~atekd to
then,.
Wh~~'wok~sdelt-,ated,

it must be1,tmsbe

iii

"or
1--te

,I

iao

I

h

W'hen work is delegated to !-.,
sahordinate, put the fundamentals of
the job requirements in w' ting, They are too irnportant to be
left to memory. Putting them in writing means preparirg a lob or
position desoripuion that contains

The job function.
Duties and responsibilities.
Relationship of the job to other jobs.
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-TIVES

I•NTR ODU C TION
industry has used objectives and performance standards since the
late 1800's. The original techniques were developed by pioneers
sucn as Gantt, Gilbreth and Taylor. Since then, these original
techniques have been improved upon and are now widely and
successfully used in industry and government. Because their use
has been so successful, several top mnanagements are beginning to
consider their application to many of the major activity areas within
their companies such as maintenance.
Management consists of primarily determining and maintaining
objectives and planning ways and means of attaining them. Objectives are prerequisites for a sense of direction without which any
amount of effort may bc wasted and dissipated in aimless or selfcancelling activity.
Refer to Exhibit No. 4 for an illustration o, the development of the
subject of objectives in this chapter.

DEFINITIONS
There are many different definitions of the word "objectives"depending on the individual company.
Here are some representative
ones:
"Management by objectives describer the management process whereby all work is organized in terms
of achieving specified conditions (results) by set times.
ImpliciL in the process is the requirement that the
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Exhibit No. 4

-Objectives

Objective

Acpac
ReviewAnd

Use

Objectives

Ben~efits
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-ecified conditions contribute to achieving the
broader objectives of the organization.

"An objective is an aim or end of action, it is used
as an aim or guide to ir r-iediate decisions and
,,ctions.

"A job objectives is a statement of personal
commitment to a specific accomplishment or result
that is
orientated to the mis2on,
measurable,
needei,
valuable, and
time-phased for accomplishment.

"An objective is a statement of the desired or needed
result to be achieved by a specific time. It should
be worthy of attainment, yet capable of achievement
by Superior performance. "

Department objectives .hould he set knowing that Loth staff uits
and profit centers will receive credit for results where each has
contributed toward the achievement.
Objectives should be set it those areas where results are essential
to th,: continued success of the department.
Most companies that practice management by objectives us ually
set forth their policy in sorne kind of formal staternent. There are

21

exe(utitre-, however, that believe that their rnanag(.
function
mor,. frey-ly and fruitfully in the absence of formal policy. In
words, these executives believe that in ar effrc'tiv
or
organizational climate, management by objectives does not need
to be talked about,

for it is being carried on 2nyway_

ACCEPTANCE

AND

USE

Many maintenance managers have objected to the idea rihat
objectives and performance standards could ho used il their type
of activity, Their objections are similar to those expressed b}

managers in other fields for many, maL. years:

Aircrqft maintenance work does -lot lend

itself to objectives and performar-e
standards.
Their activity was too small.
Aircraft maintenance nnanacernent was an
art, not a science.
Objectives and perfornance standards would
decrease the flex ibilitv of ther r",esen,
activity.

Some of ',hese argu ments ha,e some validity- -but not much, Once
the conce-pt is thoroughly understood, objec1tivs and ierfoCi'nCe
standa, ds will be used - in every aire raft rr'<:,enan e act ;ivt v.
Perhaps not in the for , r
'c hc,? ed e in--iet I n c for
oil anothor.

Among the maior reasons that rnariage.ncnt hby oh jetivcs
accountability managcment ais sore call it, fails
sonre
companies are"

92
'

or,

The f1-ailure to recognize that management b 'Y

objectlives is a comp' te r.anagemnent system
and niot a secondary procf 'ire attached to
some other svstem.
The underestimrtjion of the amount of time and
effort necessary to install the process.
The failure to understand and master eaci.
component of the process as itbecame
necessar,%to Imp"'ment each step.
The failure of managemient to under stand and
apprec-ate the process.
The lack of follow-up support for the process.
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the use of objectives vary cons ider ably
among conmpanies. However, we have found a strong in-dication,
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one way,
riance activty is to define the activit.i
defining the activity ca- tell the basic obiective of the

activity, Our stud,.es and experience irid*::ate that those
companies which are fairiv sodhisticateu in theirapproach to planning will start with sucti a Jtifinlition Cr
statement when they pr-epare to establis-h a program of
management by objectives.
Top management usually ciev elops this definition. Th i
is because they are .he only, ones that have the broad
knowledge of the coi.,pany's c apabil itics anid m-aintenanice
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various lower levels; of management should be askcd
tco state their objectives ano plan-s that w 11 con tribute
to the achiever-rent of the next high-,er rnanagerrient
objectives and ultimately the broad coripanyv objectives.
Fourth, the objectives of each management level should
hbc reviewed by the next h-igher level and so oni until
they ricach the chief executive ofcr
Fith op m-anagernent wilrev,,ew the objectives
prepared hy the variouF rnanav,-men! Levce s to Jtetermine
the manner,
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Exhibit No. 5

-Relati-oi..-hip

of Objectives on Four Company

Levels

Corporate Objectives

Maintenance Departmnent Objectives

ActiJ-ity Area

I(7

C%
ective

I-*Iec e

4nP, 4

4a

decide whether effort should be increased within the existing
framework or whether the objectives shk.-ld be changed. If the
decision is to change the objectives, the followng is suggeqted-

First, the supe'ior reviews the corporate
objectives to determine what changes, if
any, shoild be made that might favorably
effect the acti ity's objectives.
Second, the superior sets a date for the
review with the subordinate two or three days
in advance.
Third, the superior collects ail available
information indicating performance in
relation to the objectives.
Fourth, the superior and the subordinate
review the performance against the objectives.
Fifth, in every area where performance
indicates a cnange in objectives is decirable,
th superior irfcharge makes the appropriate
chan ges aCnd submits
to the subordinate.
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IN TROD UCTI01N
The concept of standards oi' performance in business cani be
closely relate6 to a golf gan.
7n goif, until vou kinow par for the
ccxlrsc: and for each hole, asnd in bus jnes uriti.1 you have s~andards
of' perforna~ce, vnli re~ill do n~ot know what kind of job ,,Du have
to do.
Everv rranaoement has its own concepts iot wti'.t constitutes
satisfactory personnel Perforrnance in it imain~tenance activitv.
Thtse conc ept.- art, standards of perfoi-mance. The--, desncribe the
conditions that will exist when an indlividuals p-trfo rrance is
satisfactory in term.a- of quantity, qualit. -, timne an,'/l
cost, WhIen
Fuch standards are exolicit, they can be of tremeridou' hlp~j to the
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StanAda mds of perform-ance. eveni though niot written or articulated,
do exist for all Jobs in any maintenare activit';. Every superior
has m
oi orless of an idea oI-f what ,c-lilts he expects fromn his
:ubordiniates ano, thuls, evalulates r esuts for salary or promnotion
purposes. Every suborucinate has: an idK a, not necessarily confor-ming
withto
upeior's idea, as to wh~at results are exetdof
him. It
is roost desirable-:, the.refore, that ex punti qtandards of perforrmance
be defined andj established.
If they cannot he define:>-if they cannot
be r. a-ure - - her. perlhaps, the job) shouldi not be due at all
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Exhibit No. 6
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Performar,-e Standa rd :
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Definitions
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Acc-otance
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Typical
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and Use

Benefits

Developing
S~andards

Perforrnance

Performance
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SAN )ARDS
Standards 'or Company PerforrmanEve-r% n-,anajer of am
rainternaance a_,ci
performance of hrs company is bi

v.

I ged

il _agroe th'at the
y:

riotential and. actual purcha~zers of stock,
hanks,
the financial commni-tY,
purchas ers of the copay

riOducts- or service,

enmplovees,
the coinpanv's mnaic neme nt, and
the community.

Each one, of these groups may have 'Is own mnethod of and standards
for judging thle Company sperformance, but You c,,)n be sure it is
being judged.
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A

Standarls

rthe Maintenance Acti.-itv'

h onenr forrnan-cz of the
It is also reas-!onable to as Lim l h
maitennceactivity is also being iudged b- certain Individ-uals or
groups witihin the c ompany b-v :

Potential and actual use-rs of the activity.
those concerned wAith cor.-orate costs,

and

the? comoannys rriz.nagxem ent.

Here, as in the case of trie comrn.,v!ys performance, each one of
these groupqs has its own way and standards for judging the activity's
perform-anc, .. And, again, you can be assured it isL'ing judged.

Standards for the Individua!
As the company arid mnainrte nanc--e activity within the company are
being judged by certain groups inter rtAed in their performance,
each individual wi~hin the compan 'y is probably being judgec! by his
superior who is also interested in performance. And this includes
the manaaer of the maintenance actjiity. Thlerefore, if the activity
mrnazager is going to be judged, it would certainly appear reasonable
that he should be completely aware of the standards by which hie i-'
being Judged. As a matter o~f fact, if at all possible, it would be
most desirable if he had a hand in establishing these standards.

TYPICAL, BENEFITS
As for ;.bjectives, the benefits resulting frorn the use of performance
standards vary widely among companies. However, listed below
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arp several representative benefits that apny company can expect
to receive from preparing performance stand :'ds :

Promote understanding between the superiors
and subordinates;
Focus attention on results rather than on
methods or personalities; identify the areas
needing improvement and provide a key tool
for individual developmeni;
Promote balance in job effort;
Help managers become more objective and
less subjective;
Increase motivation;
Improve self-direction and self-control;
A sounder basis for compensation discussions;
Facilitate self-appraisal and can provide a
sense of achievement; and
Provide a basis fur performance review.

In summary, performance standards provide:

Before-the-fact challenge and commitilwit;
During-the-fact control;

and

After-the-, fact appraisal or rev, .
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C H AR A CT ER IS T IC S
Performance standards identify the conditions or- effects wanted or,
not wantedi in terms of quantity, quality, timne and/or, cost focusing
on:

Result's -Whenever

Uirectlv ol 'ervable.

Symptomns - Whenever results are not
d1irectly obrervable, i. e. turnover rates or
absentee rates -night be a symptom of
morale,
Methodology *or- casua; :ction
results
cannot be dic(---t!,v or indirectly measured in
the sfic:- run, the standard mnay identify the
mnethods used or the actions to be carried out
to increase the probabilitv of' good results.
-When

Performaince standards should be devoid of vague or amihiguous
language. Terms such as reasonable, gzenierallyv, approxianate,
occ as~i ona lly, fe ~v, optimumn, as ne, essarv, etc. should not be u.sed.
Standards should be realistic and attainable
%lost employees
should be at a satisfacto ry performrance loel me
nost of' the timne.
A performance standard doe, niot re preOsCnt anr outstanlditig
performance or the ulti mate goal. It shouldo be the baseline from
which excellence is to be mneisured.
Performinc e standa rds should covfer , and at lease initially",
,'he mn or job responsibilities.
Standards should be cur-rent
necessary.
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from their subordinates without hav1.:ing firmy bas is
for thern--sometin. -s on the basis of tnias. If Such
starida.,ds are required, put themr in writing. Mos t
of the time they will look pretty foolish in black and
white,

Regardless of the type of performance standard, objective or
subjective, there are thi ~e broad calegoric", - -positive, negative
and -ero- -into, wh 2h ary stan,.ard will fall.

PositiveThe pos!tive standard is one that expresses a

direct statement of what is de'sir'

-4

oS It Ivc

terms. For example, c- mechari w,&ill have 'ionc
a, good job when lie increases the number of overha!nIed units to three and one-half a day, T-L-s ,s
a positive statement, somneth,.nu that ct.athe
mecas ured.

Ne aiL
The negative st anda rd is one "-wr t i fz rtc ni:
c_.Ovs niot know wthat he wants, hu! :rIio{ k~iow

week. This rmay sern str-ange, b~ut ol'ten
be mecas ured In riegat iv e tte i.-;
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PERFORMANCE

REVIE'WS

General

A performanCe review can be defined as a detailed anci cornprehensive .evlew or appraisal of a subordinate's perfornnance by his
superior with the major objective to improve the subordinate's
performnance.
Properlty organi-Zed and inie mente u, such a
programn can be ;nverv effsectve tool for not on!; improving
personnel perfo-rmance, but also a rn-jor factor in helpn. the
company,, reach its ultimate otbjective which is usually to m)ake a
Profit

StdyofPeriorniance Review Programs
D~uring .he past t2 months, we Iiave conducted ai- exzen-:%e s-tudy( of1
performance review progrms of seve~ral m-ajor co~ne.He
ru
are some of the rcsults o' our studv

Day-to-dlay cointoot a*-nd~ randorr ocn
: io
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tuat subordinates are more pione to reject
,citicisrsm as the numner of c riticisn:s
mount.
Second, In the day-to-day contact feedback
tu the stbordinate can he very effective
because the time lapse between performance
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and feedback is L
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There are no summary budg(-..ents or ratings
made.
Wage and salary action discussions are held
separately.

I

Th,. emphasis is orn mutual goal planningy and

problem solving.

As far as frequency ia1.concerned, these Performance reviews are
held rnoi-e often than the usa
anual or semni-annual appraisal
irterviews and they are not schieduled at riaidly fixed intervals.
Usually at the conciusior. of une planr, rn session, the subordinate
and supericr will set a date for the next review. Freqec wiH
depeno: on the nature of' the subordinate's j0) andi the su-oerior s
E,:.yle &1 operating. Somretimnes these discussio- are held monthlly-sometimes every six months.
The superior and the subordinate do not deal in generaiitiezS in th1ese
discussions. They consid -r- specific, objectively defined wn>goals
and estabiish th:c' yards'ick for measuring per'formneThs
goals sterm, of course, from- the broader activi.1, v TjectiveS and are
defined in r-lation. to the individual's position in the acti.%ity.
interv. ! ws betwecn superior and subordinate should be on a man-tu'
mian basis rather than. a father-u ,
basis. This is highly
desirable because it is much Ynort
'ffecti-:ep il the sobo- dinate witl
tqke the initiative when his performance is being eviewed. Thus, it
is ctuite natura? tor the superior to fall into the role of a couinselor.
This, in turn, will. probably result in a problem solving discussion.
The steps *nvolued ;- q. performance review are similar to those
in,,,olved in establishing objectives. They are:

First, the superior sets the date for -'he reviev.:
with the suboru~nate two or three days in advance.
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Scccwrd.
e superior collects all! available
information indica-mng performa:i,.e.
ibMrd. the superior lets the subordin.-te r _view;
'"s ownl performnance, point byN point, aga~tst tde
standard.
Fo~. it, 'he superior keeps' all qulesti'-Is anid comm1,nent's
';C!-cri1tica! -until he is sureL he under-standls the
situat~on from the subordinate's Point of view.
Fifth,
th sp
sf e rior agreeLs with the sub nrd-inatels
analyis, he should s-ay so. 17fnot, hc zioul:1 co
state dearly with reasons.
Sixth, it is not necessa-, to ha-ve the subordinatie agree
that he ~s primarily responsible for- an-.ythin.,,g lessQ
than a s~atisfactorily situati-n-- only; that he_ has, in
some way', contributed to it.
Se-., nti-, for every area where performance is -ubstanda rd, a specific program sh'ould be agrer~ld upon
by the superior and the subordinate to improve
periori.ance. The subordinate should be asked to
propose a Program for improvement- -a second grade
iDooratn to which he is committed is likely to be morE.
eff-ective than, a first grade program imposed by the
superior. If ice superior nmust mnake suggestions for
approaches, give the subordinate alternatives and let
himT choose the one he feels wil~l improve the situatior.
Eighth, the superior hould ask j-' the perforrmance
standa-ris should be revised in any resnect and hav- the
subordinate propose revisions.
Ninth, the superior should ask the subordinate if
anything he is doing o-' not doing is mnak.ng the subordi nate ~s job more difficult.
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Tenth, any (-ornriitent to a program to improve
perform-ance sho.ad 'be confirm'led in writing and
made a part of the -,-xt performance review.

Procedures Which Ma
Et ffec t ive

Cause Perforn,ance Reviews

Tro

Be Less

Sary ?reviewvs should not oe held simultaneously with performance
reviews. If salary is part of the discussions, the subordinate's
attention will be focused on salary as allf important.
Detaidled recordcs of the performance review should not be kept for
Dersonnel files because:-

Some superiors may be less than totally
honest on rapers for the files.
If the subordinate feels a permanent record is
being made of any shortcomings, hie will be40
less than frank.

Too much praise has little or no effect on improvirr-; perform ance.
Criticism itself brings out defensive reactiv> . that are essentiaiv
denials of responsibility of poor peff manee.
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DEVELOPING

CHAPTER

V

THE

M.AJNT'.ENANC

MANAG-ER

PROGRAMS

-DEVELOPMENT

IN TRO0DU CT'IO1
To strengthen weakriesses and develop the strengths in each
individual's performiance that were covered in the perform-ance
rev~e-L&, management Should provide development programs that
are man-centered based on:

The real needs of the individual manager.
The requirei-rents of the job.
full
ii value from the time and m-oney
n. on the project

PROGRAMS

FOR

THE

PRESENT

AND FU TURE

In the process of conducting the performance review with his
subordinate, etiery superior should have a goes-- 'idc
-a off those areas
in eacti 7rdividual that need further developmew.. This is
important roccause :

There are areas in their present jobs that
need to be taken care of.
There -re areas that apply to these future
jobs that need to be taken care of.
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In reviewing all of the individual areas about eakh man~ that
require attention, it is very imlportant to analyze and group therr
appropziately into such factors as planning, financial, purchasing,
etc. An individual should niot be developed on t"nit-pickin" iterns
but in broad areas that will apply in not only his present
manager',, job, but also as he may mnove up to vice presicent of
maintenance and e-ver as president. For example, once he is
a planner, he will atw-As be a planner. The only thing 'te mnay not
know is how to plan, in diti'c-.cnt magnitudes, but 'this he can be
taught.
Superiors mnust also remember that one subordinate needs
development in his present Job, another for his future job, and
still another for both his present. and future jobs. In other words,
development programs must take care of the f-uture as well as the
pres en~t

INDIVIDU AL
There are a great many ways that
-cuperior c~an start a
development programn with a subordinate. One of thK se -s rc ferred
to as the individual 'Je-ei,,per-de velopee, trainer-traiinto or any
other appropriate phrases.
Refer- to Exhibit No.,. 7.

Coac hina and/or Counsln
In this method, the superior tel is the suhordinatt xhat is to b1c
done, The superior can shoiw the subordinate how to (d0 somlething,
he cpn tell him how to solve a difti'ult problem). This is usually
cal led on-the-jcjb trairang, It has been very effectiv'e in thle past
and will continue to be so in thle fun.ire.
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Exhibit No. 7

-.

Development Prograrns:

Coac
1)

11iig

and!/or

Couris' ii ng

Il o)t l tI

G u i d ed

Ix
F

pe

i e ii c e

R( a d i n g
S pec ialI

As s

One-To-Onie

iin eiit

Job Rotation
In this medila, the man is rotated throughasrs

of different

jobs over aa extended period of tirne-as much as two years.
This -is sim,Ilar to the coaching and/or counseling technique hut
gives the man greater- exposure.

Guided Fcperience
A va. 'ration of the ~Job rotation is the guided experien-e technique
except that instead of two years, this mnedia represents about
two or three m'onths, This technique is particular-Ly helpful in
getting several managers opinions of ti' subordinate and finding
where the man mav best fit into the organization.

Reading
WhIle reading is not strictly an individ-ual re 'ations hip, iT
extremely importariP and definitely must Ie cons ide red. Ra sicall v.
men develop themselves
A course in guided reading can, h very
effective.
c~l Assignment
To determine an individual 's a ptitludc>e
some partic ular area,
it is possible to put him on a specia-.l as sgnnent.

GROUP
There are many cases when it is neithe r economical nor effi-cipnt
to use the individual type. of development programi bUt rath - thi_
group type where several men participate at onice.
Refer to Exhibit No. 8.
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Exhibit No. 8

Programs: Group

-Development

Cours e
C f)!1 r'

Cise

anid
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DEVELOPING

CHAPTER V

THE

-

MAINTENANCE

DEVEI)PMENT

MANAGER

PROGRAMS

TNTRODUCTION
To strengthen weaknesses and develop the strengths in each
individual's performance that were covered in the performance
review, management should provide development programs that
are man-centered based on:

The real needs of the individual manager.
The requirements of the job.
Getting full value from the time and money
expended on the project.

PROGRAMS FOR THE PRESENT AND

FU TURE

In the prucess of conducting the performance review with his
subordinate, every superior should have a good idea of those areas
in each individual that need further development. This i
important because:

There are areas in their present jobs that
need to be taken care of.
There are areas that apply to these future
jobs that need to be taken care of.
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MATERIAL

Piedmont Airlines, Winston-Salem, North Cqrolina

Split Roles in Performance Appraisal, H.H. Meyer, E. Kay and
J.R.P. French, Jr., January-February 1965 Harvard Business
Review, Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Maintenance Function, E.T. Newborough, November 1968
Management Review, American Management Association, 135 West
50th Street, New York, N.Y.

Top Management Handbook,
Company, New York, N Y.

H. B. Maynard, McGraw-Hill Book

Trans World Airlines, Kansas City, Missouri

United Airlines, Inc,

San "'rancisco, California
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FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN DEVELOPING
NEW SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS
MEASURES
John P. Foley, Jr.
Training Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
Typical systems effective measures are accuracy of system
(to perform mission), reliability, cost, turn around time, down
time, time to do job (mission), and spare parts usage. There is
no doubt that each of these measures tell us something important.
And in a general way they indicate whether or not the man machine
system is living up to our expectation. But do they tell us enough?
From available evidence it is highly possible that such
measures are masking some expensive defects and weaknesses
in the performance of the human maintenance subsystem.
Tolerances or "fudge factors" that have been used during the
system' s design probably )mpensate for these weaknesses.
For example, we may be accepting as normal excessive spare
parts consumption-, maintenance actions, down times, and
numbers of maintenance technicians. Such weaknesses 'ould
only become apparent when the systems tolerances or fudge
factors were not sufficient to cover them.
The inability of operator personnel to operate a new system
becomes apparent very early in a systems evaluation. However,
the inability of maintenance personnel may tot become immediately
apparent during sy-tem evaluation, if ever. The overall weaknesses
of the human maintenance subsystems may not be attributed to the
maintenance technicians but to something else.

INABILITY TO TROUBLESHOOT
Finucane (1966) reports a serious spare parts shortage that
was caused by the inability of maintenance technicians to troubleshoot.
A few years ago the Army had a shortage of engine parts for tanks
and trucks. A thorough investigation of the problem indicated that a
majority of the parts that had been discarded as defective were still

good. A series of task performance tests were developeti and given
to a large number of Army engine repairmen, Althoul;h they had
been rated t.s fully qualified, these task performance tests indicated
that many rerairmen could not troubleshoot engines. They were
therefore replacing parts until the engines became operational.
At about the same time the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
obtained over 100 cards for an electronic system from an Air
Force depot for one of their research projects. These cards
had been determined to be deiective by depot personnel. A
thorough check of these cards indicated that approximately 40%
of them were still good.
During a recent field survey of electronic maintenance
technical data sponsored by our laboratory (Folley and Elliott
1967), 12 Air Force Bases were visited. The following statement
was made by the authors concerning troubleshooting and repair
of the electronic eqipment.
It was apparent during field observation of troubleshooting
and repair that many technicians frequently proceed on
unverified assumptions, use incorrect logic, and come to
(erroneous) conclusions on the basis of patently incomplete
evidence. Often information about the state of signals inside
the equipment obtained e, -ly in a troubleshooting sequence
is forgotten before the end of the sequence- -leading to a
faulty conclusion about the location of malfunction. Not once
was a technician ever observed to write down that information
he had obtained from his troubleshooting checks.
The consequen..s of such thinking are frequently slight,
causing in some cases, an additional testing reading to be
made or an additional $5. 00 tube to be replaced with a
consequent delay of a few seconds or minutes. However,
if it requires 2 hours or more for the tecunician to find
the Federal Stock Number of a component, as it too frequently
does, the time consequences are more seriuus. Further,
an error may result In the replacement of an item costing
thousands of dollars with time consequences which result in
an entire airplane failure to go on alert status as scheduled.
One such situation was described by a technician. Another
such situation was averted on the A3A system of the B-52.
In the latter case, a major assembly was erroneously
idenified as containing the malfunction. When co-author
Elliott was told that approximately 8 hours would be required
to change the assembly, he told the team of technicians
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(one seven and two five levels) tIuat the evidence pointed
to a different t.:i±. On restatement of the evidence and
re-examination ' the logic, they revised the'- conclusion
and replaced the unit indicated by the author. This cleared
the trouble.

IABILITY TO USE TEST EQUIPMENT
The maintenance technician usually must use test equipment
for gatherinig information about his system while he is troubleshooting. He also must use his test equipment for equipment
checkotut orocedures and for such tasks as aligning, adjusting
and calioration of systems. There is considerable evidence
to indicate that many technicians cannot use their test equipment
properly. Several years ago, the Navy made a rather extensive
study of the test equipment ability of elect- onic technician of
various grades. (Anderson 1962). Ti.e study indicated that complate
mastery was not demonstrated in 2ny test equipment by any grade
group in his samples (See Table 1).
TABI

I

Percent of correct measurements for each type of test equipment
in a Nary study (Anderson 1962) and an Air Force study (Folley, etal.
1968).
Type of Test
Equip - -nt

Number of
Activities

Percent of Correct
Measurements
Navy N = 415*

Air Force N = 30**

Multimeter (VOM)

7

73.5

51 7

Va'nuum Tube Voltmeter
(VTVM)

4

63.0

76.6

Signal Generator

4

57.1

64.3

Oscilloscope

6

32.0

-

*Sample included 68 chiefs, 55 first class petty officers (P0' s) e-R
second class PO' s, 131 third class PO' s and 95 seamefi.
', Sample included "5" and "7" level, mostly staff sergeants and technical
sergeants.
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These ,verail re-ults are startling enough but a further
diagnosis of these results uncovers some very im:ortant weaknesses.
Only 10 percent of the sample were able to make amplitude readings
using the oscilloscope. You might say that they are in the habit
of making voltage readings with a VOM or VTVM instead of
oscilloscope. But only 48. 0 percent of the same made correct AC
measurements using the VOM, and unly 60. 6 percent using tie
VTVM.
Table 1 also presents information luring a more recent
Air Force study (Foley et al, 1968). They found very similar
results us.ing a smaller sample of experienced Air Force technicians.
Such issults become even more startling when conside-ed in
the light of overai jdb success. Consider again the results of
the Nf-v test equipment study as applied to a rather simple
electrort troublechooting problem (see figure 1).
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.
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Figure 1, - Block diagram of a six stage electronic system with

stage 4 faulty,

Ifa technician solved the between stage problem in the least
possible number of 3teps, he would
1. Set up his signal gen- rator and inject a signal at the input.
2. Using the split-half technique he would, set up his oscilloacop.
and obtain a pattern at 1 and 2. He would thus determine
that stage 4 was defective.
As a best case, suppose that he determined that a resistor
was defective in stage 4 using only one VTVM DC voltage reading
and one VTVM resistance reading. Applying Cotterman' s (1967)
probability procedures, the probabi'*, Lhat the best category
technician would periorm the signal generator and oscilloscope
operations (for between stage troubleshooting) accurately the irst
time would only be . 008 (P%.

4

PSG

PBS

POSC

- 016

A7

The probability that he would perforn. ii' voltage ad resistance
Crecks (for within stage troubleshooting , accurately the first time
woulc only be . 677 (pWS)
PWS

=

"94"

PDC - PR
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The probability that he would obtain both the between stage
and within stage information accurately the first time would
therefore be . 0032
PT

=

PBS ' "

=

008

.677

Ifhe used a scheme that required more test equipment
indications thie probability of first time success would of course
be still less. For example if he obtained 3 oscilloscope patterns,
6 DC Voltage readings and 3 resistance readings, the overall probability
would decrease to . 0005,

POOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
Another area of possible deficiency is in the use of handtools.
This weakness seems to be quite common. Folley and Elliott (1967)
report the following:
Related to the problem of sloppy thinking is the problem of
sloppy .,;orkmanship in repair. Wires and component- urned
by soliering irons were bserved frequently, as were many
electrically sound (at lea: temporarily) but physically poor
solder joints. On one occasion, the auth-:s detected nuts
and bolts loose in the bottom of a radar modulator unit ready
for installation in the aircraft. Though the shops themselves
are typically kept clean by the technicians, repaired items
leave the shop containing dirt and debris.
Such lack of quality in maintenance tasks can have dire
coi equences in any system. If a repairman r*.places three oomponents
instead of one in solving a troubleshooting problem and in so doing
malkes several poor solder joints, he is injecting future troubles
that will not be counted against him now. These will of course appear
later in decreased systems reliability and will give the technician
more opportunities to cause more secondary damage. Poor use of
test equipment can olso resuli in this type of damage. During checkout

=

i5

t
procedures the tecnnician can make a wrong meter reanig or a wrong
oscilloscope reading. Ht, concludes that tnis is a symtem of
trouble and replaced severai components needlessly giving
him another opportunity to cause secondary
dipment damage.
I am sure that we have some sort of quality control foA
all parts that make up our machine subsystems, but we seem to take
the quality of our human subsystem, for granted. Should we
not have some sort of quality control for our human subsystem,
including the electronic or maintenance tec? idcians? A series
of diagnost,. iu task performance tests should be developed to
ascertain how effective the maintenance portion of a human
subsystem can perform. For example, if a quality control
standard of p = . 95 were required for the signal generator,
oscilloscope and VTVM tasks described in the troubleshooting
example above the PT would be increased from . 0032 to. 663.

NO SUBSTITUTES FOR JOB-TASK PERIFORMANCE TESTS
To date no adequate substitutes have been developed for the
job-task performance tests. Seveial rese',rchers have attempted
to develop varlous pa!;er and pencil knowledge tests a
troubleshooting tests. TabLe 2 Indicates the correlations that 1-ive been
reported between job-task performance tests and paper and pencil
tests, theory tests and school marks. None of these substitutes
are sufficiently val.- to be used as substitutes for job-task
performance tests.
CURRENT ACTIONS
The use of job-task per. ormance tests is not without problems.
Such tests usually are more expensive to administer than Paper
and pencil tests. For some tasks a one to one, tester-testee
ratio Is required while for others, ore tester can probal',y observe
up to four testees at a time, Another problem associated with Job
performar. e tests is that of adequaite scoring schemes. The
Air Forre Fuman Resources Laboratory currently has a project
underway to develop job-task performance testp for each electronic
maintenanice activity indicated in Table 3 together with appropriate
scoring schemes for each activity.
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CRITERION PROBLEM
In I94FiJnkn disc ut.sedi the problem of the criterion i1n the
ght of experiences of the Naval. Psycholigst In World War HI, in
an arLle entitled Validityv
What
Si

Psychologists in general tended to accept the tacit
assiumption that criteria were either given of God or
just to be found lying about.. .. .. ...
The n'wice of 1940, searching through many textbooks
and much journal liteirature woluld have been led to
conclude that expediency diciated the choice ,:f ,i-iicria
and that the convenient availability of i. c riterion, wa~s
mnore important than its adequacy.
In 1L964 Wallace presented a pap-or at the Annual Convent ion
of the American Psychoiogical Association in which he ind-icate
that miuch of what Jenkh.'-s said in 19446 was sti j true, ThiS ')0'. Q2!
was p)ublished in the American Psychologist (Wallace. 1965) -under
the tit le C riteinb for WhVlat?' Wallace s ressed that C rira iorWiat
must include understanding
We should Carefully study our cu r--nt systemis effectiveneis
measures to determine just how muc'. they tell us about the quality
and reliability of our humian subsystein specially in the mnaintecance

area.

Perhaps we have been using7

fml1v

expedient criteria -that

happened to be lying about.I ami sugg.sting that the liberal use
of ijob-task performnance tests fur ascer-tai!mInK the quality and
reliability of humnan performiance would add a necessary dimension to
systemn effect -eness measures. Sucii tcsts w,-uid also contribute"C
to an understandl:'.i of ouir t radit,.onaI svstens effectiveness measures.
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CO"ION CONCRNS COMON EFFORTS

I. a current magazine there is an advertisement by an automotive manufacturing company. It sta~es that it takes a week to make their car and
three years to make their mechanic. It g,'es on to describe how the mechanic
is trained and concludes with the words "For once, a man counts as much as
the machine." Although this advertisement is concerned with the automotive
mechanic and my presentation today is concerned with the 1viation mechanic,
it is unfortunate that many of us have gone too long equating mechanics with
machines.
This symposium is concermed with THE MAN A,M THE MAlNTENANCE RELIABILITY
SYSTEM. The quality assurance of the maintenance reliability system is
achieved most efficiently not by the inspectii', operation, but I getting at
causes. The quality assurance of the aviation mechanic's competence is not
achieved through training that results in the accumulation of facts but rather
in training that develops analytical thinking and highly refined manipulative
skills. It is our co.mmon concern and common effort in attempting to achieve
the latter in che development of the aviation mechanic that binds us together.
The schools, industry, and the Federal Aviatlr, Administration are all involved in assisting the aviation mechanic achieve maximum efficiency and
effectiveness,
Modern aircraft and their intricate eqnipment reflec. the most advanced
technological desiou and developmenL. Hence the skills and knowledges required of the present-day aviation mechanic have undergone radical, everoccurring changes. These changes require the av.ation mechanic to readjust
applicable post learnings and skills to new aircraft designs. Rather than
rely on rite learning, he must constantly apply tke latest principles of
science and aviation mechanics to new aircraft and their continual modifications.
In describing the aviation mechanic we find that he has been the silent
partner in the team of men who have helped in the development of the aviation
industry. Although he has not been glamcrized by stories or fil,
his dedication toward air aaftty and his manipoilative tn,. technical ability have been
some of the major factors in making air transportation more safe, thereby
aiding the growth of the aviation industry. "Responsible ' is the word tht
best characterizes the aviation. mechanic's attittvle toward his oco'upation
Working under auverse conditions and, at times, with limited resources, the
aviation mechanic uses his ingenuity to maintain flight. schedules and fill
customer requests wIthout sacrificing excellent wortkinanship standards.
Since the paisage of the civil Aeronautics Act, at which time the Civil
Aeronautics Admin.stration was formed, a set. of guidelines has been developed

Paper presented r.:o the FAA Symposium TI.HE RAN A!,N)'..HE MAINT'ERANCE RELIABILITY

SYSTEM at Oklahoma City, Decetber 3-5, 1968, by Dlavid Allen, Supervisor,
Trade-.Technical Teacher Education, University of California at Los Angeles.

whereby comprehensive training .ould be given in the tasks usually expe':-t~l
of the aviation mechanic, Civil Air Regulations reserved a section which
specified standards of training and listed the equipneut necessary to proviide
this trainiag zor mei.-ianics. The approach of the schools has been gearedprmarily to the guidelines developed from these standards, althoijgh local
conditions have served to accent certain kinds of training and de-emphi ;z-L
others.
vith the advent o jet-propelledi aircraft and helicopters and the rapid
growth of general .viation. the challenge of training modern airzt:'aft mechanlics
became awesome. Guidelines alone were not enough. A definite necid existed for
the establishment of a basic curriculum* that would be sutficientlx flexible to
remain current with the aviation industry. Both the aviation imechanuicsq schools
and the FAA were concerned about determining the demands pilaced oil the mechanic
by the avisti-n industry and establishing the best means of preparing ea,:h
mech._ic to mteet these demands.
In response to this concern, in 1965 a nation-wide study of the aviation
mechanics cccupation was designed: (1) to identify the skills anid technical
knowledge required by the aviation mechanic upon entering the avi.tion industry as well as the requirements needed to perform successfully during his
eta. ,ymetkt; (2) to test methods of instruction using student performance gogls
and to develop a core curriculum utilizing the findings of the testing activity; and (3) to initiate a system to maintain the curriculum current with the
rcquiremnents of the aviation industry.
Throughout the National Study assi~stance was given by industry, by the
aviation schools, and by the FAA. The FAA ixa particular svipported our efforts
by assisting in the identification of industries that could be surveyed; by
providing technical assistance when required for our research activities, and
by providing an avenue for comunications so that our effo rts would be af
benefit t.~ all concerned with aviatioi' mechanics.
A 'liscussion related to areas in which cosmoaAr eforts can be made for
the training and retraining of the aviatilon mechanic requires a review of the
National Study and the experimental activities related to improving instruction.
A brief description of the National Study and the experimental. activities related to Improvement of instruction follows:

THE NATIONAL STUDY

A national survey was undertaken to gather data for the accomplishment
of three olhjectives: (1) to investigate Zhe technical knowledge and manipulative skills of the aviation mechanic as required by the aviation industry;
(2) to identify a core curriculum for the training of aviation mechanics; and
(3) to identify the scope of training offered by industry in order, to establigh
*Curriculum as used in this paper is defined in teras of rhe stun of all. the
school expef-ience -student has~ under the guidanice of his instructor,

rEnlationship-- P6ekween school atil indus*-Y training. Data collected from the
study we-c separated inco four riajor industrial categories:
(1) airline iine
statioens; (21 iln overhaul stations; (3) large general aviation; and (4)
Senall gkeocjral aviation,.
Smzull general aviation, for the purpose of this study,
were co~mpanies t2k-at .mployed five or fewer aviation mechanics.
Only aviation
corona ies employing I'-Jirai1 AviatiLon Administration certificated airframe
and/ or powerplant mio nicos wcre included in the study. An aviation density
Study of the United States rasulted in selecting twenty-six states and the
District. of Col.;unbia frretre

,entation

in the study.

The study was ?aeon
two assumptions:
(1) that all manipulative skills
require som.,e degrec_ cf technical knowledge but aot all technical knowledge
r.eq-uires manipiutarlve skill, andi (2) that all training in aviation mechanic
schrools will develop tLie me;thanic '5 manipulative skills so that he w1.ll be able
to-,
perform work of re t:urn to flight quality. A questionnaire was designed
incorporating the basic ass-unyit ions with th capability of int--)ducing the
collezcted data d-irectly intco the aviaticn mechanics school L
culum. There
were ,O7 tsks
studied? ea~ch of which represented a task performed by an
aviation mechanaic,
These tasks were written in behavioral terms.

The questionntaire sought artswers to five specific questions:

(1) the

numbe~r of men performing eacii task; (2) the frequency with which these men
p~erformed the task; 13) the level of technical knowledge required to do each

task; (10 the condition8 under which the return to flight manipulative skills
nae to b~e performed; and (5)

the depth of training conducted by industry.

Th~e identification of levels of technical knowledg. was based on a classification of five levels_ assigned to fit the aviation mechanic occupation.
These
levels were: (1) knowledge (the ability to recall facts and principles, to
locate infornnaticai, and to follow directions); (2) comprehension (the ability
to restate knowledge or to interpret information and drawings needed in performing a job), (3) applicatoit (the ability to apply principles or transfer
learning to new siltuations); f4) analysis (the ability to reduce problems to
their parts and detwc relationships between these parts, such as breaking
down a maifunctiou into iU fundamental parts in ordler to troubleshoot); and
(5) s'ynrhesis, (the ahfr
o assemble tne knowledge of principles and proceduyes needed. to complete repairs and to construct new or substitute parts).
Manipulativ. s .7il1s werc stdvied in relation to the conditions uader which a
mechanic. per forms his du'ci
such as working under pressure of time and
advancod planning before pevfor.ming a job.

A tot?- of 485 companiieq were contacted and 401 of these companies responded., ra~pvcsent log an 842 percent response.
The distribution of these 401

companieas wa3s 6' airline lint stations,

2] airline overhaul stations,

189 large

genec al. aviacion c~mpanft's and 129 small general aviat Ion companies.
There
wcr,, 18,080 certificated Iirfranc and/or powerplant mechanics studied and th1'ir
d !3trihsution was iI,428 at A.irline line stations; 3,830 at airline overhaul
s tat ions;
' .
inn
generl avi atlor companies; andi 359 in small1 general
"iat ion companies,

The study results were tabulated. throu4,' the uit? of a computer.
These
tabul ated "-sui ts were preser-er to a National Advisory Corirnitt.ce.
Th e
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National Advisory Counnittee reviewed th, Rtudy findings in relation to the
number of men performing tasks, the frequency at which these tasks were per-

formed, and the degree of industry training; And made recommendations for a
core cur fculum.

A review of the data received from the aviation industry during the
National Study suggested that certain trends were developing. In addition,
some of the findings reinforced some opinions expressed in aviation circles,
while other findings revealed that certain opinions could not be substantiated
or were no longer applicable to the aviation industry. A compilation of some
of the trends follows:
1, There is a common core of tssks performed by all avieticn mechanics
which require the same technical knowledge levels. There were 73
percent of the tasks performed to identical technical knowledge
levels by mechanics in the four industrial categories. This high
percentage of the cormnonalfty of tasks performed by the aviation
mechanics in the four industrial categories strongly supports the
premise that aviation mechanics can be trained through a core
curriculum and can special_..e in the latter part of their training
for the industrial category in which they may seek employment.

2.

The predominant technical knowledge level at which the aviation
mechanic works is the application level or higher. When all the
tasks had been analyzed, 86 percent were found to have bee- rated
by mechanics in at least three of the industrial catege-ties as
requiring technical knowledge at the application, or a higher, level.
Mechanics indicated they can accomplish the remaining 14 percen1t of
the tasks with either tite knowledge and/or compzehension level of
technical knowledge, which require the ability to follow directions

and/or to locate and interpret information.

These findings sub-

stantiate the need to train aviation mechanics to the application
level so that transfer of learning to industry is easily accomplished.
.3.

The work performed by the aviation mech2nic has undergone a number
of changes. The airframe mechanic's work ?ias shifted to being
primarily responsible for aircraft systems with sLructural repair
playing a secondary 'unction. The powerplat mechanic working on
turbine engines ,orks on the various powerplant systems ratir than
replacing the major engine componeits or perf-ming top overhauls.
In general aviation the use of "throw away units" requires !)oth the
airframe and powerpla-t mechanic to be able to diagnose malfunctions

and replace defective units properly.

On-the-wing maintenance of

turbine engines requires airline line service mechanics to perform
some tasks that has been previously accompli-hed ' overhaul. The
overhaul of turbine engines is better classified as repair of components bringing them back up to standards rather than the overhaul
proced',res followed with reciprocating engines.
4.

Many airline overhaul mechanics ,,re specialists in the particular
area of work for which they receive extensive training. It was found
th.at the airline overhaul mechanic performs 393 of the 437 tasks.
Of these, 364 tasks were performed by less than 5 percent of the
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mechanics for each of the tasks. Theae spocIalized mechanics received
in-depth training for 54 percent of these tasks, basic or general information training for 43 percent, arnd oriLentation or no training for
the remaining 3 percent.
5. There is an increasing use of turbine engines in general aviation.
The percentage of genieral aviation mechanics perf orming work on
turbine engines has increased. It was noted that trainIng in depto
was provid,' for only ten tasks by small general aviation and seven
of t~lse tasks were associated with turb)ine engines.
6. Fixe! pitch wood propellers and ground adjustable propellers no
longer appear in airline operation and their number is decreasing
in general aviatic,'. In gencral av~atiori, work performed on ground
adjustable propellers involves minor repairs to the bladc- and hub.
General aviation companies frequently remove and instali these propellers but the task is performed at a low frequency.
7. Electricity and electronics are becoming integrated into the airfraane
and powerplant mechanic's occupation. The mechanics in the airline
industry and in large general aviation compianies performed all 28
tasks surveyed in the areas cf electricity and electronics at a h'gh
frequency. Mechanics in small general aviation also perfor-med all
tasks at a high frequency, with the exception of che.-king and troubleshooting solid state switching devices. All indications point to the
necessity for schools to increase

their emphasis in

tile instruction

of electricity and electronics.
8.

The maintenance of flight instruments,

automatic flight and approach

control systems, and aircraft commuications and novigation -oquipment
is extremely specialized work.
rhe airline industry generally prov~les training in depth for mechanics periforminig maintenance work a
flight instruments, automa-ti - aplroach centrol. systems and communiMeIchanics in large general aviation
cations, and navigation syst
receive training in depth in maintenance, of auito pilots and approach
cont rol systems and appi icat ia-n training in all other related iareas.
Mechanics in small g'-neral
ata ion receive basic and geuera! informat ion training in thle basic f1light instruments but genteraliy receiveno industry training in any other re la.ted areas
Spe i:1 I I V ertL i
cated mechanics and specialized shops frequenit lv repair these systeCms.
9.

The need for meochanics skilled in woodwe rk iui; ha.; dec rea sod sub stant iall1y in the aviat ion mndist ry.
The ;urvey found that thMa
line industry no longer requ irt s mechainics to b- skill ed in 4oodwo rkhighly spec iali zvd air I ine overhaul mechanics per tornI we od_.
Infg .Few
repairs to interior cabiniets and pvine ig ii~gLag genera avitat ion
compaies ssign these task,- to ai few mchanlic
who per form these
tasks at a low frequo.ncy.
(4 2 ,463 mechai.
Su Vo
ved
inlre
t(eJ that woodv rk ing
g one ra l av ia tion, onlIy 1174 , or "/ pore ent, inkld
,iaklaion, woodiworking
in sait I eni ra
was part of Thieir assignment.
continues c. be porformed by ap proximatelyv o.,i 0 1r(!.t the mec1 anic s
ws t~i'on thi t o t the,
but the frequency is in the l ow category."
woodxwerking tasks.
werec
Involved
in
studiled
onlv
!26
359 mechanics
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The overall percentage of aviation mechanics surveyed in general
aviztion, large and small, who are responsible for performing woodwirking is 10.8 percent. Tasks related to woodworking that were
most often performed involved the determination of conditic.. rather
than construction or repair.
10.

Aviation mechgnics must understand the basic operations involved in
sheet metal work and must be able to make return to flighit repairs
to metal structures. Findings reveal that the aviation industry
requires more men to possess skill and. knowledge in this topic area
thun in any other task requiring manipulative skill. Representatives
of the aviation indistry stated that the mechanic must know which types
of daryAge can be toleroted and which need repair.
In all cases "he
wc-1 must be of a return to-flight standard,
'.AirrTaft welding is becoming a snecialized skill. The introduction
of new materials and new welding techniques in aviation require
spezialized skills for weldcrs.
Coilzrents received from general
aviatlcn companies indicate that repairs involving welding are done
by specialty shops. Specialization in welding is also applicable
in the airline industry. In order to become a certificated welder,
a mechanic must receive specialhzed instruction, However, mechanics
still must mak. air warthiness! dezeniiinations c,acernimg welds.

12.

The use of mlanufacturer's specifications and Federal Air Regulations
are an esspntial part of the aviation mechanics occupation. Mechanics
in all four categories indicated that manufacturer's specifications
and Federal Air Regulations are used at a high frequency. The number
of mechanics who use these publications and ,anuals is also very high.
The sirline indulstry and large genera_. aviation provide basic and
goneral itiforrmation training in these tasks.

13,

Tro b- eip'loyable, The mechanic must have a sound cortinand of the
En,"Ish languAge,
The importauce of a mechanic's ability to read,
write, and speak the English language is in most cases a fundametital
requirem,,ent for acceptable performance and for advancement In the
industry. Accuracy in the use of the English language wag emphasized

throughout the findings. The schools have a respon~ibility to ensure
that their students ai*e able to -neet the standards required in the
usae of En~l isli as required to performance as a mechanic.

14.

Ethics and the mechanic's legal responsiilities

are art importint

p~.rt of the aviatinn nechanic's training,
This was the only malicr
subject area in the .;tudy where the tasks were consistently ranked
at the highest level.
The survey fndibates., that the mech,,nic's
integrity, quality of workmanship, and responsibil10 act ion in*
work envir(,nment conti ,es, to he: an essent La part of the occup~icioio.

Industry 'rraintjiv
An examination of industry training indicated that the a-viation lndustt y
in-service training for the mtainternance of occupaitional
currc ncy.
lndostr
training for mechanics is designed to provide. currenicy

doC3 provide extensive

when new vdei
aircraft are introduced and changes occur in existi , models.
The amou,: of training is substantial and is generally directed to the basic
and general information level. Training in depth is most predominant in the
airline overhaul category. Induotry training ranged from 81 percent in airline
line stations to 85 percest in airli, overhaul stations in all tasks. Training in the general aviation industry ranged from 66 percent in small general
aviation to 92 percent in large general aviation for all tasks. Table I, displays the percent of tasks studied for which training was given by the aviation
industry.
TABLE I

Percent of tasks for which training is
given by the aviation industry

LEVEL TO WHICH
TRAINING IS OFFERED

INDUSRIAL CATEGORIES
OFFERING TRAINING
Airline
Large

Airline
Line

Overhaul

19%

No training

General

1;

55",%

Training. in (depth

194

General

34%

87°

Orientation or familiarization training
Basic or general
informat ion

Small

39,
,42%

4,

zero

72>

6 3Y"

16,

Ther. were many task-, or which induqtrv offerted no taining.
Training in
depth is more preva,.,t in the ailines
than in general aviation.
Result of Study
The FAA through meaningfmul action has consist itly encouraged the efforts
or the research staf.
Fhyc provided the necessary gui'dance to ensure th.at the
research findings coul,: bc et-fectivelv channelled int ob jectives that were in
the best intetost .t the aviation industry and the aviation schools.
'el lowing
the pub i aition of the resear h findings the lighlyv ualified Atrrna
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org'inizations, educational inrtltutions,
aviat',nr ralntonance or ,-nizat tons,
training advisory groups andI other interested persons and ogarnizatiuo3- where
it serves as basic research material to those who have an interest in tile
11tilization and! training of aircraft maintenance personnel.

EXPEKIIENTATION ACTIVITIES FOR THE

IMPROVE'T

OF INSTRUCTION

The impleffentation of the National Study's findings was the ne) t major
step. Ani experiment was designed to determn~re whether subjeit matter in the
aviation mecha!-s curriculum could be learned as well under an instructional
system that programs the teacher and his inSLruction to the student's 'Learning
progress, as under the traditional instructional methods now in use in the
aviation schools.
Specifically the problem was resolved into comparing the
relationship between:
(1) an instructional system having predetermined student
performance goals as compared to current instructional systems that use tcoaditional instructional objectives; (2) an instructional system that provides to
the teacher, as he instructs, continual feedback as to how well learning is
being achieved, in comnparison to traditional instructional systems that have
no planned provisions for feedback during teaching; and (3) an instructiona,
system that provides student workbooks utilizing "partial notes" that are
inguide, as co-inared with the traditior.:l!
cooxrdinated with an instructor's
structional systems that make no special provisins for organized note-taking
by the student.
Problems that

frequently :-rise

in d eveloping

instruction are the fail,.ire
the inability to

to:properly identify the debiPed learning achievements, and
describe i-, detail the conditifons and limitations of hat is
t1.e
Instructional objectives, in many cases, do not refe,
instruction in the classroom and fail to set the paramters

to be f-aught.
purposes ot Acetailed
for instruc:tional
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and a sixty clock hour course in the control subject. The retention effect was
studied fc!lowing a ainety day re-test in the same subjects. This was further
aubstantiLted by a six-month follow-up test. The examinations for the 2xperiat wexe developed and administered by the FAA. The same examinations were
_,eti for initial testing and re-testing, the only difference being that the
qu stions were rearranged, The six-month follow-up used the FAA official
certification tests results for the students involved in study and wio haa
taken the test for their mechanic's certification.
Experimentation FjiIns
The test of significance of the treatment indicated convincingly that in
almost every case the students performed better in Aircraft Hydraulics than 'n
any of the control subjects, despite a comparable difficulty index for the
several examinations. It was not the in.ent of the experiment to measure in
isolation each technique and concept use, '- the inovated -irriculum materials.
This is normally the approach in educationai esearch. The learning process,
however, is more complex, and each part is supportive or contributive to the
whole concept. The study emphasized the basic teaching tools that can b nde
available to all teachers, irrespective of the sophistication of the technical
equipment available or the economic level of the school. Elements tested in
the experimental approach included: (1) DesigIng the curriculum _j include
-vels of instruction. (2) Identifying ;ired outcomes through stude-t perfo mance goala. (3) Developing coordinate, instructor's guide, student workbooks, aid training aids, (4) Training teacher's to uce the coordinated instructional materials and to applv the concepts of student performance goals
and feedback in their teaching. (5) Using fee..back to coastantly ascertain
the amount of learning that is taking place. (6) T :stiig for student performance goal achievement.

*

It woo ict the purpose of this experiment to evaluate the iniuence o:
any ingle one of the above elements as an entity in measuring 1 wi efflctiveness of the instruction, Each, however, contributed to an improved learning
environment
.
which can be controlled by the individual teacher if h has been
-iven the proper knowledge for inplementation.
y. tival
ioo t hofextr'rimental
data i-gg-sted the following deductions; however, caution muot be exercised ir,
making deinitive conclusiona in light of the limited scope of dhJn qt..y1. V ien student pertv,'mance goals are clearly defined and are knwn by
both the teacher ayd th
tudent, the quality and quantity of the
ieqrning will improv;e.
r
2. WhTien the I-Pyels of inptructi ar,- known atul adhe red to, more .-ficient instructional planning &nd h,refore wore efficl~ont classroom
inazruction will take piace.
3.

When feedback checka

for learniag are prepared iv deral

each leson and the t.eacher ui:iJL(es fedbc,tot6%rn
student !ea--,Wg progres s Increses.

fqr

prior to

4. When improved insrructiosal planning and teaching methods are
instructioar' _Imimay decrease withtut a loss in learning.

I0

-.vd,

5.

'hen teachers are trained to use instructional materials and utilize
concepts concerned with student performance goals and continuous feedbak, students achieve greater depth of learning and retentlon.

Some indications suggest that the number of instructional hours devoted
to the subject is not the only important criterion for increased learning. in
this experiment it was noted that regardless of the number of hours devoted to
teaching the control subjects, students faiied to achieve ti, same level of
excellence on the evaminations as in the experimental subjec:.
In fact, performance in some areas declined with increased instruction, suggesting the
Dossibility of retroactive inhibiton.
'ne experiment results suggest that the
use of levels of instruction, student performance goals, and feedback in instructor preparation, curriculum organization, and instructional planning can
influence learning to a greater extent than usually is anticipated the amount
of time necessary to teach a particular subject. it must further be emphasized
that without proper teacher preparationi and acceptance of the experimental concepts, regardless of the amount of previous teaching experience, the success of
the instruction and of learning achievement will be limited.
It would appear, therefore, that students will enter the aviation mechanic
occupation with a broader base of knowledge from which the retention effect
would operate in proportion to the influence of time and use, when the instruction methcds tested in this experiment are implemented. Thus the experiment
provides a suggested instructional syst&- that can assist aviation mechanics
both in school and working in industry to better achieve instructional objectives.

DISCUSSION
There are a number of implications derived fror our research activities
of which both the schools and industry should be cognizant. Some of these
implications relate to ways for providing more effective instruction. The
other implications are related to the inter-relationships between the schools
and industry.
Task Inventory
Record systems developed by industry for keeping track of materials
production, etc. have been developed to a high degree of efficiency. Generally
lacking are analyses of the tasks that are being performed that require trainin& so that these tasks can be performed more efficiently. This does not mean
that industry is unaware of the tasks aviation mechanics perform, but rather
that a system for early identification of changing training requirements is not
apparent. There needs to be a system so that a continuous task inventory
identifying training needs car be maintained. Task inventories finding sho-ld
be made knowu to the FAA s that on-going changes in the aviation industry can
be commuaicated to the aircraft mechanics schools. The communication to the
schools 6hould be in terms that will assist the schools in integrating these
task requirements into their curricula. The task inventory can be conducted
on a select sample basis so that expensive surveys need not be conducted in
order to obtain necessary data. The task inventory should use the concepts
of levels and frequency as well as the number of mechanics and the frequency
at, hich they perform tasks in an attempt to identify training requirements
for the various tasks the air mechanic performs.
ii

Establishment

:f Student Performance Goals

A common occurrence in industry when pru .iding training for new equipment,

is to design the training program around units of time.

Prior to the arrival

of the new equipment, instructors from a particular company are sent to a

factory school to learn as much as they can about Che new equipment.

Unfor-

tunately, the factory does not have enough experience with the new equipment
to identify areas in which training is needed as opposed to areas that are just

nice to know.

The instructors upon returning to their company select from an

accumulation of sli'2s, transparencies and manuals, items of general information they believe those in their classes should learcn. Many hours may be spent
on non-essentials and at times the necessary items for servicing the aircraft

are discussed in a short period of time and not emphasized, se that when the
mechanic begins to work on the aircraft he has to dig for himself and larn

through trial and error. After a company uses the aircraft for a period of
time, areas that need additional training are identified and these training
d efficient;
programs are designed to the degree that instruction is effective ..
and, in aedition, is accomplished in a fraction of the time required when the
equipment was first introduced. In the schools a lis- of activities are
developed and the student goes through these activities, and in many cases,
imited by time, goes through a program not always accomplishing the task to

the degree necessary for becoming an aircraft mechanic.

It is imperative that

instructors in industry when receiving their initial training in a factory

school on new equipment begin to determine the performance goals mechanics
need to have in working on the aircraft and gather the inforniation necessary
to teach the achievement of the performance goal. It does the mechanic no
good, other than general enlightenment, to know that the wing span of the airplane i@ twice the distance of the Wright Brothers original flight. It is
more important that the mechanic know how to fill properly a hydraulic tank that
may have peculiarities unique to a particular aircraft. For instructors in
aircraft mechanic schools it is necessary that they, too, identify the per-

formance goals for the various learning activities so that they can measure
how well a studert is achieving the instructional goal in order to eliminate
under-teaching or over-teaching of material that is non-essential.
Autent of Instruction to the Level of a Group
It is well established tLat each of us learns at our own rate and thtinstruction, to be most effective, should be designed to meet each of our
individual rates of learning. Because we teach to groups it can become difficult to meet the individual learning rates of our individual students, Automated feedback devices, teaching machines and multi-media instructional systems
have been designed to assist in providing for individual instruction. In many
cases these units can not be utilized for instructional needs that may be of
short duration or that require immediate instruction, and there is not enough
time for the development of the instructional media that compliment these
systems.
There are those who visualize the elements of learning and creative
activities as units of production. Trend or progress charts are kept to
record outpv, of these types of activities. Individuals who are learning
or who Ae performing activities requiriug creative thintiog should noz be
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compared to the production line where ar, "Y" number ot tin cans are produced
per hour. This type of management of instruction or creative thinking jeopardizes the acc6mplishment of the objectives originally established.
On the job training in industry does privide an opportunity for the
instructor to adjubt his instruction to the different mechanics he is training. However, classroom iastruction inu both industry and schools should
attempt to adjust the levi-l of instruction to the experiences, abilities and
needs of those enrolled,, An instruL, -,r might describe the testing of an
armature stating tlhat: "In testing an ariature the eddy currents can not be
~.zglected, Unforeseen temperature transients would cause the device to become
non-operative during preliminary tests." To a particular group of students,
this statement would be qiiite understandable.
On the other hand, he could
make the same statement to another group stating that: "In testing an a rmzture,
if you get it too hot it will melt."~ Thus, it is not only important to consider grouping students by levels but also it is imp,: rtant to present the
iiistruction appropriate to the level of the students.
Selection and Training of Instructors
lndiv~liuals selected as instructors should have three basic qualities.
They should have the necessar-y technical skills and knowledge, they should
have the ability to coimunicate their skills and, knowiedge to those they are
teaching, and they should have a desire tu assist others to learn.
The ipenjority of instructors are generally atrong in technical ccntent, and some con
rattle oft facts as quickly as a calculator. Un-fortunately, many are not awart.
of Ll- basic eiements in t;eaching, nor do they plan their instruction for maximum effectiveness, nor do they provide for adlapting their instruction to the
various levels they are instructing- In malny industries top mantagement must
develop an accepted relationship between ti-ose responsible for training and
line supervision so that conflicts do not -rise amd maximum impact of the
instruction can be achieved.
Instructors need assistance in ident.i~ication
,J what is to be taught and the waysl that will best accomnyI .sh desired results.
A s~'stem for instruction that identtfies the skills to be attained, the Lechnical
kn~owle-dge to be achieved, and encompasses closely coordinated tests for evaluative
urposes, criteria for gzading, and au effective record system are needed
in both schools and industry if c:redence can be placed on how well each -tudent
has learne&.
* Dissemination of Technical Infor mAtion
Aviation mecha- schools to be effective need both current av~iation
equipment suitabl, for instruct.4.on and technical information.
It is difficult
to obtain both oi these elements inasmuch as equipment is expensive or not
obtainable for instructional purposes and technical information is generally
tied to specific coi.ponents or equipmnent.
There is extreme need for a national
This c&'nter should
aviation mechanics educational materials resource ,'enter
be located where intormalion fro,.m the aviation industry is collected.
An example of such a center is the Maintenance Analysis Center located at the FAA
aeronautical facility in Oklahoma City which is the focal point of the agency
for the collection, an~ lysis, and diatribution of aircraft maintenance
reliability information. Information now coming to thle center, although
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of great value for the intended purpose, generatty has littlo valuec to the
aviation schnols. What is neveded *.s an individuali or individuals Co!TipeteLnt
in curriculumi development and the technical aspect5 -f aviatia"n. These Individuals would need to sift through en'-e
incoming technical information and
gather tr%.,:her the technical informiation applicable to tht: instructison.a.l needs
of the aviation schools. Th- information could be written up as infoZ7rational
bulletins and be supplied on any kind of reproduction systeml to the oviation
schools. A quarterly a ivisorv circular could advise the school - of the technical bull.' ins marked for training only availabk,.
fhis system coulac provide
appropr4 te '-urrent technical information to the schools thus eliminating the2
delay time in getting current technical. informiation into the instructional
program of the schools.
't is strongly reconmiended that an in.structlonal
materials reservoir anId dissemination center similar to the Maintenance Analysis
Center be established to take advantage- of the present reserv'oir of information
that is already availabie and to encourage and expedite future develo)pment for
interchange among industry, the schools and FAA.
This resource center could also contain a library of other iuztLructional
materials that could be loaned to certificated aviatio-n mechanic schocIL'.
This typ~e of act ivity would provide service to the aviatiol, industry by p-onoting quality aviation mechanics education throughout th., nitio..
The Role of Industry and the Schools
The certified aviation mechanic schools provide one of the best recruitment sources for the aviation indt.etry.
Although the aviation industry
utilizes this recruitment source, it is lax in cultivating this soukrce.
Lt
is a situation similar to a3major league bo-eb,' i 1 teami need ing a source tor

new ball players but reluctant to sunpport any type ot farm tcrm system1.
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The Responsibilities of the Certificated Mechanic School
in the
Maintenance Reliability System

by
John T. Griffin
Oklahoma City

-

December 4,

1968

Refore delving Into the functions and responsibilittes of the certificated technical schools a brief historical synopsis may prove helpful. About
40 years i;o the Government first
took cognizance of aircraft maiutenance when
it created the Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Comerce.
This was superceded in 1934 by the Bureau of Air Commerce, which published standards and regulations governing aircraft maintenance.
It then published regulations governing the certification of mechanic
scho.dls, and these ultimately became known as Part 53 of the Civil Air Regulations.
Part 53 prescribed minimunm requirements for faculties, facilities,
curriculum and aihievement standards. May I quote the following extract from
the certificate: "Upon finding that its organiz'tion complies in all respects
with the requirements of the regulations relating to the establishment of an
air agency it is empowered to operate a mechanic school". Part 53 was engrossed
prior to the advent of the DC3, when nearly all aircraft were of steel, wood and
fabric construction.
During the past 35 years there has been no significant
change in the requirements for zertification despite the tact that the construction and complexity of aircraft have chanted radically.

systems
thermal
quickly
the jot

Immediately following World War II came the revolution which Introdzced
technology - such as cabin pressurization, heating and air conditioning,
deicing, multi-voltage electric systems, electronics, etc. These were
followed by the introduction of the turbo-prop and half a decade later by
age. These rapid chantes created severe problems for the schools.

By the early 60's there were 60 or so certificated schools, and slightly
over 70 in 1966.
There are now 104 - undoubtedly due to a sudden -elated awareness
by educators that we %ave an aviation industry in this country.
I think I should here briefly outline the various administrative frameworks within sJhich the certificated schools operate. As of 1967, 17 were privately
operated and 58 were located in local tax-supported institutions.
The private
schools, of course, must rely solely upon tuitions for survival. However, they
have the advantage of being free to function independently of regulations or customs
related to other courses of study conducted within the same institution. Of the
tax-supported group many are located within colleges and universities. Many others
are located in the state junior college networks.
Still
others are located in the
vocational high school systems.
It is noteworthy that the 17 tuition-supported
schoolo are the onei that annually contribute the only nmberically significant group
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who actually secure ALP certificdtes and accept journeyman employment in tte
industry. This group of schools produces more than 70% of the A&P input. I may
add that these schools do not cost the Federal taxpayer a single penny.
As I mentioned, there has been a vast incre;.:ve in the number of certificated schools during the past several months. All of which have bfen certificated under the 1936 standards. lowever, let's I-k at the record to see how the
system has functioned, and if it has served the needs of the industry. In other
words, are the schools any good or are they not?
Visits to any small cross-section of the schools high-lights the fact
that there nust be a vast difference in Interpretation of the Federal Regulations;
by the schools, by FAA Inspectors, or both. Variations in the competence of in
dividual schools are to be expected, but the purpose of regulation is to provide
egforceable minimum standards determined by competent authority to be adequate to
produce an acceptable graduate. Many of us seriously question the usefulness of
regulations because of these variations in interpretation and enforcement. Nevertheless, many schools have, and will continue, - to voluntarily do what is necessary to satisfy the employers. On the other hand, I am sure you have heard it
said many times th&at the ALP schools are "no good". Such remarks have undoubtedly
been prompted by an unhappy experience with the product of some sub-standard school.
But as a result, we all get tarred with the same brush, because we all hold the
same certificate o competence. I think that if certification is to continue it is
imperative that we cpercte under constantly updated regulations, rigidly interpreted,
and enforced. This corrective action should be taken immediately because oE the
large increase in applications for school certificates.
While these remarks may appear critical of FAA, I want to here acknowledge that for many years there has been a small group of dedicated and conpetent men administering the maintenance and schools branches of Flight Standards
Service. This group has worked long and hard to effect the necessary revisions,
but appear to have been frustrated by administrative red tape, and lackadaisical
enforcement by field personnel with whom they have no direct contact.
While I am admitting that the schools are far from perfect, let's also
look at the other side of the co~n. I rather recently heard some criticiss levelled
at the schools, which in my opinion, are unjustified, and which seem to stem from
a lack of understanding of the mission and responsibility of an A&P school. For
examp.e, I heard an airline maintenance supervisor complain that a recently hired
ALP graduate was not competent to weld stainless alloys although he stated that
he had been trained in welding. To complaints such as these I can reply only that
the Job did not require an ASP, ALP training does not produce a welding specialist.
mad this seems to have been a case of the right man in the wrong slot. I think it
is or joint responsibility to clear up misunderstandings such as this.
I don't doubt that my remarks up to this point may make it appear that
we conduct our manpower and placement activities in an atmosphere of chaos and misunderstanding. This is not so, although much Improvement is needed. Cur system,
despite its imperfections, has performed well in meeting the ALP manpower
requirements of the industry. Our British friends handle the problem in quite a
different fashion, and find that they also have problems. I believe they are
currently studying us and that some of their prominent men are urging conversion
to our system - the system that has produced a major share of our industry require-
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ments for the past 35 years. The general acceptability of the men produced under
this system is attested to by the Iitensity of industry recruitment in most of our
schools. I think also it is self-evident that we have saved the industry millions
of dollars in technical manpower selection and training costs. In support of this
statement I note in the current issue of American Airlines' employee publication,
"Astrojet News," the following questions and answer: Q. Is it possible to set
up an apprentice program for aircraft maintenance? A. (From maintenance and
engineering) "Yes, it is possible to set up an apprentice program. However, the
overriding consideration is that it would not presently be a sound decision for
American to undertake the cost of an apprentice program in view of the availability of trained personnel from the mi:itary and the many vocational and technical schools". However, it then adds the following: "If, however, at a future
date it should be found that these sourcus are undblc to produce a sufficient
volume of personnel, the establishment of an apprentice program might well be
not nnly a possibility but a necessity."
So far.I have been talking about the past. Now let's look at where
we are and where we think we should be going on manpower requirements for the
future.
One of the major factors always has been, and I'm sure wiil continue
to be, supply and demand, and the achievement of a balance between the t,;o. I
think experience has proved the ability of an alert school system to take whatever action is necessary to meet future manpower reaquirements. However, and
this may surprise you, in our diligence we must be equally careful to make sure
that we do not, except temporarily, produce a large surplus, ior reasons I will
get to later.
From remarks which I have heard over a long period, I think that many
people harbor some vague and incorrect ideas as to just what a technical school
is. It seems that some feel that it is a group of altruistic individuals totally
dedicated to the ideal of educating our young men, giving little or no thought to
anything else. While we do have many such dedicated people may I assure you tnat
someone has to devote considerable time and study to matters not directly concerned with instruction. A technical school is a business, in some cases rather
large, and is subject to all the problems, pressures and economic factors faced
by any other business. Furthermore, in the aviation field some of the problems
are much more severe and expensive than in other fields. Speaking of schools in
general, their establishment or expansion may require only heated and lighted
classroom space, plus furniture. -In aviation technical schools, the addition of
each square foot of classroom space requires the addition of 5 to 10 square feet
of supporti.og laboratory and shop space, which space must then be equipped with
expensive, and many times very scarce, hardware. We need more help from the industry on this problem. The only support for this kind of facility is students warm bod!.2n in the chairs. While it is true that many of our schools are either
tax-supported or aided by endowments, all school administrators must periodically
take a close look at the effectiveness of these programs. And you can be sure
that there is always some other group in the institution which thinks it could
use the space and funds to better advantage. But, in the case of the tuitionsupported schcols, where the majority of our A&P's come from, students in the
chairs are a stark, immediate and continuous necessity. These schools must
break even or close. And additionally, they must have operating surplusses
if they are to improve or expand.
What produces these students, who are so highly essential? Each institution has developed its own ideas and methods for student procurement. These methods
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range from national advertising, through local adve.izsing, direct mail, radio,
and the employment of school contact representatives. But whichever it may be,
success or failure of the program at any given time is hig!;ly dependent upon the
current image of the aviation industry In the mind of the prospect.
usually
-makes it his business to find out if it is an industry in which he is Belikely
to
be assured of immediate employment if he spends his money and time on a technical
education. Additional important factors in student recruitment are referrals and
recommendations, by satisfied students and graduates. And the one most important
and sensitive factor governing this "current image" and "he volume of referrals
is the present industry demand for A&P's.
During the papt 15 years I estimate that the Industry has gone through
4 major cycles in demand. These cycles appear to have been caused by, or tt4ad
with, major changes in the mix or character of the aircraft fleet; or the trend
in industry profits. If industry profits feel the squeeze, so do maintenance
department manning tables. Hard experience has taught us that when there is a
substantial number of graduates unable to find early placement in the industry,
then the word spreads real fast. The situation is then quickly reflected in
new enrollments, as well as in a sharp increase in drop-outs. Many of these
students have to work pretty hard to earn their education and if they sense a
fading rainbow at the end, they quit and go elsewhere. I think I sense indicators that the storm flags may now be starting to fly again. Industry profits
are feeling the squeeze, and already some scheduled industry recruiting visits
are being deferred of cancelled. Let's hope this is very temporary.
When industry personnel offices hit the panic button again after one
of these down-cycles they naturally encounter reduced output from the schools,
and again arrive at the conclusion that the school system is unable to cope with
their manpower demands. But we always manage to catch up. In our own behalf, I
will state that the industry forecasts of manpower requirements have been pretty
hard to live by. About 3 years ago the industry was polled for a 3-year forecast of its requirements. In hindsight, it now seems that during this period the
number of A&P's employed must have been nearly double the estimate. For example,
one employer estimated its requirements at 360 per year. Eighteen months later
it stated that they needed 1000 men during the ensuing 12 months. Revised industry forecasts were then accompanied by some statements strongly urging the schools
to sharly increase their capacities, or the industry would have to undertake its
own training progra!3. Several of the schools responded magaificently and spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars in creating and equipping expanded facilities.
A survey of 30 schools conducted last s ring for the personnel office of the Air
Transport Association showed that the number of full-timo day studentv enrolled
in those 30 schools at the end of 1967 was 5,002, and these same schools reported
that upon completion of their expansion programs they would have room for rore
than 9,000 students, ani increase of about 80%. 1 consider this a pretty good
response tn the needs ot industry. Remember, these statistics covered only 30
schools. Today there are 104 schools, many so new that we do not yet have information on their capacities. But if we assume that the capacity of the other
80 schools will equal the capacity of the 30 mentioned, then we will shortly have
seats for over 18,000 students.
In addressing a group of our schools ka Boston last April,-Joseph L.
O'Brien, Vice President-Personnel of the Air Transport Association quoting from
a study by Arizona State University, funded by the Economic Development Adminis-
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tration, said that the air carrier industry could be expected to employ 95,000
new mechanics in the 15 years ending in 1960, or an average of 6,300 per year.
This study further indicated, for the same 15-year period, a total industry-wide
rbquirement of approximately 138,000, of which only one-third need be A&P's. An
average annual requirement of about 3,600. These statistics mean to me that the
presently certificated schools only are capable of meeting the projected industry
requirements, as fcrecast by Arizona State.
I think it is rather appalling to note how A.S.U. proposes to correct the
manpower problems in the aviation industry, t.hich they profess to have discovered
through their government-financed study. I urge you to request a copy of U.S. Dept.
of Commerce News, file No. EDA68-608, dated September 15, 1968. It fills in the
details of a-national aviation training center to be operated by Arizonw State,
near Phoenix, with a capacity of 2,000 students. Based on limited information, I
can be sure of only one thing - it will cost you and me a lot of money.
Further with respect to manpower, may I quote from a report by Jack
Hunt, 'Director of U.S. Employment service dated last June. This report concerned
a joint survey by the Bureaus of Employment Security and Labor Statistics. Hunt
said, "the first phase of this study has been completed and shows that by end large
despite the growth of the past few years, airline operations as of 1967 were generally not impeded by manpower shortages." I can add that we now know that they are
not being impeded by shortages in 1968 either.
Having reasonably estimated that the existing schools will provide seats
for approximately 18,000 students, :et's take a look at another aspect of recruitment and see what must be done if we are to get the quality as well as
quantity. I was recently asked by the manager of one Industry personnel department what the schools intended to do about trying to cope with the overwhelming demand which he already felt was uponwus, and asked why I didn't again
double the size of my own school. My answer was very simple. First, I told him
I did not believe that the current rate of demand would be sustained; and secondly,
if I doubled the size of my school I had not the slightest idea where the students
would come from. (Incidentally, as sidq information my school has a current enrollment of 550 full-time day A&P students) My school is located in the midst of one
of the most thickly populated areas in the United States; but at this time it would
make no sense whatsoever to increase itc size! Despite our intense and efficient
recruitment methods, we just don't have that many applicants.
I am also in an area where some of the finest public schools in the
country are producing the high-school graduates who become our prospects. I
must be a little dense, or getting old, but I admit I am puzzled as to Juit
which method of recruiting will coax 2,000 qualified young men, and note that I
use the work qualified, to attend a national training institute in the Arizona
desert, a state with relatively low aviation activi6y.
Recognizing that employers will demand more highly trained graduates,
the quality of student input is a matter of major concern to the better schools,
You have probably heard it said with regard to computers, "pirlbage in - garbage
out". Let me assure you that this applies Just as much to tec!,ailcal schools
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as It does to computErs. in Boston last April, Emerson Rone-, of tkrerllcao
Airlines talking to a group of our school administrators made this statement, "I bring these matters before this group today loecause- 1 believe th-at
ir selectia)n processes to a
both the educators and the industry must hone
fine edge." I coulon't agree with him more, and qufte a few of us li-ve been

working for years trying to recru,:t enough st udents so thiat the honing eraq~ite a gap to bp filled in this area .
cess rould be applied. There is still
However, when I use the wor- "garbage" 1-1y i eXplain that 1 do So relative>;,
and ntliterally. Ve do have alarge number of very hig
but rot nearly enough.

rdstLins

As I s-Id earlier, a technical school is a business, and if these
schools are to survive there must be students in cost of the seats. ""ot too
many years ago one of the principal requirements for admission to colloe

having the money. Later, as parents began to realize that higher crlucstion
gave their offspring a better chance for success, as they. became r',Ore affluent,
and as our f..qtus-conscioua society, tended to make the lack ofl a college degree a stigma, "hen the colleges ge'lvbecame flooded wizih applicatlon..
Anid It was not until then that they started to hone their selection processes.
O.r, stated in another way, the selectivity of a college is in dlirect proporIt
tion to the ratio of the niumber of applicants to the nurler of seat5.
Tt
twould hoirrify some educators to aemit this, but you and I know its true.
is likewise true of our technical schools.
Fortunately, in my ovn case during tht, past 5 years we nave been
able to becomie more :,elective. At present we are turning down about one out
We ho-ve Slowly but
of each 5 applic -ts who meet our criteria for admission.

constantly upgraded our requiremenLS.

thus permitting us to gradually install

a much more demanding curriculum. SOME -'ther schools are doing the same thing,
but many still must accept nearly anyone.
How are we, and by we I mean the schools and Industry, going to
really
riithe corner on -his "finc honing?" The only possible event that
will permiL it is a vast increase in the number of applicants. It is a vexin,,
Educational statistics
problem to whi-h I have given considerable thought,
covering the 6 New England states, (1 do net have the national statistics) ,
for the past 7 years- sh ow that the maximum percentage of male high school
graduatesA going on L_ technical. educaLtion, in all, categories, has not ex-That percentage Is slowly decreasing, and in 1967 it was only
ceeded 10%.
slightly over 8%. Some of the reasons for thi3 decrease are readily identifiable; first and forerns-' is paren.tal pressure for a college education.
A recent svrvey of guidanc directors conducted by Boston College show-d that
981, of T-hem agree that parents push large numbers of boys into college who,
never should be there. And, of course, a high percentage of these become
dropouts. 114ext ia Impirtiance, Is the constant Increase in the number of taxsupported regional atid cogruuity junior colleges; and thirdly, selective
sc-vice - the war.

Stnice the post-wo rld war 11 baby bulge public school enrollments
have constantiv increased and, consequently ach year the high school output lias climnbed. Now, although the poptu'ation explosion will continue, we
app-ear to have reached a plateau in high school output which will continue
for .he next few years. Therefore, it become-, obvious that all school')s below college level, offering post-hilgh school euucation, must compete for
their students wfthlm t t 8% of the total high school output. Recruiting
6

efforts t,'Ithin
this group are becorming
re intenee and diversified as completely nev technologies enter the marker - computer technology for exam-ple.
Obvlousl-, we in aviati, n real' h.v- our work cut out for us if we hope to
further sharden our honing processes. You can't hone m-uch unless ou have
ecess materi.li.
Ma" 7 i close this subject with the suggestion that the problem requires the closest studv, cooperation and mutual assistance between
the schools. PAA, and a il segments of the industry,
Now, assuming that -,uhave all the desired students, what are we
going to do with them in the ft.*,ure? As T said, the curriculum. requirements have
not cha ucOd in over 30 vars, but I am happy to say that it is not rue that
nothing has been done about it.
The grocip of men in the airman schools branch to
whom I previous.ly referrcd, have been ai.,are of the deficiencies of the status quo
ond throu~gh their efforts a financial grant was made available to UCLA to conduct
an in-depth study of the aircraft mechanic occuptien.
This study was to determne which sbjects a mechanic should know, the skill levels which should be
required in each category, and the best w;ays in which to impart this education
and training.
This project has now been in progress for several years, ably l.'
by Dr. Allen.
They have come up with very significant findings and recommendations,
Some 0f our schools have been privileged to participate to some extent
in this project and have found it most enlightening.
Dr. Al.ens studies have
resulted in the_- formulation of a proposed modern curriculum.
Thin has been coordinated with inooutry and submitted for coment to the Aviation Technician Education Council, our ;theol organization.
After many months of mcetingS, consultations and revisions we finally achieved

almost unanimous ratification

1967.
Now, more than one and one-half years later we are still
ing action fron FAA headquarters.

in

April

impatiently await--

Most of the school administrators feel that the new curriculum will be
a giant step forard in producing a more effective graduate.
Several schools,
including minc, took immediate action to revise and rew,rite instructional material,
and to make the expendi ures necessary to equip for the new curriculum.
But,
the wheels of the Gods grind slowly!
I sincerely hope chat this effort on my part to tell it Lhe way it is
will start the ball rolling toward closer co-operation between the schools, FAA
and all segments of the industry. We should initiate immediate Joint action to
give the recruitment systemi a badly needed shot in the arm, and
I have some suggestions.
First, the "grease monkey" image still
persists in the minds of many
youngsters, and in the minds of nearly all their parents.
We must glamToulize the
aircraft mechanic occupation through a joint public relations program vhich 1-1 1
cause a constantly increasing number of better qualified young men to investigato
this field. The term "mcchanic must be dropped and superceded by "t'chnician,"
a similar change was made in auiny other industries a long time ago.
The schools henceforth should be certificated as "Aviation Technician
Schools", and the student objective should be the "FAA Airframe & Powerplant
Technician Certificate".
1 have been personally urging FAA to make these changes
for more than 10 years, and I now sincerely hope that they will become effective
concurrently with the revision of Part 147, the new curriculum.
Immediately following these changes should be an intensive FAA - industry educational pitch, on a
nati ,nwlde basis, directd at high school counsellors, keeping them thoroughly informed of the outstanuing opportunities inherent in this occupation.
May I repeat,
these steps are absolutely essential if we are to attract a greater number of scho-
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la stic

do

wui-

torcruftment
t
rcse

Problem, or convey the

vdea
that our probilem are over If t"hat one i& iolved. We reall'e that we must also
emphas-ze ard constantly conccrn ourselves with the adequ.:y of instruction. This
eans enaintainfng contact with industry to constantly deter'nine 'the general accaptebility of recent graduates, and cio keep updated on proposed changes and nethods
Ad by the way, In some cases these curwhih m-ay require curiculum revisions.
We als- have
riculum reviniens result in tncrease4 zosts and tuition charges.
the constant ,rebie of procuring aid retaining a competeutr faculty, one comprised
or men who have hd actual experience on :he industry firing line. Then there Is
the proble.- of trying to hee the faculty current wfth the latest Otangem ii equipaere
i
;tn
ragly urge the creation of a joint schoolment and practicea
airline com.tte.e to try to work out an Industry-4ide plan or policy under which
cur faculty-oembers could work with selected industry maintenance crews or schools,
for perfsds of one to No weeks at a time, at the expense of the school, of course.
I feel confident that jeint -oommitees could work out many mutually advantageous
innovations in this area.
The objective of rhic pper, assigned to me by FAA, was to define the
funcd!onpe and reaiponibilities of A&P Schools in the maintenance reliability system.
I auvpect that up to tbis point I have not done so. A counle of weeks ago as I sat
ezrhbSlinf my outline, and pondering the Fequence In which my points should be presenpted, I Lecaae convinced that it would be futile to S-ate the idealistic factors
only, witho4. first treaing with The factors which up to now have made it Impossible to fully achieve rho ideals.. I think it is of the utmost importance that all
of us thoroughly understand these problems ind work jointly toward their elinination. I believe that a majority of the certificated schools have a sound perspective of their functione and responsibilities, and do their best to carry them out.
To aid in this, the schools ba;e their own national organization, "The Aviation
Tectnicizn Education Council", which ntmbers more than 60 certificated schools irt
its w sbernhbp. The purpose of thi, council is to provide a medium of communication
through wshich ideas and information may be Interchanged for the purpose of producing
mutual self -.improvement.
I have discusse4 the substance of the title of this paper with <sveral
now try to set forth what we collectively feel to
school administrators and ill
be oLr functions and responsibilitieso First, the school must sell aviation to a
prospect who is at leanit a high school graduate, not interested in college at that

time, has some knowledge of acience, and thinks he would iike to work with Ms hands,
He should also be of good health and character. The school must ;<aen carefully screen
all avallaioic applican'a for the purpose of selecting only those who appear qualiftcd, and capable of completing the required training. Those selected must then
be taught the basic aerodynamics, physics, mathematics, etc., to equip them to absorb the knowledge necessary to a thorough understanding of the theory and principles of the various powerplants and their components, airframes and their components atd systems, electricity and basic electron zs.
In addition, thc tstudent munt be required to work wiLh all the necessary
hardware, equipment, treiniwrg axds, etc._ to enable him to put his thciretical
training into practice while developing the necessary manipulk:ive ct'tlls to qualify him for initial employment. He must be taught drafting s a blueprint reading
to a level where he can interpret maintenance manuals, Feder ai Air Regulations, and

engineering specifications. He must be taog;ht the care and use of fine tools,
Lhat he nw: t always use the right -.ol for the job, that he must keep 'limself
and his v- k area clean and orderly, He must be taught to determine whether a
reup air .s right or wrong, ; nd that there is no such category as "good enough".
He
tms be 1pade to thoroughly undertttand thiat the Aviation Maintenance Technizian is
the absoliute benchmark of air safety, and that he muet foreve: be aw.'re of his
moral and Ilegal responsibilities. He must be taught to %work safely, and always be
conscio~is of the saf ety of others with whom, and for whom, he is working,
We must
also Indoctrinatkn him with the !iea fthat the completion of A&F School is only the
first ster, in Iis -iviatlon educatfon, that hie iL.st constantly seek opportunities
to add to hi,, 'knTowledge znd education and to mak , himself more valuable to his
eTmiloyie . L, summary, it i.sthe responsibility of the school to feed into industry
a coo'ntiou.p suppl. of men pi.ssessing the best gene -al aviation and technical edu'cation ccn2;istent with the:,x own inherent capabilites, and to eliminate those
who cannot ;-nke Cie grade.
The man they pass to industry is not a specialist but
he sho_ ]d hava- a sound 'eic knowledge and understanc7ng of the theory and construc-tion cf the entire ircroft, its poweplants, its sy6,ems, their individual operation, xara 'nctionq,
an d their basi,. inter-relatIonship to each other and to the
entire, aircraft, When relised to industry he also possesses a Federal A&P Certi',cLe which firmly es-ablihes a yardstick of his knowledge. There could be added
to these a long litof suppleme-tary ecncepts which naturally accrue to the student
, '-o rece,,-vvs his education through -a soundly-structured technical curriculum wi.th
e,2rs having objectives tdcntical to his. Thank you.
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TRAINING IN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING
A BRITISH APPROACH
Introduction.
In discussing a British Approach to Training In Aircraft laintenance
Engineering bef6ro an experienced audience such as yourselves,

I will

concentrate on two major differences between the situations which eEj.st
In the United States and the United Kingdom.

These are,

firstly the

environment in which we are training and.aecondly our very high reliance
on internally organised apprenticeship scmhmes in which boys start with
the major British cfirlines at the age of 16.
'Lil Znvironment.

Lot us consider now the environment, in which we operate.

lie must

always remember that we are using a mean/mchine combination; either
ira
component of this combination may bc/compatible with the other.
dealing with the training of the man we must, therefore,
account of the changing nature of the machine.

Zn

take due

In addition,

the effect

of the external constraints which surround the actual task to be performed
by th. man/machine unit must be understood.

Such contraints may be of a

physical and tangible nature, or they =ay be regulatory controls.
The current state-of-the-art in the major long-haul airlines of the
World is

dictated by the technological achievements of the 3.707/DC-8/VC. 10.

type of aircraft.

We recognize that we have a well eutablished baseline

of knowledge and skills which is appropriate to those fleets.

Introduction

of the wide-Cuselage high capacity equipment such as the B.747/DZ-l0/L.1011
will certi"'nij be an evolutionary process from a technician's point of view;
indeed the BAC/Sud Concorde,

although it

will quicken the pace, will not be

a revolutionary stop.
however, the ever-increasing emphasis on cost reduction and high
utilisation with our next generation of aircraft brings one particular
area of the airline maintenance orgaadsation very clearly into focus - that
of the associated ground equipment.

In fact, if I may digress from the main

theme, we have found ourselves being drawn into entirely new areas of
Uelivered at the FAA Symposium THE MAN IN THE MAINTENANCE RELIABILITY
SYSTEM , at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, U.S.A., 3-5 December, 1968, by
D. Hyde, Engineering Training Manager, BOAC.

imPorttnt tecinnical respon . oilities, such as the mintenance of tape
controlled automatic check(

t equipment, Nyqui.t plotters associated with

the functioning of powered flying contre?

nits and even thn sopiisticatea

electronic2 of automatt- freight warehouses.

The ancilliary trauesmen who

are engaged In these activities may not be an aircraft maintenance
responsibility in all airlines, buL I am sure that you will acknowledge
the increasing need for their skills to be CquivUlLnt

to those

oriing

directly on the aircraft tap-k.
A progTessive integration within the sysiems of the aircraft Is also
an important factor.

Althou,;h

Chere have becn

,r-eat odrides made in the

development of automatic checkout equipment during the lost decade, I do
believe that we still rely on the basic trouole-shooting skills of
individual man in the vast majority of situations.
give you tne impression that we are st.Lt
if in doubt, throw it cut

the

i do not mean

tc

entirely governed by the

philosophy of componen, replacement - but

merely that effective checkout equiDaent has tended not To keep pace
with the introduction of the more sophisticed hardware and systei'A.
SLDE I
4e are,

therefore,
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%ith what often axounts to a cnnfY,:iin
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rec

',.
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methods and course contents.

liiJideiitally it is, of course, wiac to

have a member of the Inspectioni.uality Coot, .
invoived In thi

organisation directly

"hatchet" activity. Never'..ieless, if time permits

a deta&lld definition and analycis will still provid6 tha mosb

compr-. ensive

infomation, some of which could be used for other than training purposes.
Aart from training on opec i-c equipr2urts,
prograse of supervisory training.

we are also conducting a

The larger sigricance of incidents

and delays due to faulty ma;ntenance, aith inc-asing aircraft size and cost,
has led us to concentrats on thr technical management aspects of the supervisors
job.

Startiag with a refr,:s"her on the cverall responsibilitiez and

techniques evailab'

the subect of documentation is covered ia detail

and ipsakers frow the Technical itecords and -uality Control Unitz explain
their own control systeris and rt-porting procedures.
from dtfferent work areas, and involving a senior

By selecting staff

enmber of line

management towaidi the eno of the course, an interesting and USL.
fertilisetion of tdeas has resulted.

Au

cross-

Sugestions made durin6 the courses

have been actioned and improvei. ents to the systemi have resulted,

A well

trained superviaory st ff is certainly a key factor.
In addition to conventional off-the-Job classroom training, increasing
effort i& now belng applied in the use of audio-.visual aids for on-t!. 'job
demonettations during off-peak periods and when a specific need-to-know arise,

8&

The impact of uuy cormplex wr!tten or oral aistrucions can be

rectly-

Closed loop Glmfi

enhanced by t'e use of a dynamic visual display,

vhlch are caszette loaded into back-proJector8. :Lus eaablng theu
be used by any Individual at the press of a buttoi

television syssm.

L

are orn.5,Iutiop.

a closed circuit

video-tae recordizns in

Another Is the use oi

to

ganaral you are wore advaaced the-n oursel'iez

in the application of such aids, and I can beat sq.ariss their advantagas
by quoting an old Chinaea

aayinl- "I rea-r

d I forg t-,

X aao ao

1I

remember, I do and i uneJerstand%
-he Results,
rooking now at the results of our traiaizg patterns,
*.rstly

the achievements of

our ex-apprentices,

established apprenticeship schene in
years now - but remember tha-

tiis.

le

us considez

ihere haa been ar

'Kth BjAC and BiA for nearly 20

means that the oldest of the

ex-trainees are only now in their mid-30's.

Clearly their full ipact

is yet to be felt, but already the; are occupying a wide rrn-e of Jobs in
our Engineering and "aintenance Divisloy.n, as well as related taske &uch
Engineering;
in fact we are sometimes accused of trainipg for tot'
as Flight
high an academic standard with the result that tne technical offices get a
disproportionately large benefit from our schemes,

Certainly some of the

"high flyers" are taking Uniy'"sity Degree Course& and others
have even
completed post-graduate level studies in Air Transport Engineering, but
the numberv in the shop floor areas are also beginning to build up. Surveys
and opinions from the shop floor supervisors indicate, in general, a
strong preference for the young ex-apprentice over the extc.nal recruits.

An important intangible benefit 6hould reoult froa
amd rapport between,

Wtter comnuntcationsF!

sayp the technical off..ces v' d the pr.duction areas

as there groups of young men move up the echelons of wipervtsion and
mamagent.
However, there i

one area on the office side in which we have had

difficulty in attracting suffieent of our internally trAined men until
very recently aM that iS in the plan.ing and production dcparteents.
The enIneering development JoDs are always conbistently more popular.

This

pr( blem really Is a vicious circle as those who come to the end of t Ar
apprenticeship, or post apprentice technical tralnin.

see that ,,ere

are few of their well qualified predecessors in the production side end
therefore tend to shy away from these areas.
As far as termination rate- are concerned we have found tliat,

until

several y, ars ago, the wastage after completion of apprenticeship was
apprasiwAtely the same as for adult industrial staff.

The pattern was also

directly comparable, with high rates initially followed by a low constant
rate after a period of some 5 years employment, by which time approximately
half the original intake had left the airline,

In the last two years

there has been a sigificant reduction Lxithese wastage rates,

There are

a iiumbtr of influences at work simultaneously, but a predominant factor
has probably been the availability of continued sponsorship for those
completing technicians course Certificates during the first two years
after apprenticeship - a tltae when the termination rates are normally
highest.

However, let me emphasise that we will always place a high

value on those individuals who leave us to get experience in other
airlines, but later rejoin the fold; we already have quite a number in
this category.

j..

it the area of adult tehnicians traintng, I hope that I have not given
you the impression that tiere is no place for the classical approach of
skills analysis, job description and measurement of initial and terminal
behavtour, involving the detailed analysis and recording of the knowiedae
and skill content of all individual jobs performed,

Roweva,r, when the

end products of costs, technical delays and incident rates due to faulty
maintenance are preasing hard, an engineer's compromise solution can be
the best investment,

Line

ianage.ent must still

have the responsibility

for ensuring the effectiveness of training by
SL.Y"

6

firstly, statiug how they propose to use their manpower
secondly, making anequate allowances for training in their manpower
buagets

and thirdly, sending their
vianagement,

en on the courses that they, line

rcquested,

As far as the future is concerned, training must form a part of an
integrated approach to the wnole problem of aircraft maintenance and
overhaul; the image of the aircraft mainenance

techn;

un

needs to be

fully recognised and the development of automatic checkout equipment
to its full potential will have an important effect on the combination
of skills and knowledge required,
high level technician.

ranging from the pns", ' o monitor to the

Perhaps the oniy thing we uan be sure of bei-g

constant in the industry is change.

.......................
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r: j e! t TRANSiTIC'

I am indeed honored t,- be with you this afte: oon.

The the-me of the conference reflects the

,-ntinuing need for high!y

trainable men as an essential ingredient in an aircraft maintainability
s y stem.

My purpose in spealing today is to tell you about an important manpower
potential for you - the returning serviceman.

During this liscal year and those following,
will be leaving

over 900, 000 individuals

the niiitary services and joining the veteran's ranks.

I would like to give you a profile of these young people.

-

They average about 22-!/2 years of age.

-

About 75% are high school graduates.

Tihey have been through a disciplined experience.
- They have leai ,ed responsibi
-

ty.

Many have found a leadership potential they did not know
they possessed.

- About 30% say they would follow a good job to a new location.
- They have their service obligation behind them.
SvmpoF-;ium, THE MAN IN FHE MAINTENANCE
.P ,r prst( ted to tht, r'AA Maintcnanc'
RE!LIABIITI'['Y SY.
, at ( klajrma Citv, Dcct-mber 3-5, 196o, by (ol . J. K.
of Vof t-nse (Ma,.ower &
Johnson, USM C Ofi ic, 4 t.he Assi st ant Sc rtary
Rt,rv, Atfairs)

-They

know,\ thiat they live in a time Ahen knovled'e and

skill mean Job success,
-They

xvant to mnake a posilive contribution to American life,

if the 3npport unity is presentcd.

In Tanuary of this year the Department of 1Defense established Project
TRANSITION to h -p these men bridge -Ihe gap between mrilitary service and
their reentry into civilian life.

We recognize that in today's economy the

return a mnan can obtain from a job is related to the amount of education
and skill knowledge which he can bring tc that job.

We also recognize that

the problemn still1 remains one of k -Ling the right men into gco-'.A
0-te demnands are high and the wages are good.

ce thes

So, the great task 'is to ;fln'
tra ning that are -cirdto

c -noto the tv, es of tfxA ical

r-ieeL your industrial demands.

Under Pr,).ed T'RAN51TIO>0" we set about to tackle this problem-.

The Pres iu>-.,

in his M'vanpower Message to Congress in 1967,

reported

i he had asked the Steretary oi Defense to provide maximurn inservice
tra nng and education to men.

He statedt that he- wanted all military service

to lead to productive careers.

Following his guidance we first turned o , attention to identifying the
*

targ,-t

groups.

We est-blish1ed the f'ollowirig priorities:

- The combat

.isabled.

- Those with no civilian-re!ated military skill.
Many ini this group are the combat men who have served in
Vietnam and they form our rmajor target group.
- Those with lower educational achievement.
ST.ose with civilian-relk ed skills which require upgrading
to meet the needs of potential employers.
- Those retiKL

personnel who need a boost to good job

runitie s.
-

Those who desire to gain a new skill.

While we keep these priorities in mind in developing our training programs,
I must say that we have been quite overwhelm-nned by the response of all
Between 65 and 707o' of the men

reLurning se,. -icernen to the program.

with six months or less of service rernainin, v;ho plan on leaving the service
tell us they want assistance.
Our pogram is

lesigned to provide four basic services:

- Counselina-to help men sort out the options available to the-n.
-

Training, to provide skills for which industry has a spC ific
requirement.

-

Education largely to provide an opportunity to complete
high school equivalency program.

3

Placement assistance to link these mnm to civilian job
oppor.unities.

We now have V4 installations in the United States and overseas where
&ir program is

in operation.

We are planning to expand it. further to

accommodate as many men as possible.

I would like to tell you something about how we reach +he

We provide a questionnaire to all servicemen in the United States and
at some Air Force installations ove seas wh
tine remaining.

Fi-st

have six mont-

active service

We do this for several reasons.

we purposely have concentrated our TRANSITION prograrm in these

last few niont s of serv.ce.

Second, we wxant to sort out tho-e who desire Co go on to a career as a

soicr,

sai'or, airman or Marine.

Third, we wish to give these men som.e way of indicating the kinds of'

assistance they desire.

Our counselors

examine these questionnaires,

administered ritonthly as nure

n'n

becomie eligible.

which are

After appropriate

di-ussion periods, the counselors then help to arrange for the necessary
inservice training or education programs and job placement help.

We believe that these last six months are an opportune tine for
These men are less"

young men to start thinking about their future.
likely, to bc

rarnsferred and can be

personnel records,

rc-ached.

easily

some evidence of how they

1

We have tiieir

ave performred and what

* assistance they mnay need.

Our guiding -'rinciple

has been not to duplicate what other agencies

in the public and private sec-,or can p. -,vide, but
resources closer to the men befo'-'
me

ne rely t~o br ing these

they scatter all over the nation.

Let

demonstrate to you how,; this is now being done.

We have concentr-ted on a skii

training program,

since alrnost

70% choose to go this rjoite rather trian -'-e r the education 7natf-.

Our

first task has hcen to set on tr-aining p rugran-s wh ,-h a r - responsive to
the needs (,' business and industry.

W e rcco gn iz e G thb' t wve vt)u 1d n k)t bt- a b' e

r
~oa c c (or)ninio da t e a! I men(

because of thet time elenment o t the availability of 1,esourc es.

Bikt we

have been continuiolsly broadt-ning the, base oi our training p rogr-).m.

We took a unique plunge.

We ha-'e

gone.

to the business community

and have asked it to provide training on or near a military base in the
skills for which it has

specific requirements. This training is mounted

and financed by the companies involved.

The company supplies the

instructor and equipment.

We supply the manpower resource and in

many cases the facilities,

We have also asked industry to provide us

with company training opportuniti-s, or available jobs, for those who
could not be given training prior to their discharge.

We now have some 50 large companies and some 400 sr
*

ornlpanies supplying us with training opportunties,
industry represented

tler

The auornobile

by General Motors, Ford and Volkswagen of

America have opened up their regular training facilities near some o
our military bases.

Men successfultv cornpetir , these co-urses

running four hours a day for 12 weeks

-

-

usSaCly

are fhen offered jobs wil , dcal .t-s

While they are in training, conniJy reprcs 'ntatiwesami -ur counso; rs
begin to line the men up fo- jobs near their hrretovn or

sSon, otier

area of their choice.

Lockhnec, is prcparine pipefittors in
is preparing office machine r,'atir11n.
ing service station managers.

i6

Taccnia,

S veral oi

Was

ir, gn,

arid IBM

co
! <O,:U.s are t'i

n-

Sears, Montgonc

C,

y Ward and j.

Penoc y are offe ring --- aining

for jobs in their service departments, namely

Beyond this,

limited ori-the-jol

)ri

a lar-

r

r~

is

tra

ins.
irrn

h,

rt'qu,

this _'i~

erc---

in

SC.

vIIv c

We

encouraging.

Wo graduatiy are building
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;

ttin

-ilk
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tn

m-en trained accc -ding to
NFhule ec~nvra
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ts own
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Iror ,dlv K. >,z
.1t."nec1 our cfforts to moi.,tO5

j3~l'

T 1,1, 0 jutvt~~O~

'lte~

I(lstry

it.'ri t

j

p bc

somne 20-30 comp,'ri~es are

We are g 'ting our roen ;'ito very mieaningu

indust-

trAin'ng progr.-M- i
in

insta hat .n,

s b-' ai rost

%WL: recall

011u

This may include companie-s surlyin-.g

of assistance.

nI'On a,"~

Inc

A

-tation or training in the plant or co7-.pan-y office.

For example-, at one iniiry
in',

applianci-6.

each initaflation has sought to involve local

regional industry near the base.

P vi

ttoniesand

-id r ov
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' kc to mic iin

v,!
0

1

r e fIN t,11c o'riito

of thI.

t

First, wlc arc using th 7 t raini

many rnilitary bac es.
vide training.

W-,,

T he T_ s,

rQus whic)h a rt! a /a i'

ng

o rnc F'ederii

i-c cal i U~p;ii

Office E. -partrr

'ft and Depa

ci

4

nent

r

'po

iA gri:

provide training for new posta; workeri- and engi -'ering field
respectively.

We a!-

hI,

KU'-e

irles

have 50 cour es financed U.y tlhe Manpowc,

Development and rraining Acl fu! -s of the Departm- -Tt of Labc
contract with private concerns or educati -r',l

'-.c.
u

L stitut ions for the traniv>'

of service t,,po personnel.

G-overnment placemnent s

.,vic es .~r,

at the conclus ion of their training,

m,

11

-State Emplovnment Services o
co~icerning the employment c--"po

.e avaliable to idvo~
nor;v-illy dor
c

provide ir-

in

-cc vays:

rvto

un-ties in tY>.j a u-, a

inividual desires to sett-t
Jhe
-~

The Depa rtrient cif Defense offeris opp-ortunit
erceto individuals througli itscmpt
pro grarn.

The
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Civil' Ser-vice
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1onms
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roenti elsewhere in the Fe deial cli vii s er-vice, strue t,;r-u.
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On our education program.
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levJel.
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college.

vie have followed

In establishing the program I have- just descr ' od
certain basic guideinres:

We ha e deccnotralizcd ope rations so that iridistry. can

-)rl, ouit

mrutual arrangements with our installation personnel.,
We- havte asked corn-landcrs to arrang,- for onl-duty release time
mnis sionriq~onns

for training when c orsi~tent with their basic
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Where Do We Stand Today with Respece to this Program?
- .'rom January through AuguA.t we have provided job training or
education courses for 20, 000 men.

- An additional 13, 000 are currently in training.

- Our goal is to try to reach approximately 500, 000 each year by
questionnaire, to counsel some 350, 000 and to provide training
for about 1S0 000.

Let me take a few moments to discuss your possible role in our
program.

There are three approaches.

First, since we are training some men in job areas of specific
interest to you, we might encourage men to participate in training
programs you may now have, or may establish, near our military
bases.

We recognize that the training these men now possess are

very specialized in nature.

Yet, we feel that they can be trained

quickly to meet your requirements, 'pointing ultimately to FAA certification if required.

We are certain that many of our trained men would

like to continue in the Aviation field.
also may desire to, enter this field.

The men of our main target group
They could do so through a course

of training you may wial , to provide on or near a military base.
10

T
Under this plan, men can attend these courses prior to their
separation from active service.

This means that DoD will provide

the men and house and feed them.

You may provide the training at

your expense and conduct courses to meet your specific requirements.
Of course I must reiterate that we are principally concerned about the
m~en of our major target group who entered the service with no civilian
skill and have not gained such a skill during their military service.
We wish to increase their chances of

meaningful jobs.

Another way you may wish to participate is by providing training
for servicemen after their separation.

Under this plan, prospective

employers make known to the Defense Depirtment those training programs
that are available within their companies.

These notices to the Defense

Department indicate the skills for which training is being offered and
the location of the training sites.

The company also offers placement

upon successful completion of training.

These notices are sent to

military posts and stations for the use of counselors in referring men
to industry training programs.

A third method of participation lies in direct job placement of
already trained men.

The interested company provides Defense Depart-

ment with notices of available jobs.
11

These notices provide sufficient

information to identify the desired skills necessary for the man-job
match.

It also provides information for trained servicemen who may

be interested in working for your company.

Again, these notices are

sent to counselors for use in referring men to your appropriate offices.
In all three of these approaches, we in the Pentagon would plan
for you to work closely with TRANSITION representatives at nearby
military bases to make necessary arrangements and to promote the
interchange of appropriate information.
How many men are we talking about when we refer to men who
possess some related, but specialized, aircraft maintenance skill?

During FY 68, the military Services ieleased approximately
49, 000

men.

In FY 69 we anticipate that 45, 500

will separate from

active duty.

These men have skills that vary from the giant jet engine mechanic
to the small utility aircraft engine mechanic and from the aircraft
electrician to the instrument technician.

As most of you know, our military technical schools provide
specialized training in maintenance.

Many of our men have accumulated

years of experience working at various levels of competence onmilitary
aircraft, within definite limits of specialization.
12

But when these men decide to leave the military Service, they find
difficulty in finding employment in civil

aviation because of the

specia!ist nature of their training and experience.

They cannot become

certificated maintenance technicians without additional training.

In February 1967, FAA and DoD took initial steps to resolve the
problem.

A series of meetings were held to provide FAA with background

information regarding the procedures used by the Military Services in
training and using their maintenance men.
Representatives of FAA visited several military training centers to
discuss the methode used in establishing and updating curricula, the skill
training and practical factors testing, the production and maintenance of
training materials, the methods of achievement testing, and the utilization
of personnel after training.

Upon this basis, a tentative program was to be examined which
would provide a. means whereby military aircraft maintenance men
could receive partial credit toward FAA certification.

If the proposed program proves feasible, I am certain that it will
be attractive to our dischargees.

We have many letters on file from our

men who desire assistance in obtaining relief from the present methods
of the certification process.
13

I-ldet-C,
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-f o- ;r

AN k. C

tTrRAN"'Is are atterplin,

t

Pre-

par,- for th'e FAA examination for niaii,tenane technician certificaition
in vocational training schools.

We look forward to an early aipproval of the provosed program or
to an alterndative method of capitalizing upon the trained manpower
resources who leave the military.

What I have presented to you here today is both an opportunity an,
a challenge.

It is an opportunity bec aise it helps you to tap a very valuable
manpower resource which is already well-mo ^vated,

It is an opportunity in that it provides you with a means for tailoring
a program to fit some of your unique requirements.

It is a challenge in that it helps you to find additional ways of helping
these young men, who have served their &7ountrywell, to find new avenues for their energies - avenues which lead to a pitoductive,

economi- life.

It is a challenge in 'hat it helps you to partfipate hopefully in a
venture where the opportunity for innovation beems limitless.

14

II

I believe 1 ha 'e oitlined to you here today enough of the pt'ogram
so that you might

,

ways in which you can participate.

We will be happy to work with you.

May I express my personal appreciation for the opportunity to

I.

talk briefly with you about Project TRANSITION.

May I also extend

to you the best wishes of Assistant Secretary of Defense, Alfred B. Fitt,

I
!

.

who has the basic responsibility for this program.

11
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The 6ioal of the Seventies

H. F. Har ro gnar-er
Avionics Engineering
Eastern Airlines
and
1968 Chairman
Ak"cnics Maintenance Conference

Gentlemen, the world has shrunk a lot during the past t-%nty years.
Today,
you can make a telephone cll
from New York to Paris within minutes, read the
European edition of the New York Times whose text was transmitted directly from
N' .,w York to the Europe~n printing plant via satellite data communications and
you can turn t., your favorite TV channel and see a riot while it's
taking place
in Timbuctu.
You can get on an airplane in Los Angeles and arrive in Australia
just a few hours later.
I was even able .o get to Oklahoma City from Miami. in
some six hours.
To get here from arywhere, as you know, is a challenge.
Gentiei: .n, time has shrunk.
We feel so crowded now that world laders are
probing the far reach-s of space while at the same time looking to the ocean
depths for continued sustenance
One big reason the world has been shrinking
is that otu airplanes have gotten bigger and faster.
Considerations of safety,
co fort, economdcs and public interest have increaied in importance.
The
application of rtliable aircraft systems helped to make this progress po-sible.
We are about to experience ar-ther level of increase in our business. Aircraft
speeds will more than double with the ad-cnt of the SST, p
jenger capacities
will greatly increase with the inauguration of jumbo jets
d we will make
increaseu use of new technol ies in just about all systems aboard these new
transports.
Wlhile we, today, ake important. decisions concernirg equipment

for tomorrow's aircraft, we have to make sure that we take a systems approach.
This means that we must consider the application of tomorrow's equipment aboa-d
'morrow's
aircraft.
WJhile great strides are being made in avionics through
the application cf integrated electronics, modular construction, advanced
computerized testing features, we must not forget people. It is through people
we must make the greatest strides.
New systems must be ci" sound design and be able to stand the test of time.
There is no place in a modern aircraft for gadgets. We laugh at the style
cycles of womens apparel which seems to ha,e reached a new ultra high in the

past year.

Yet one sees the same pattern in some technical areas.

*.e had the

Gay Nineties, Roaring Twenties and here in Oklahoma the Dusty Thirties, an,
today in avionics we have the 1ionitorinEg Sixties.
Many of us in the industry

feel this may be as hazardous as the Dusty Thirties.

regarding rule ric.Jification by thr- FAA.
he stated that trie FAA te 'Is to be
parrot-like in its approach 'c a new system in that the parrot will hold
firmly on with one claw while the other claw has established a new position
in a pz-qitive manner.
I have a small word of cion to the keepers of the
noble -arrot.
Please don't let him get attache,
oo firmly to th, branch of
the avionics tree that is laheled monitor.
It is very rotten, suffering
from carcinoma and will soon breal' from its malignant grovrth of monitors to
validate monitors. I cite you the recent radio altimeter designs where
approximately 50% of the circuitry is devoted to monitoring.
We can make good strides through the epplicati'n of new technologies, more
effective tra nin-; close industry cooperation and better understanding
between the air±.Lncs and regulatory bodies. I'll now discuss one element
in greater detail as applied to RELIABILITY - THE GOAL OF 'I;
SEviEmS.
The past decade has seen the rise of flight directors, advanced automatic
flight control systems, doppler navigation and other sophisticated avionic
devices.
We are now rapidly becoming involved with systems such as inertial
navigation, area navigation, clear air turbulence, collision a-cidance, data
links and satel"ite communications.
Sophisticated passenger entertainment
facilities ave planned for the next generation aircraft. Movies, stereophonic
music and all kinds of announcement services. Just about everything short of
dancing girls. Gertlemcn, all these systems require integration into the
airframe and must be interconnected. This means a great increase in aircraft
wirir,
connectors and splices.
What development J i technology can be applied to maintain ;-liability with
this increased i,,.erconnection problem? The multiplex concept? The first
large scale application in the commercial aircraft of this concept will be

the B-747 entertainmnot system. Proof of this :oncept will provide the basis
for serial transmission of information to all related systems and instruments
on the aircraft through a limited number of coaxial cables of high integrity.
This will provide the flexibility of routing essential signals over alternate

cablirZ runs and keep the requi; ment for redundant transmission circuits to
the minfrim ....another key factor in overall systems reliability. It is also
substantially enhanced fhrough the close cooperation between fhe rany airlines

to provide standardi7aticn of :11vionic equipment.
Industry characteristics and guidance have been developed for years by AY'C,
the Airlines i'lect-rnic Engineering Com; ittee headed by Mr. T'filiiam Carries
of ARIN . In addition to preparing these characteristics 1 am certain that
Mai of all the branches of avionics have been kept abreast of all new
developments by attending meetings of this fine organization.
At the AFTC
meeting in 1954 it became apparent that in addigJon to an industry avionics design

group, some beedba ;k was needed from the personnel who feed anJ care for all the
fine devices designed by AF,G, some of which left, something to be desired in
In reliability amnd maintainability.
In the first couple years Maintna,,ce

Meetings were tacked on tu AM iec 4tings. As the attendance reached a
sufficient level the organizatioi bcame an entity. Attendance grew until
at our last APU meeting hold in Tulsa, there were 315 present. Our original
organization was called AER4...the Airlines Electronics Maintenance Meeting
but in 1966 was changed to the Avionics Maintenance Conference (AMC), which

is an acronym for the Airline's Militant Comraderie.
AMC is a loosely structured organization which is run by a six man Planning
Committee and one vary important millwright who knows just wViere to squirt a
little oil or which button to push. This millwright is Bill Smoot who has
been our Secretary from ARINC since our inception.
Other members of the Planning Group this year are: (1) Jan Schoehuizen Who
heads up IEFA at KI4; (2) another member of our Planning Group is John Glenn
and John had things in orbit long before Mercury. John represents the regional
carriers but since the Air West amalgamation, this region covers all west of
the Mississippi river; (3) Our new member at large, elected this year, is
Dave Foster of GMATS. (As a former President of GM, Charles Wilson, who
admitted to foot in mouth disease said "What's good for GM is good for the
country"). Ie, therefore, look to Dave for our program relative to the large
corporate air fleets because what's good for GM is good for everyone; (4)
Mr. Wesner of National also joined our group this year representing the
Domestic Trunks; and (5) Allan Brown of TIA rounds out our Planning Group.
Allan has done many good jobs for A1C in the past and we expect big things
from him in the future.
In addition to our normal Planning Group, during the past year three Task
Groups have been very active. Alan Carmel has headed up TG-1OO which is
concerned with Technical Documentation which includes Service Buletins,
Service Letters, and all types of manuals. While we can't really force a
manufacturer to comply, sooner or later he may get the message at the market
place. Ken Moe of United chaired TG-102 which developed our industry MTBF
reporting system. The Europeans have reported reliability for some time with
good results. Our third quarter report is now in process. Our most recent
Task Group is TG-103 which covers Test Equipment. Duke Gentile of Braniff
is the able task-master of this endeavor. Somehow we have to develop checkers
to check the checkers, or in any case trace the lineage of our volts to the
Bureau of Standards.
There may be solid barriers between the marketing departments of airlines
during the rush of "putting something else" up in the air, but we of the AMC
work closely together to keep that "something else" flying. We tell each other
of effective engineering and maintenance ideas through ou. newsletter "Plane

Talk" which is published monthly through the able editorship of Bill Smoot,
our Secretary. Plane Talk covers unusual problems, fixes, and vendor Service
Bulletins related to avionics equivr.ent. On a quarterly basis, it now also

publishes the equipment reliability statistics furnished by 28 airlines from
all over the world. We hope to expand this coverage as the success of this
program unfolds.
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fs most of you already know, AM is an organization of airline avionics
People who get together onet 7ach year to help each other with avicnics
problems. Part of our meting is devoted to a symposium with presentationa
by experts in various areas that appear on the horizon. Symposium reminds
m ot a story.....one of vW Project Engineers attended a communications
symposium two years ago. He attended one particular session because a lerned
professor type researcher from Princeton's Institute of Advance Studies waa to
present a new approach to communications encoding. After 20 minutes of real
long haired discussion and the sho.ing of many equations on the board, my man
knew what had happened but he was beat to the punch by another learned prc'6ssor
frm ZM who stood up in the middle of the room to asy..."Doctor, haven't you
In faot reinvented the Morse Code all over again?"
Back to AIC...well, we
make sure that doesn't hhppen to us because frankly, we can't afford the
expense of reinventing solutions to problems that have already been solved.
Plane Ta2k, airline tie lines and our annual symposium keep the information
flowing between airline technical people....even on an international scale.
I want to tell you about this symposium because that's the big event of the
year in avionic maintenance and engineering. The next gathering will be held
-at the Men Roc hotel right on Miami Beach this coming May. In preparation
of this aymposium, we, the users of airline avionics equipment, develop a set
of questions directed to the equipment suppliers.
These questions deal with
specific problems, poor reliability and other important aspects rolative to
avionics equipment.
This information collected from all member airlines is
distributed to the vendors who try to work out &swers. These questions are
frankly discusied at the open forum held during our annual symposium.
Often,
we in the airlines receive good solutions to our problems. When we don't we
tell
the vendors to go home and do more homework.
Our vendors occasionally feel that we in AM just stir
up troubled air, but
the best way to detect these turbulent currents and avoid them is to supply
troublefree black boces that just keep on f3ying.
In fact, we in the AM
are probably the best salesmen for avionics suppliers with good equipment.
I think that all supplier firms agree that the integrity of our friendly
group is above reproach.
We also recognize that technology marches on. The symposium features for
that reason presentations by industry noteworthies telling us what lies
ahead and how much more the avionics tree is branching out.
As Chairman of AM, I want to invite you toMiami Beach in Msay.
Mr. Jim
Hemingway of the FAA has joined us maxr times and hopes that mar of you will
join him this year. We feel that the avionics interface is rapidly becoming
less well defined while our systems reach into nearly every aspect of the
aircraft. Your support and understanding is important to us becauso that is
the basis for permitting us to realize our goal for the seventies. It Is
through people we make progress.
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It is a pleasure for me to speak to you in this symposium, especially
because this years theme, "Man in the Mainteianoe Reliability System a Positive View" offers a considerable range of aspects that are worthwhile
to be discussed.
The theme has attracted us to that extend that we decided to contribute
a presentation of our views, our philosophy and experience in this
interesting field.

So we are discussing man, man in our industry, that is, man in aircraft
maintenance. But you will no doubt agree, we-uoaot discuss Man in a
particular trade before we have given consideration to the object that
has to be handled by our man and to the task we expect our man to fulfill
on the object, namely the objective, maintenance, because we can try to
appraise man for his task only if we are aware of the prerequisites involved.
Now then, let us have a closer look at the object. For our purpose in this
otrcle we are concerned with flying machines, machines that were devised,
designed and built by men under application of advanced principles and
techniques that the genius of man rendered possible. But when we spare a
minute to contemplate on the subject of technical sophistication in advanced
technolo~y, when we consider the possibilities that do exist in the present
state of the art, don't we run the risk of creating &n instrument that is
beyond proper control and handling by average or slightly above average
human beings? Surely, advance in technology is a must but we mst remember
that the application of advanoed principles only results in a reveme when
the advanced principle is fully mastered and under control. Otherwise, to
return to our industry of airline operators, we buy extremely advanced
equipment, promising all advantages and excellent economy which in reality
will eventually become a terrific headache as all the shorttoming3, covered
faults and forgotten consequences will have to be dealt with %y the manufacturer
and the operator at considerable expense.
As an operator we are not concerned with the manufacturers' slice of the cake,
our c,)ncern is our big slioe, grounding of aircraft for troubleshooting,

*

*

<ailing in specialists, representatives, devisine haeas -q'dmeans 'cc.
overcome the trouble, attemptin4; tenmorary measures, taldrj care 0o:
the modifications that will as a consequenca bissued by the manufZacturers
etc. etc. or rather blunty and short, loosing mon~ey initead of making
money with equipment in which millions of hard dollars ue-re invested.
Do we not all arree that the aircraft we buy from a manufacture.- should
be matured and technmically consistent? We realize thtthis claim is
rather a harsh onG but hisatory shows that there nru>,er v'as a pUane
aessigned and built vithout no eilof se-ice bulletins to follow.
But aince the object of our dci,zussions here is ;na-n and Mainte3nance, we
will not Thrther dig, into the design and application of adv'anced %-echnology
by the manufacturers.
However, there is another aspect -on-nected wdth the object whnich must b
looked at in this context, namely the fact that the design on paper of an
aircraft has to be put in practi-ce, in other words, that the aircraft prope ,
has to be built.
There again we have men who do the j...ib.
Some do t.he work with utmost care,
concious of their responsibility, some just do -I
t to earn g-oo4d money to
keep them well nlive. Now lets have a look at the consequencezs of this
combination of human beings taking part in the assembly of a highly advanced
fly-irZ machine.
Can you be sure to buy an ai-rplane which- is free of defects, such as missing
bolts, prestressend stringers and sk-dnning, loose terminals etc?. to mention
a few. Of ).irse the zaPnufacturers are aware of Lhis Ifact and tr,, to cont<1-A
it by throwing a force of inspectors into the battle, but who guaranties
that all the inspectors are inpeccable and don't miss one item or- the other?
fur experience will confirm that ilaws will pass, however many inspectors
uinder an economy-oriented management are possibly put on the job.

I

So much for the object, now lets go on to the objective of =:.~
considerations.
4hat is maintenance? Webster defines maintenance as means of
ppix
or
'l'

sustenance. Now applied to our object, the aircraft, we might extrapolate

the definition in saying that maintenance of aircraft meanls stenance of
the proper cond~tion to keep the aircraft operational, that is, in runn~ing
oondition, or to sustain its operationability.
Thenext question that arises is of course how we ca-n achieve this task.
There agai,. we have to meke use philosophical contemplations. How do we
keep en advanced contrqption like today~ aiL'planea in running order?
2

nci"er 'he pre3-_mr-tion that ourj objjct, tr-- arcraft. ;a a top -'.?dity
z:
nture tdezoign- withn no flaws at al!, th
roblem is azn 4aesy
one. .ainterance would be re-ducea to servricin-g cornsjmabI-e i4;ens like
oil, oas etc. . tc -snect, *nrts and seoe
nc are sub.Jecfed to
Pronuact o

woarand

ear, to

mec-hinica.

zone explicit evrtigthat 4, subjected -to
and to renlace w,-r,. parts, Tn-fortur-ately our object

bCe

friction

aces noct mee'. thas ideal stanmiarq. Q"nerepcre the -nrobl.e= ti keep an aircraft in 6oaLnd r_-L'u-_ condition is g-etting more and more involved, 'o
nave to take: care -af a considerable number of unhtcovas, we have to ake

use of e:,n-erience,
*MCInator
*rec
*the
*

*

we have to critically reviem --e design, we have to
n a lot, Liore to enabl us to detem~imne tne aninaum
rernents for maint.enance. '-4. all know that a considerabitp amount ofl
nasic work.- 4r, deto=nning t:- roq rizents for m ,tenanc* ia done
by the manufact'irers and the maintenance review boeard, who are dcealing
ith xder-:ved
-ctual factsfrom erndurance and fatigue vists as well as
assumptions btased on long term experience.
coorcto

:Oeea lot more must be taken in consideration by thsa operators of a
m-aintenance base. Since we all are dealin_- with uracnown quantities we
forcibly tend to do too -much to be certain to be on the safe side which
means cost anu- more costs, With the ex-erience accumulated over prolongviod
periods of time -.e will be able to eradually reduce the ma'ntenance activities
in zones and systems that prove Lheir reliability. On the other hAnd vi'th
the increase of hours accimulated on airc..aft we have to take fatigue,
f'urther wear and tear problems in account which again may neseaitate
intensification of our maintenance efforts.
;io sum up oux review of maintenance we can say thlat maintenance of an
aircraft consists of taking care of the known items aqubjected to wear
and tear as well as coping with unknl-own quantities in th~e sense of preventive
maiLnteniance,
So we have dealt witlh the object and the objective of our theme, we have
tried to discuss some of the major aspects of object and objective.
Now let us proceed to the most interesting and most variable factor, to
the hnuman bair4,, whose job it is to fulfill1 the objective.
Trom the above comqiderations we realize that ijretty much is expected from

man eara~.ng his livelihood from maintaining aircraft. The question now i8,
do wa 6z; what we expectF Tn general. the answer must be yes, after all,
airplanes linve been maintained more or less successfully from the advent of
aviation over half a century ago up to the preaent time.
3

But here again we must take into conaideration that the raak of
maintaimig a flying machine, Tiamely the u pkeepir& of its opers ionability
is the only thing that rcained the same, he techrniques and ways and
means of carryipng oat the task continually kept clhar~n.g with the
technological advaices made in the industry. So nowadays we really are
up againsat an agglomeration of advanced systems in a highly developed
fr
ork that is already difficult to visualize not to speak of, to
fully understand
S, returning to the individual who has to take care of todays flying
machines, of their systems and components, we will aree that he nas
selected a way to earn his living which offers quite some challenges to
him. We can try to define the chmaacterial properties that are required
to make him a satisfactory aircraft maintenance an. Just a few adjectives
as consistent, relipble, intarested, thorough, prhape devout, will give
a very basic descri;'tivn of the ideal character who should be caoable
of doing the job.
'We all know that even the best man has hia moments of distraction and
because we Imv this from experience, we hAve devised wnrd and moans to
overcome the risks involved in this very human inconsistency. We have
created the inspector whose duty it is to discover the slips of the
people carrying out the taska of maintenance. Now then, lets face the
situation and lets review mw personal experience quickly, do we not
find Ln instance, probably not far back, when we were Just lual that
an undiscovwerd flaw didn't result in some critical failure of the other.
So we come to realize that even a well trained inspector may miss one
item or the other. But why is this so?
1e21, lets have a look at the ambiance in which thase things happen,
lets have a look at the time we are livinC in, our time, which has its
influence on us all, good and bad.
We all realize that we live in a period of time that appears tc be
extremely fast running, so fast indeed that somtimes we get the impression
that ve cannot achieve our goal - I-usinesas hours and in our past-time.
We live in a period of gre.t achievements in all sciences and technology,
we live in a time where Jule Verne's and Aldoua Huxley's utopical
prophecies are gradually getting materialized, in short wf are witLessing
and taking part in a breathtaking period of time.
Thanks to highly developed Oommunication systems we cain take part, remotely
though, yet live, in events taking place almost anywhere on our world,
comfortably seated in an arm=cIair in our living-room, watching the TV screen.

4

By meanz of radio and the preG, we -,a imor
about almst 6erything,
close anid remote, we ;et stuffed %rithini'orrmtion on events importRrit
or unimportant. 4e Fget fed with man made reams or thrillern from the
anera-etnt i-ndu~ try free of charge FQB our living-room, the only
trouble being, to select the channel.

We work fewer

thlan o,,r fathers did anrd get r~aid better, Toda
acconomical. systems make it possible to buy almiost anything we dare to
dream of, even when we are short of cash, a.9 almost avery commodity can
be obtained on a deferred payment plan &nd is readily advertised as
such. No end of opportunities are offered to us fo:- diversion. W4ith this
great time of ours the development is not exlhaunted, new standarde are
established such as extreme interpretation of personal freedom resulting
in the abolishment of taboos that used to b* the backbone of society
some decades ago. Just consider th3 sidi effects cf our life engineered
to appear carefree, consider what it moeans tha~t the pay on friday night
or the monthly salary does not belong to you anymore before its earned,
as a nyumber of installements are due, You will no dc,,,'-' agree that
our time, the enviroment, has an impact on beh'aviour of man, ha3 an
impact on todays society. When we get to realize how much is offered to
popular education, we
us in the field of diversioLs, in the friali!.
find that our time must appear fast runni'. takng the mass of interesting
it.ems and diversions as rell as our consequzn" &J worries in at ount that
take up a considerabl.e share of th, time available. They may take command
of our ,3paretime, and may be, some of our duty hours, and there it is,
-the crucial point, the maind may aot be at the Job that is got to be done.
hours

So what cAn we do to pre-vent this, applied -X our industry, dangerous
or even fatal sqituation?
The answer, quite generally speqsking, is Aimple enough, va got t .. compete
with the temptations of our time, we got to make the Jo interesting, more
interesting than the diversions of our time.
IWehave already- come to the conclusion that maintena. ce of today6 airplanes
is a very interestinG job 'out we have to take in considc ration that
maintenance lartly consists of a long, chain of interlacing sactions that
can be called -oiitine work and there is our urobl eim, how can we ca2ke
basic routine work intereatiig?, "'0 my mind, this can be achieved by
guided trainiNg, of our maintentince mon. We have to 'make them realize why
for instance a bolt must be &orqued to a certain value, we have to make
him understand the Q~onsiquences of mi. uncoii-ect torque value ii. the wider
sense. We have to devise methods of tuition in simplified streasanslysis
so that ho will be able to imagine the -onviequenmes of a loose or . s6 hand
tigh.tened bolt, Ie have to get our muen system. mind:ed, we have to make theox
a ware of thb consequencea of a cabie interferxirT, with a hydraulic tube irr
instance, to rume an example.

In short,

v

to make our man conr.ous of sy ems and strnu .tzrea

and their -aknienses
as well ae of poaible consequencee of improper
inAtallation, 4a flurther hzve to train our people to realize that a
mainterance plan with
tll the jeo ca -dn does not cover all unn~c n
quanitities, Therefore
.ays to emt brn intereatewi not only intoc
h
item called for oi the jotc)rd, but at the vicinity cf the ito z
bacai. it is

there where

wi

expect him to discover the unxpecinted

deftct
NoN than if we succee- in interpretig the routine jobs in the mertioned
way, we should be able to ru-ee an interesting world for our mtintr-nce
man inducing extra efforts to do a g.iod job.

So we cAn promote the quality of -rk our winterance -en accomplih
by getting them inteieted in their work, by making -rhw, umder.tand
whyr all thie apparent routine has to be carried out to close linits.,
But is this enough?, do we get the beat \isults fro, this kind of wFys
and meae' to captur* the attention of our maintenance men?
So let our minds return to the good old times, to the spirit of the
early days of technological evolution, when craftmen roduci
c
tochnioal
contraptions, alone or perhaps assisted by a helper. In the- days one
coild not delegate the responsibility to some inspecting individual,
a nonte exiztad. It was the craftman's own r-snonsibility to create C
good, reliable and sound. product. Thus, the well known pride of the
craftmen in that period was creatcd.

ransforminS Tjis idea into our

time tbla me Lns nothing else than delegating the fuil responsibility
for an operation to the guy that perfo7-ms It.
IN this in eamy to state, but how can we get this idea into practice?
First of all we have to get our maintenance men to re.lizk, that the
responsibility is theirs asd nobody eluals.
We further lave to make them understand that their work will not be
checked. We have to make them awaare of the inortance of the fact that
a job must be done right and comple.e, however srznl it may seem, we
have to make them aware of possible consequences when this is not done
so. Thus we can create a certain pride which, by virtue of the fact,
is of great importance. Thus we make him relize
that hi; contribution
is a link in a long chain of tasks that make maintenance, and his
pride ill not permit that the weakest link should be his.
But wa have to realize that we cannot preach delegation of responsibility
without actially doing it, that is, we have as a consequence to reduce
or change our inspection efforts, or better to adapt the system. We have
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,oJ Lmfjtrte to our man that his woi~k -is actually accepted
,citnout veh-secting it, Otherwise we attain nothing, as the
laeance~ ragn will feel deprived of hits pride, lie will be
diav.,pointed luecause obviously we do riot trust him and
consr*,unn1'y he' will loose interest, which means that even our
f-"rgt goal -i IL o doiu the drain,
Thirls sow ds as if we ,,ould do without inspection at all, a furzny
st'ateent from -z' o repreaenting the trade of inspection.
N'ow theni, we
kJ.1 that even the best man has his worries,hi
depressions or -ivereiora. We further kno:w that there &Le some
vital. syatema in Vhd41 -.he slightest error could result in
co sequent..es be.y)ond owr imagination. That is exactly where our
rorce of insppct zn' oomes in, in duplicate inspection and ii
srvevy;.- critical. areas sielected from eYT-rience and on percentage
checks haaTh may be planned individually or decided on, on the
spot, deperdU~g on our observations.
7,4ow
to retu rn to the delegation of responsibility to its c'ne and
only proper place, Tto the originaitor of a product, we w- review
tesuggestioni under considc-ration of' systems that already exist
i. our induutr-y, For this we bave to reconsider the question of
delegation of reepoasaibility in as much as hierachical. considerations
have to be taken in acout.de have to look into the forman, leader,
man-on-'the-.job relh tion.hIup, rhere, the delegation of responsibility
rests wth superiors, after~ all these are the people who know tIVheir
men, who can best judge their capabilities. So we may select delegatic'
of responsibility to the Ymn at the job in one czase whereas in an
other case the foreman Al check, at his own discretion, one or the
otber job of some of his subordinatos as he will find necessary.
Now of course this is not a. stationary matter, I should say, it is
a continuous de' elopement in training, Neverless, the man at the job
will consider the direct check of his euperior less hunm1iating thar
en inspectors check sinve he knows that his superior will have to
give him the gwdsence e# d the training and consider that kind of
check as ways and r-aaa rof verification, providing that it is properly
done,
Now let ma~ telil yvou ~o~of "2wiswiir's experience in our effort to
Some ynago a gradual dogradation of the quality of work accomplished
'by c:u
iunteaance vas obsorved. Careful investigation of the causes
of t
phenomncn roe*aJled that above aill two factors mainly contributed
to the prt. oiliag situ. tin, ramely the "couldn't-c-s.-e-leas-attitude"

(ifsome maintenance men, induced by the fact that almost every
item or operatiLn of imprtant nature was checked by an. inspector
afte.L accomplishment and, as a consequance, the fp-t that nobody
kmw raCtly who would be responsible for any operation accomplished
by main. .nance.
The inai., e.ance men, and above all their znipe:- ra, unazAmously
ware convinced that the responsibility was with inspection, the
final controlling agency, whereas inspection arguod that thie
could not be the case as qua.ity can not b,6 inspected into a product.
Determined to put at, and to this very unsatisfactory situation the
manager inspection divi.'ion decided to clarify the situation by the
applicat.Aon of a hawL~'-ow action. He went to the manager aircraft
maintenance and declared that his inspectors w~ould be withdrawn from
their prosent field of activitv of inspecting the work accomplished
and stamping the job cards acco:'iinujly as of~ tomorrow. He explained
his reasone for the decision and made the manager maintenance fully
aware that the responsibility was n~ow his and nobody else's.
This cased of course a considerable roy and a handful of reproaches
to the effect that this was not vt';- of ao~neration in a company.
However, the manager inspection did not retreat an inch from Mis
point of view. The inspectors were briefed accordingly, they were
Instructed to have their eyes everywhere to koep book rzf their
obse2-rstions and to report critical flays to the manager inspection.
1,e1l, that was the bammeir-blov. And the rtsult? Well I gU638 dGsuperiors of maintenaiice bad a sleepless night or probably some more
but somehow they succeeded in I - sing oin the evil :ews with the
necos&.-y instructions to the men on the job and their direct superiors
as within 24 hours the quality of work performed was raiwi by a
considerable margin in an effort to survive, so to speak.
lnspection personnel w.re osent in the maintenance ar,%a but took
no apparent active p&aA in the work, line personnel had to carry through
their duties and had to carry it through properly. Undisclosed checks
by the inspectors revealed very few flaws but one thing becaine apparent,
the inspectors present, but seeuidngly not active were approached as
consultants whenever a maintenance man or t forman ms not quite sure
how to do a job correctly.
So grad-ally the new concept with Lhe defined responsibility and all
its consequences was accepted. The higher ranked superiors who first
opposed it had learned a lot, they had, under the pr.saw
At the
situation beoor%* aware of tho real qualities of their subordinates,
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they had realized that one or the other forawn did not meet the
characterial propertien required for his poition and had taken
the necessary measures to ensure that they c- ild in future rely
on their cadre. Lateron they created their own check-system by
the introduc:'on of lead mecharics, recruited from the ranks.
The duty of such a leader is quite appropriat to his connotation
he has to lead a group of maintenaace men, he has to diJtrLute
the work among his men, he haL o che2k their work, or perhaps
better he has to train and instruct them to carry out a perfect
job.
These leaders, .ncidentally, were trained for their work by old
foxes of inspection, who passed on their experience and know-how
with considerable success.
Looking back at this hammer-blow action, or perhaps blackmail as
it is evident tiat the responsibility
you may choose to call it,
is now there where it must be, with the man on the job.
The checking of the work accomplished, where n6cessary is carried
out by those whose task it is to do the job and as the experience
of our inspectors whose eyes are everywhere will confirm, with
quite some success.
To end this presentation I can say that we have achieved a considerable
inprovement in the quality of work accomplished by our maintenance
men by training them, by giving them the responsibility for their
work which they have accepted.
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A GENERAL AVIATION MECHANIC
LOOKS AT THE MAN IN THE MAINIENANCE RELIABILITY
SYSTEM

The description or . definitioi. of the General Aviation mechanic today would
be an impossible task. Even an accurate average age of the General Aviation
mechanic today is not available. One of the latest complete studies of the
aviation mechanic was puolished in 1963. At that time, it was admitted that
nothing average fo Lhe General Aviation mechanic was established. The
General Aviation mechanic was represented by a union or any large employer.
He is scattered to the far reaches and remote areas of this country and the
world.
The General Aviation mechanic is regulated by the Federal Aviation
AcIinistr-ion. Ac the present, he is tested and licensed the same as any
aviation mechanic. The qualifications are the same for all aviation mechanics.
The Airline Aviation mechanic generally works on cs-e make and model aircraft
aid is seldom expected to be an authority or even qualified on more than four
makes and models of aircraft. The General Aviation mechanic, on the other
hand, generally works on at least three makes and numerous models of aircraft,
The General Aviation mechanic is expected to be qualified on any aircraft
based in his area.
In general use in General Aviation today we find aircraft with a top cruise
speed of 75 miles per hour through a top ciuise speed in excess of Makh .82.
Also in general use in Genera! Aviation aircraft today we find numerous types
of reciprocating powe-plants and the most. modern types of turbiae pcwerplanlrs.
1he General Aviation aircraft today also contain systems of old forgotten
types through the most modern designs,
Fruiv a General Aviation mechanic is a mi,ic
person.
Let us take a look at
a few of the probl ems a General Aviation mechanic faces in his role in 'The
Maintenance k elicbiiity System.'
The Mechanic

oobs at the Job to be Pone.

As the General Aviation mechanic reviews a pro,ect
oz a,ob
to ',c lone on an
aircraft
today, he must be ever mindful ot the mAny varied skilis
and
knowledge levels that will he encountered.
Too many times he will overlook
major problims that will be invclved withE the scope of the work to be
pcrfo r ,Ed.
lie is becomi:
aw ire of the lack :f technical knowledge and
skill that may be needed.
Many uforescen prob o:ns may he iscovered,
As
,n example, even. the simple pr(-es s of a spark plug change or an oil change
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on an engine today may present its-lf with the problems c' Engine > jr
Overhaul.
The skillful eye uf a conscientious trained mech.,'nc mLi pi-evt-ilt

impenuing powerplant failure.
Familiar with the critical shortages of trained mechanics, he tends to be lax
That role :S the
in one of the maior roles of the General Aviation Mechanic.
Maintenance .1 This perliaps ii< he most important role
one of "Preventive
The
the General Aviation mechanic plays today arid will piav in th, future.
problems presented by skillful evaluation of symptoms found by "Preventive
On-ce the
more important than the actual repair itself.
Maint-enance"l ai
Of
arca of trouble is 'located, hie has books to tell him what to do next.

course, all popular maintenance manuals have "trouble-. shooting" sectionS.
In
This section rf 6,,y manual is only as good as the man who is using it.
all cases they are only a guide for the Lcained mechanic's thcoghts presenting
one problem at a time.
The Mechanic Looks

4t the Tools HieUses,

The evaluation) -)f any job) to be done is not complete without careful! thought
It is of ten verv
being given to the tools needed and the tools available.
hard for the "front office" and the cust-rier to believe that hie cannot safe lv
bu
This sounds ridiculous, but onL utraieta
change s tire.
fifteen different Jacks are presently needed by the General Aviacion airc-raftt
in use today.
Also special sockets and *_ iie wrenches may '.e necessary.
The best thing the Geoerai Aviation mechanic car do is say "no'' When b
encounters jobs he has not done before anid does not have the utop et
t
f 11aricattl tools
Tco often, mtri will t
information to perform these jobs.
to ma jor prb
:,>
nd antO-sco
3r make -do with things t~tlead
expense.
1he Ilechanic

books qt the Manualis

Hef 1'ses.

Publications ond manuals nave beenfi,
'cmelv
IjnL'
AlMOSt any s
> so
of &hese manucls vary greatly.
It isngt'
Iihrarv, af very valuable
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1:o
11
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I-le papers marnge
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MchanicL-ooks

at the Prod-uct

Supp. r

fu...ished

by thle Manufacturer,

P-~ Genera' Aviat ion iieclhanic looks -At the ne-w air(,raft d-livered from the
inanuracturer as a completed complex product.
*everal of the popular
mT8ralCt' -ers to~day, admit that the final manu factu ring process is completed
by; the General Aviation mechanic in the first
hundred hours of n)erat ion of
the product.
The manufacturers are makingY sincere attempts to skinport this
pi, uct, hut manyl a reas of gent-ral confLusion- still
rema.
It is comnon
practice to receive singlIe engine a..:craft- tram the manufacturer that has less
Lhan one half hour of flight test by the factory and complex multi-angine
aircraft that has less Than ont: and one-half hours of flight test.
Wit" such
production schedules, the manufacturer has to depend a great deal on the
General Aviation mechanic.
Thie manufacturers

have estaL ished warranty pi

rm
i

to help

the dealer with

e.Kpenses oni warranty wok
hi
'rram does no-t to-tally protect a dealer.
acete
Thisourh
rodke0
Lianacett
ac.t that dealers have gonebrk
thoh
warrnt"
prj~rms.This
places a great deal --f pressure or, the General
Aviation mechanic and ini many cases his profic.,encv .. utermiines whether his
employe r naks
a ;=roit
or a loss -n a s, 1 Ie.
The manutact'urers are iaprovincg the.-.- product support tut this is perhaps
one of the most lax areas in General Avi ation todey,
For e-imple, it is no t
un co mmion Ior new engines u. airlrames to be in usc as long as six m,,onths
to one year be,4:oparts hoc l-o and srvice
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turn the Job down and not overextend his knowledge apd pocketbook. In many
areas ngreements between competitive operators and mechanics are bein5 -made
so that complex test equipment may be profitably operated for owners in the
locale.
Eazh part of test equipment must be constantly maintained and kept up to natn
with basic modification. The test equipment most people started with was
military surplus equipment. Gn the whole, the equipment is older than the
mechanic who is using it.
The necessary equipment for modern Gay aircraft is
no longer available on a surplus market. Each inoiyidual piece of equipment
must either be fabricated by the mechanic or purchased from a rn-,ofacf-ure.,
The General Aviation f,!echanic must carefully evaluate all of his '_-st equipment, both old and new, and be forever alert to the indication of a malfunctic i of the equipment. As aircraft development advances technologically, the
cst equipment one uses becomes essential to safe and orofitable operation of
moern aircraft.
The Mechanic Looks at Inspection,

Repai.

and Parts Accessibility.

General Aviation mechanics are generally convinced that manufacturers
consLantly connive to design airc -- that are inacc-.rsible and harder to
work on. A prevailing opinion is tha. the design engineer is rhe inrrortaj.
enemy of the General Aviation mechanic. As almost anyone would agree, :hese
opinions have sound basis. Too often a mechanic spends four hoy
or more
getting to a unit to replace a filter or normal service item that should take
only ten minutes. Examples are simple instruments that happen to have two very
useful post lights mounted in each upper case lug. The aiLcraft owner refuaes
to pay the four hour labor charge f
two screws and two light
that are ir
plain sight. The result is another enemy for the design engineer who did not
even know someone had placed a post light in his instrument. Many problems
in this area are the basic like of prouLictiv commuzicacion between the design
engineer, the lighting technician, the interior 7esign people, the owr-er,
and the mechanic.
The General Aviation mechanic really upset. a new aircraft owner when he
removes all of the glued on carpets and upholstry trim from his beautiful
aircraft. Of course, no conscientious General Aviation mechanic will accept
the responsibility of all of the fuel lines, gear boxes, control cables, and
hydraulic units under the floor panels withou careful inspection.
Because
of increased aircraft performance and the problems encountered with
it~spection plates in stressed skins, the design structurial design and placed
them in the aircraft.
Then comes the interior design people who are given
the -ob cf baautifi..ation within a budget.
The result is another enemy of
the General Aviation mechaoic.
As performance on modern aircraft increased, the repairabi'{ty of many parts
and items becoie more critical.
Parts chat used to be made of simple materials
re now heat treated or made on an exotic metal.
The General Aviation
mechanic must constantly be alert to these units which he does not hive the
capability of accomplishlng a simpl
repair. In future years this will become
an even more complex :oblem. Now is the time for people in positions of
leadership .o start instilling these new ideas into the General Aviation
mechanic.
-4-

The Mecha;ic

Looks at Imp roved Desie

chnjes.

The General Aviation ,.-ec-anic is constant1y Subjected Lo new design
to
tE- ptig
in all cases, the manufacturer means well -nd ;s
techniques.
great
the
ost
few
years,
1n
reduce the costs and increase reliabi!ity,
strides have been made in this area and morF art expected in the future,
Likte all new ideas, some of them arrive with new products that cause rtore
Many new designs have fallen by the wayside because the mecharnics
problems.
involved did not understand their function and were not informed as how to

properly service thlem.
The Mechanic Looks at Records and Reports.
Perhaps one of the most important items the, will help the

General Aviation

Withcout sume device to
Me
solve a oroblem is the use of a report.
receive problemis from the field, the manufaccurer has no way of knowing a
pr-)len exists. The manufacturers in most cases, furnish the mechanic some
type if reporting form.
This is fine, except he never seems to have the right

one.
All malfunction and defect --eport forms basicall, contain the same information.
It is a shame that the mechanic does r~t have one form that woul h,e
acceptable b, ever"One. The Federal Aviation Administration needs their
form, the engine manfacturer needs their form, the airframe ManutacLurer needs
it is
their form. So goes the paper mill of the General Aviation mechanic.
easier to forget the problem and not even mention :t to anyone,
When a mechanic undertakes to report an unairworthy defect in a modern
By
aircraft, ha had better have at least ten hours spare time on his ha.,_s.
the time he reports it to everyone who snould know of the project, he has
writers cramps and then he realizes that he does not have a record copy of
what he just reported.
Each report attempted to say the same thing but the
If he only sends one report, he always
format was entirely different.
manages to send it to the wrong place or person and the effort was wasted.
The Federal Aviation Administration requires that the owner of aircraft keep
current and complete recc-rds.
With an excess of one hundred thousand
General Aviation airrrafts in service today, i suspect that at least one
These all must contain the
tnousand different types of records are in use.
No
same basic information, but the format is a master crossword puzzle.
Each manufacturer has his
industry standardization appears in records kept.
In one instance, the VOR omni range accuracy
c-n concept of log book format.
check appears to be more important than the recording of the last annual
inspection.
Unknown is a single manufacturer who furnishes a log book that
lists
the chronological listing of Ainorthiness Directives as required by
the Federal Aviation Administration since 4957.
In most General Aviation shops at least one mechanic devotes fifty percent of
his time to reports and records keeping, In most cases this is tiie chief or
authorized inspector and the most experienced and qualified mechanic in the
shop. Aircraft today qontain so many different forms, no one except the most
-5-

experienced mechnics are capable of prope:ly completing the necessay and
Standardization of these forms would allow secretaries to
required records.
be trained to take the place of many General Aviation mechanics tied, tip in
his own paper mill.
The Mechanic Looks at Basic TraininR and_T--hnical

Up-radin.

Several years ago we depended upon the military and the schools to train our
basic mechanics. The military trained mechanics have decreased in the last
several years, In fact, most of these people ave specialist and have not
been offered the background necessary to become a licensed mechanic.
The shops or operations who employ large numbers of specialists do use some of
the specialists as repairmen. These repairmen are useful in complex operations and large shops. The average General Aviation operator cannot depend
upon encugh exclusive work to employ large numbers of specialists.
General Aviation does re:!eive all of the school trained mechanics that they
can absorb. Since the pay scale and working conditions in General Aviation is
normally lower than that of the airlines, only a small percentage of school
trained mechanics enter General Aviation as a career. As a result of mechanic
placements, Jhe schools naturally lean their training toward the needs and
operations othier than General Aviation.
The experienced mechanic needs to be up-tiated in his training and needs to be
trained to service the new sysems being introduced into Ge-nerai Aviation.
To assist in this area most General Aviation manufacturers have training
programs designed for the average General Aviation mechanic. In fact, very
large sums of money is presently being spent by at least one major General
Aviation manufacturer to produce comprehensive training programs. Most
General Aviation aircraft manufacturers realize that their product is no better
than the mechanic who service it. Currently these training programs are the
only !ay the General Aviation mechanic may up-date himself and learn the new
systems currently in produc~ion,
Some large General Aviation operations have training departments that devote
full time to up-dating and training mechanics. Of course, programs of this
nature are not common place, They are, eL least, and indicator of trends
toward the importance of training. Even small General Aviation operators are
scheduling regular seesions of training on monthly basis. These small
General Aviation operators are welcoming any and all aids in training That they
(cao enlist from any maiufacturer.
The on-the-iob training program is the most commonly used system of training
General Avia.ion mechanics. in some areas of the country, this program is
currently being used in high schools supplemented by what ever instructional
material the high school may have available. ',ince the General Aviation
mechanic is strong in demand, the General Aviition operator is supporting and
be-king any type of aid or bhlp available.
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The 'Mchanic Looks et his Housing

nd Work Facilities.

The most common problem of the General Aviation mechanic today is proper and
adequate housing. Very few mechanics are not looking for improved housing
for their shops. Due to the fLct thet most of th- country~s airports are
crowded and the land and buildings expensive, future relief in the housing
problem appears dim. In may areas the operators of maintenance faciliti:_s
depend upon doing part of their work outside when weather conditions will
permit.
It is not uncommon to find mechanics working in "T" hangars and on the ramps
in the southern areas of this country.
Some of these mechanics are llindeprndi
ents
" or "moonlighters." ,Many i -e operators have crews working under these
conditions because adequate housing is not availab.e.
In several areas of this country, General Aviation mechanics are working out
of mobile shops on the back of pickups and in trailers. These mechanics are
doing all type3 of maintenance on various aircraft from mobile operations
with no permann housing at all.
This practice is more common in remote and

scarcely settled areas but they are not unheard of in the high ucisitv areas.
The Mechanic Looks at his Wcrk Environment.
It is common knowledge that the aircraft hanga7 is the coldest place in tne
winter and the hottest place in tie surmwr.
If the wind is blowing thirty
miles per hour outside the hangar it is blowing forty miles per hour inside.
My intentions are not to be a c: neJian but sonietimes a plain statement of
fact appears coy'rical.
The pure necc, sary desigi, of an aircraft hangar with wide doors and high
roofs does not lend to economical environiental control,
Also in the dusty
areas of the country this basic design mi;ans very poor dust control capability.
Large sums of money have been spent in nany areas of the country on hangar
environmental but few mechanics are satisfied.
urely some industries are
worse off environmental wise but very few of them fuss as much as the Generel
Aviation mechanic.
The Mechanic Looks at his Limitations.

Perhaps one of the most difficult sLatements for a General Aviation mechanic
to make is "I do not know.'
This pride possessed by most young mechanics sets
him aside from many professional people.
He has been schooled and tested on
all aircraft from the C-3 Aeronica through the largest aircraft in currenL.
production. He has a ticket in his pocket that proves he is an authority on
anything that fl,, without Gcd*s initial design and blessing. Twenty years
ago a mechanic could form this attitude and get by with it.
Today the picture
has drastically changed.
All mechanics should be aware of the Federal
Aviation Administration regulatory articles in this area but since the
Federal Aviation Administration supervisor is nrvt preent he tends to allow
himself to become over-extended.
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It Is z-eal easy for a General Aviation mechanic to allow a custcrer to talk
him into doing things he is not qualified to do, Of course, this custon xr is
the first to leave him when the chips are down and trouble begins.
The actual
responsibility of limitations is upon the mechanic himself. he should siways
conaider his own knowledge, available technical information, end tools before
he accepts any given task.
Perhaps the day is near when people will realize thrt the hunasn brain can
absorb only so m,ch and retain it. When this happens maybe the General
Aviation mca6ic and the airline mechanic, will be separated.
Also the
mechanic will perbaps have ra'ings for certain aircraft and aircraft classes.
This fact wa realized in the certification of pilots many years ago but has
not spread to the technical field of the mechanic yet. Stiff opposition to
a move sim'iar to this suggestion will be encountered.
The limita ion a mechanic places upon himself is the key to the theme of this
symposium, "The Man in the Maintenance Reliability System."
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AIR' AIR CAR,'<'?ER ~{;fA<2LOOKS AT ThE MAN IN
'HE YIAINTENAVfJ E REA.:iA,1ITY SYSTEM

by

L. Deun Wbter
Maintenance Specialist
UNITED AR LINES

I. feel that I can speak as an airline mechanic because I have been
one for many years, and alt-hough Vi' now a part of the management
team Try role remains in the nuts anid bolts phase of the operation.

I believie that if you ask most a~av carrier mechanic what the term
maintenance reliability means tc him, you'll find that it means
essentially the same as it does to the carrier: safe, efficienc,
dependable, on-time, and profitable transpor'ition. That' s what
we're all after,
But the increasing romplexity of the aircraft anIl the fantastic
growth of the industry have made achievement of this objective ',,nL-easingly more difficult -both
for the mechanic and the carrier.
As an outgrowth, the mec', anic has certain needs,
s, rind
a few minutes dis kisslng them.

and i'd like to

First, the need for identificatlion,
11 is important that the
mechiani2 identify himself wiz:hfn the compqny.
Thie day is long
gone when the mechanic himself, or with a crew chief, could understand and maintain an airplarz.
It has become necessary to develop
what to the mechanic is a complex organi-~ation known as maintenance
management.
For the mechanic wiio has been at the jo!b long enouigh
to have the "nwW
worn off, this massive organization can be frustrating, He .,s apt to dev~elop the attitude that hie is little more
than a parts changec anid a number on a car-1.
But this doesn't havc to be.
For 'icmechanic who will avail himsil f of the training and advancement opportunities of fered by ti-,
air carriers today, there Is P satisfying career to b)e had,

Satisfaction may coue from recognition. Once the mechanic has
identified his position and its responsibility, he may or may not
desire to change pe "tions or advance. I recall an individual I
worked with w'ien I first started in the air carrier industry.
This man had come to us from an engine manufacturer where he
assembled cylinders. When I met him he was reconditioning cylinders -- replacing heads, barrels, valve guides and seats, studs,
etc. Nearly 20 years 1ler when he retired he was still recunditioning cylinder-, his output waG so phenomenal that on the day
he retired he could bury the man on the downstream side of the
assembly line in cylinders.
In his advancing years, he had been
approached several times with offers of jobs that would be less
strenuous, and his reply would turn the air blue. He had identified himself in the company. he had recognition -- and satisfaction from his job. Hc didn't feel La was just another number on
a card
He took great pride in tne fact he was "the best damn
cylinder man" in the industry.
Each mechanic needs to be known and appreciated for the individual
he is. Todays jets are so complex, so expensive, and operate at
such a high level of performance that everyone dealing with them
has to specialize. A mechanic can no longer be a jack-of-alltrades, and his work has to be done ia absolute accordance with
procedures established by the carrifr atd the manufacturer. This
means that he has to fit into a team and is deprived of rertain
native independence and individualism.
Strict adhecence to work procedures can also have the tendency to
lessen the area of his initiative.
He may not be eitirelv "tee to
use his fuil potential in skills and ingenuity.
Every mechanic
realizes that wlti-in each tuincenance and overhaul operation there
are ! ny typos of jobs, each requiring different amounts of training, each d" feting in the amount and kind of skill, and Cach w th
its own quanti v of repetition. Just as each joh differs, also
each mechanic differs in his ability and personality.
As I see it, the responsibility rests with the supervisor to recognize the capabilities and gcal% of the mechL ics assigned to "im,
and as nearly as possible place each cne in a position where his
talents may be best utilized -- where the company will receivw the
best quality and greatest quantity with the most efficiency.
The degree of control essential in maintenance systems makes it
wore difficult for the mechanic to recognize iscrepancies that are
outside his immediate assIgnment.
The fact that discrepancies are
not caught by the inspector during his inspect iol- or theft a job
that needs doing doesn't appear on a lob proceLure card, doesn't
relieve the mechanic of this resporsibility.
lie kn ows he should

notify his supervisor and get the offending items repaired or repla.'ed. T7his initiative must be evident in the simplest most
*autine job as well as in the most complex procedure.
The mechanic needs to know that showing initiative I:; appreciated
an,, encouraged, and I'm Sure 'I-t this is a major -biecti~e in
progressive companies.

*

Of course. one of the most iiiportant needs of a mechanic is the
tools to do his job.
I've never seen anyone who had all the
equipment he would like to hanle, but on the other hand, from my
observation, tooling is an atea in industry where the air carriers
hold an undisputed lead. There 's virtually nothing in the way of
newly developed produ.ction equipment that iE not in use at airline
maintenance bases -- ass-lming it has any worthwhile applications.
And many of the irost expensive and most advanced items -- electron
beam welders, electric discha,-ge machines, automatic testing equipment -- have already p,..J for themselves after a few months or are
expecte'd to once they are installed. Availabi-ty of tooling
eng-ineers to assist in the de,;ign and procurement of special ffx,tures and other pieces of equiipwnt has helped gain this lead,
I
believe that mechanic's recognizte this aric ar2- appreciative of the
opportunit ies they have in idvancing their 'Kiowledge and skills
through
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both in schemati form and, in many instances, ac:tual reproductions
of the major electrical, hydraulic, engine, and control systems of
the airplane. They make it possible for him, under the direction of
quaified training personnel, to assimilate a tremencous amount of
working knowledge in a relatively short period of time. And equally
important, they mal- posible periodic 'p ate.
The shop mechanic has
available a training organization whose 'ob it is to provide material
perta-ing to equipment in current use, ind new equipment going into
service. The training department also provides study material
necessary to prepare the mechanic for advancement. The training and
training equipment has to be one of th- greatest benefits available
to the air carrier mechanic.
I believe the air carriers and mechanics may both look forward to e
prosperus and rewarding future, if they willingly accept the re )onsibility each has to the other, and work together to fulfill their
ultimate responsibility which is to the customer.
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CLOSL'G REHARK

It wss my pleabre to open this symposium on Tu!esday morning, and
it is now my chore to end it. It has been most gratifying to see
the tremendous response, 500 strong, to this year's symposium and
to take part in the interchange of informat~on and ideas,
I v~nt to thank all of you who have participated, and especiaily
the panelists &ad panel moderators who l-gve made tI'e sessions
meaningful, informative, &ad worthy of r.-e time peat. Thanks
again to t1,ose whose offers of papers could not be accepted
because of time limititions. As you know, time has been a problem,
Thanks also to tho~e who brought the 27 excellent exhibits that 'Ir
in the next room.
D'ar 4 ng t1,e past 2 lays, we have heard the views of many segments of
the indtistry about a c-'moon concern - The Man In T1he Maintenance
Relia~ility System.
i -'m pleased .c:observe that we have not
forgo,.ten the mani in our maintenAnce reliability programs.
Our cq~qn goal -industry,
FAA, and the man in the system -is,
and mus' remain, aviation safety. How veli our goal i-; achieved
will d !pen6 opon the effort exerted and the cooperation we give to
each of-her.
As~ a finai, note, -1wane to thank all wh'- took the time to attend this
four,"i aru'i maintenance symposium.
WithoUL your active participation,
the;,e would he little
exchange of ideas.
We hope tne trip has been
wcrthwhile.
Wt- have not as :,'et
selected or decided upon a subject for next year's
..ympoqium.
We want your ideas and suggestions. We do want to continue
holding these yearly symposiums that offer a broad coverage and a free
exchang- of Ideas.
Several of you have suggested such symposium topics
as A--tomation In Maintenance and "On Condition" Maintenance.
Think
about it and let u-2 hear from you. We will %wait your su~ge~tions
before we rnake any decision or flCXL year's symposium su -iect.
Tbank you, gentlemen, for being our guests.

This symposium is offic~ally

Clo,-!d.

Have . safe trip homne.

PRnjai.,s by Ha,
Standards
Tran ,'ortat

A. Turnpc-ugh,

Service,
ion.

Federal

Chief , Maintenance Division

tA-iation Ad-ninistration,
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